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"Why The People Support
The Crusade Against
The Commercial Appeal"
•ee FULL PAGE AD, Page 9
Grandmother Says Police Beat Her Severely
HOMES SAVED:
 Leadership Gets Action
For Willett Residents
•
A man's home does not have to be a castle to serve
as the symbol of his dreams and longings for beauty,
security, and respectability, and it is the duty of a man
to protect that symbol when need be.
That was the bitais of the point of view expressed by
James P. Stanley, 45, of 1463 S.
Willett, when he appeared last
week before Memphis and She!.
by County Planning Commission to
protest a proposed rezoning of the
residential area in which le lives.
He was speaking on behalf of him-
self and other residents of h i
neighborhood. Thee wanted to pre-
vent a light industry rezoning
from near their homes.
The J. Strickland & Co., of 1400
Ragan, which makes hair prepar-
ations used largely by Negroes,
had petitioned Commission asking
rezoning from R-3 one and two-
family dwelling district to M-1 light
industrial district for property at
the northwest corner of Ragan and
Kew. fronting 700 feet on Ragan.
The move would have affected
property on such streets as Ragan,
Kerr, Willett and Rayner. This em-
braces one of the city's best resi-
dential areas predominantly Ne-
gro. It is one of the very few, if
not the only Negro residential
district classified as R-3, in t h e
city.
When Mr. Stanley, a veteran
postal employe, received a copy
of the Planning Commission's rou-




RECEIVES SER VI C' E
AWARD — Mrs. Cooper E.
Tiolor (right) of 485 Pontotoc
was presented. the Service
Award during the National
Dental Auxiliary Convention
held at National Baptist hotel,
— - -
Hot Springs, by Mrs. Charles
E. Williams of Chicago, pres-
ident of the Auxiliar). Mrs.
Taylor is regional vice !west-
dent of the group, and receiv-
ed the award for outstanding
work in the fourth region.
MightHaveSavedA Lifeaki14,1;11c1mayisinonpovaliccaeticoonu.irt, m r a.
Green was fined a total of $53 on
done?"
She told a Defender reporter
that the policeman told her to
"shut up!" Once inside the car
he handcuffed her hands behind
her and began beating her on the
face and head with his fists, she
said.
HELD 13 HOURS
She was in police custody 13
hours, she said. About 81/2 of this
time was spent in county jail.
Acting Police Chief U. T. Bar-
tholomew told the Defender when
informed of the incident "We are
willing to investigate at any time
when a complaint is filed. I have
no further comment to make at
this time." Mr. Bartholomew is
filling in for Chief J. C. McDon-•
Victim Plans To Sue
Officer For Damages
By DOROTHY BUTLER
A I7-year-old grandmother who persisted in asking
police why she was being arrested was severely beaten
last Saturday evening.
When a police officer called Mrs. Octaive Green of
3510 Vandale, from Dorothy's Cafe at 660 Scott about
5:30 p.m. Saturday and ordered
her into the police car, she con. , Mrs. Eldridge Glover, my dentetinued to ask: "What ha v eI
•
ByCallingRight Number BNo charges were brought againsti ingot thhee: rpesairseti nag nda r rdersul,n kdeins tnuersbs-.
three charges by Judge Beverly
Park employees might have been able to save 17-year- 
Edward Robinson, the officer she
said beat her.
old William Riley from drowning in McKellar Lake had
they been notified sooner directly by telephone that the
youth was in trouble. The number is JL 4-2629. ages
John Coll, Park Commission waterfront director, This is the woman's story toldAME Young Folk made the statement after the teen.  Sunday to a Defender reporter. It
Late Monday afternoon, M r 8.
Green informed the Defender that
she was suing the officer for dam-
ager was pullitg Train Ole lakelri- - begins when she left home about
"The Christian religion encum- the foot of Wisconsin less than an
hers upon one the responsibility of hour after he went down,
being a disciple and making others William and Levi Watt, also 17,
know of Jesus Christ," Dr. G. H. had been swimming from a Gulf
J. Thibadeaux of Shreveport, La., Refining Co. loading dock at the
told the .;25 youths attending the 
AME Youth Congress and Train-
ing Institute at Clayborn Temple Job Openings
Youths from Churches in Ten-
nessee Announced heard Bishop Earnest L. M
Hickman of the 13th Episcopal
District tell them "the youth of Mallory BaseTennessee have shown by their
coming that they have elected
Christ."
NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED
Another feature of the closing
session was the installation of offi-
'Two retreats are planned for Missionary Workers and cers for the Tennessee Conference
Baptist Laymen at Owen College August 21-22 and 23-24. 
to serve for one year.
The Baptist Women's Retreat will run through Wed-
nesday and Thursday, and the Laymen's Retreat, Friday
Sand Saturd0.
Dr. Daniel S. Malekebu of Ny- John Baptist church. The public
asaland, East Africa is guest of is invited to this meeting.
both Retreats. He was educated On Friday, Aug. 23, at the same
in America, receiving his medi- place and hour he will address the
cal degree at Meharry Medical col-
lege At present he is president of
the National Baptist Assembly of
Africa, principal of Providence In-
dustrial Mission, director of Nya-
kaland Farmers association and
supervisor of East Central and
South Africa Foreign Mission
Board, National Baptist Conven-
tion, Inc., U. S. A.
Dr. Matekebu will address the
women's meeting. Aug. 22, Thurs-
day night at 8 p.m. at the St.
NOTEWORTHY TEAM —Mr.
and Mrs. James P. Stanley,
of 1463 S. Willett, make a good
team in civic affairs. Last
week after Mr. Stanley learn-
ed that the seat residential
area in which he lived might
be rezoned light industrial, he
{ went into action. A petition
_ 
was drawn up and he and his
wife circulated it, with the aid
of others, and won the sup-
port of t h e neighborhood.
When Mr. Stanley appeared
before the County Planning
Commission he made an im-




To Appear At College
They are: James Craigen, presi-
dent; Vernice Bass, first vice
president; Sylvia Harris, second
vice president; Carmene M. Per-
pena, third vice president; Linden
James, secretary; Hattie Tisdale,
assistant secretary; Virginia Mayo
treasurer; George Hennings, hon-
orary chaplain; Roland Carter, or-
laymen, to which the public is ganist; Geraldine Bell, chorister;
also invited. Bertha Hooks, Jerry Shelton and
Prominent women will speak at Minerva Lawson, reporters; Gwen-
the Women's Retreat and out- dolyn Nash, Nell Brogden, Samuel
standing men will appear on the Echols, Herman Hennings, Sadie $4'
525'
Laymen's program. Fender, all youth advisors. The depot is also looking for 10 Mr. Coll said that to get the park staff shield as well as other %den-
These Retreats are sponsored by George Williams, National Rich- clerk-stenographers, $3,175. Many boat in an emergency do this: Call tification" on any pictures they
ard Allen Youth Council president;
Bishop Hickman, and Rev. An-
hot Wisconsin, Levi told police
officers they decided to try to
swim across the lake, but about'
half-way, William grew exhausted
and turned back. Levi and William
then swam toward the barge.
WENT UNDER ONCE
About 40 feet from the barge,
William, tired, quit swimming. He
went under once and surfaced. Aft-
er coming up again, he wasn't
seen until he was pulled from the
lake an hour later.
James Thomas, 1915 Maury and
Fred Bauer of 2929 Iroquois pull-
ed the youth from the lake. Falstaff Brewing Corp. officials
Police say the boy was obvious, are attempting to trace the origin
ly dead when he was pulled of publicity attributed to them
ashore. I with which they say they have- no
Mr. Coll sail Thomas and Bauer' connection.
were in the park boat only a cou- "To our faithful colored friend.
pie of blocks from the scene of , Drink Falstaff," is the stamped
the accident but were not aware message acconipanying pictures of
ter; Mrs. Evelyn James, a friend
visiting from New Jersey and my-
self left home by car and went
to Dorothy's Cafe. Later we were
joined by two other girls. I don't
know their names, (One was lat-
er identified as Miss Joy Coxsen).
We sat and talked and drank some
beer for over an hour."
A little while after that, Mrs.
Green said her daughter and Mrs.
James decided to leave. In the
meantime, Miss Coxsen left. A
man joined them et the table; this
left Mrs. Green and the other girl
with him. Then a police car pull-
ed up outside and a policeman got
out and began talking to Miss Cox-
sen, according to Mrs. Green. She
got into the squad car, apparent-
ly at his command.
"By this time my daughter and
friend (Mrs. James) were outside,
and when the policeman asked if
they were leaving, they said they
were. The tall, young, keen-faced
policeman (later identified as Ed-
ward Robinson), kept looking at
Evelyn's car. (Tha car the trio
came to the cafe in). It was a
1957 Buick convertible with New
Jersey license plates. He ke p t
looking inside it and then came
into the cafe and looked around.
In the meantime my daughter, un-
aware that anything was happen-
ing. drove off with our friend. The
3:35 p.m. Saturday afternoon and policeman beckoned to me."
ends when she returned home at; QUESTIONED POLICEMAN
10 a.m. Sunday morning with a
battered, swollen face and bruis-
es over her body.




Dizzy Dean with his arms around
Jackie Robinson and Roy Campa-
nella which have been sent to
white restaurant owners here. The
the Leadership Education C o n-
gress of the Tennessee Baptist M
& E Convention, Rev. S. A. Owen,
president. Rev. A. McEwen Wil-
liams is president of the congress
and director of the Retreats.
White Minister
*Fights Prejudice
Georgia-born Rev. Ashton Jones is no fanatic.
Though many Southerners hearing of this man of
Dixie, with his wife, has traveled throughout the U.S.
and into 19 foreign countries preaching integration and
brotherhood, might not agree.
' But the lean, Emory universi-
ty -educated minister says with a
genuine Southern accent, "26 years
ago, I decided to practice what
I had been preaching in Methodist
and Community churches in New
York, and I've found real joy and
blessing." •
And this self-appointed broker of
goodwill does not confine his visits
to New England and the East. Of
the 17 times he has been jailed
(mostly in Southern states), t h e
first time he was found guilty was
In March 1957 in Miami. "There
I was arrested by a White Citizens
Council when I interrupted their
Meeting by defending integration
Mind brotherhood."
TO SPEAR HERE
Rev. Jones and his wife arrived See MINISTER Page 2
in Memphis last week in their
home on wheels they built them-
selves in Detroit.
This present car is number five
for the middle-aged couple. In 26
years. four ears have been worn
The trailer.like vehicle "h a s
room in ft for four," says the Quak-
er preacher, and on all sides for
the world to see is his message:
"Peace and Brotherhood For Oth-
ers", "World Brotherhood or No
World".
So far, he has completed plans
for one speaking engagement in
the city. On Sunday. Aug. 25, he
will be the main speaker for the
Mt. Olive Cathedral 11 a.m. serv-
See YOUNG FOLK Page 2
Mallory Air Force Station has
openings for "critical area" jobs
which will add some $87,000 to the
federal payroll in Memphis.
The depot, already the second
largest employer in the city with
some 3,200 people and a payroll of
more than $1 million per month,
is looking for applicants in the
following areas:
Two management analysts, $4,-
525 per year and two paying $5,-
440; one mechanical engineer, $7,-
570; two engineering draftsmen,
$3,670; one supervisory tabulating
machine operator, $4,970; one su-
pervisory electronic processing
equipment programmer, $5,915;
two tabulation project planners,
of the new jobs are to fill positions
created by the recent transfer of
the world-wide Air Force f ood
services mission to Mallory.
disappearance of the boy.
William might have been saved
had the employees been notified
sooner, the director said.
He lived at 14g W. McKellar.
the boy had gone under.
CALLED WDIA
Levi, 148W. McKellar, called ra-
dio station WDIA first, and station
personnel informed the Park Corn- envelopes were mailed from St.
mission. This delay resulted in the Louis and bear no return address.
45 minute time lapse after the St. Louis executives deny any
knowledge of the pictures. Har-
vey Beffa of St. Louis, executive
vice president and general manag.
er of Falstaff, said the brewing
firm would have "the familiar Fal-
long distance, ask for mobile serv-
ice, then give the operator JL 4-
2629. Since the boat has radio-tele-
phone, the action will be swift.
distributed.
. He told her to get in
the car. Already in the police car
was Miss Coxsen.
"'Get on in' he told me 
talc-
and
wouldn't tell me why he was
he wanted
and began beating me on my head
I kicked him back with my feet,
that is all I could do as my hands
were handcuffed behind my back.
He took me to Barksdale station.
When we got in the station, he
hit me on the head with his black-
jack and said, 'No good old hitch,
I'm going to kill you.' I stayed
there for a while. My face was
bloody and beginning to swell by
then from the beating the m a n
gave me."
Mrs. Green's face was swollen





The woman said she a ske
"Who, me, what have I don- 
d,




but got up and went to see what is Recovering
John Gaston rospital reported
Monday afternoon that the condi-
tion of Clifford Miller, 44, who
mg me. I continually asked what 
was shot last week by Dorothy
Venus Young, 23, has improved.
I had done. I was not drunk and Miss Young admitted to police
I can prove it. that she shot Mr. Miller in the
"He then jumped on the back 
seat, handcuffed my hands behind 
aboomen with a .22 pistol during
an argument at her home at 317








Bella said the firm is trying to 
trace the origin of the distribution
now.
Be Ready If Flu Epidemic Strikes
By DOROTHY BUTLER
Strike a familiar chord? Maybe not now, but if the
prediction of a possible epidemic materializes and you
come down with it, be prepared to go to bed and stay at
least 24 hours. Chances are you'll be a virtual expert, then.
This new variety of flu has al-
ready swept through Asia a n d
South America, and the Surgeon
General of the U. S. Health De-
partment has alerted the nation
that it may spread this fall and
winter.
What is it, anyway, you ask?
And why is it called Asiatic Flu?
FIRST SEEN IN ASIA
Dr. L. M. Graves of the Mem-
phis Health department says it is
called Asiatic flu "simply because
it showed up first in Asia —Hong
Kong, China. It is caused by a
specific type of influenza virus,"
he added.
EXPLOSIVE OUTBREAKS
Except for "explosive o ii t-
breaks," Dr. Graves said in an
interview last week, Asiatic flu is
"pretty much like ordinary flu."
The "explosive outbreaks" are one
of the greatest dangers that ac-
company the comparatively mild The chances are heavily in your
disease. This means that from 20 favor to recover completely —
to 50 percent of the personnel of there have been only three deatha
whole schools, businesses, hospi-
tals, plants, etc. could be affect-
ed, causing stifled operation and
many manpower hours lost. And
loss from work could eventually af-
fect the economy of a community.
The symptoms are the same, a
slight chill will probably be your
first warning. Then your temper-
ature will shoot up to 102 or per-
haps as high as 104. This is when
you go to bed and stay until 24
hours after your temperature goes
down to normal.
You'll have a sore throat, cough
and headache; your muscles and
Joints will ache all over,
As Dr. Graves put it, the patient
"is usually pretty sick for two or
three days."
USUALLY NOT FATAL
in 20,000 cases in this country so public, the help of a number of
far, volunteer private physicians would
The treatment Is identical with have to be sought, according to
ordinary flu, during your stint in
bed, observe the following hints:
Drink lots of liquids and eat a
smooth diet. Take aspirin or some
other analgesic for your aches and
pains, and some cough syrup for
the cough.
To counteract the effects "explo-
sive outbreaks" could cause, a
vaccine has been developed. But,
according to Dr. Graves, it may
be the "middle of September be-
fore any vaccine is available in
Memphis. Biological houses a r e
feverishly trying to get it manu-
factured now," he added.
NO FUNDS AVAILABLE
Dr. C. B. Tucker of the Tenn.
State Health department has in.
formed the Memphis official that
no funds are available for pur-
chasing the vaccine.
"It (the possible epidemic) slip-
ped up on us. and we are feeling
our way along," the health offic-
ial disclosed.
If financial and supply circum-
stances were of such that the vac-
cine would be made available to
Memphis, and if the Health depart-
ment undertook to give it to the
Dr. Graves. In that event, mass
innoculations would be needed
for at least 200,000 persons, using
the demand for polio vaccine as
a measuring stick. "Or about 200,-





JUDGE WON'T BUY IT
Chicago, Ill,
Ode Newell said be was only
playing when he took $5 from a
Southalde woman, but Felony
court Judge George B. Weise
disagreed and sentenced him
to a year in the House of Cor-
rection.
Newell was accused by Mrs.
Sophia Crawford, of 5753 S.
Perry ave.. of taking the money
from her at knife point.
The 27-year-old defendant, of
Wit S. Lafayette said he
mistook her for his cousin and
was merely playing. Newell ad-
mitted he bad been drinking.
311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811W1111k111911
rive Underway
By DORIS F. CHAMBERS
Beginning in August and extending well into Sep.
tember, the Memphis Urban League is sponsoring a Back-
to-School campaign.
The League has invited more than 200 of the local
civic, social and fraternal clubs and organizations to help
put forth an intensive effort to fo-
cus the attention of the young peo-
ple and their parents on the im-
portance of the sound educational
background necessary for better
job opportunities.
Too few people recognize the loss
to Memphis, its industries and its
families, as a direct result of the
fact that far too many of our youth
are failing to complete their high
school educations and that of
those who do complete their work,
their achievement level is so low
that these youths fail to qualify
for gainful positions.
HARD FACTS
This fact was better brought
home in the report on the educa-
tional attainment of the non-white
population of Shelby ,County Ten-
nessee, of persons over 25 years
of age, in the U. S. Census of
1950. It was found that of a total
of 99,005 non-white persons in
Shelby county, only 26,515 complet-
ed fourth grade, 20,735 reached
sixth grade and only 14,150, went
to school long enough to reach
eighth grade. A total 01 71,780 non-
white persons who have an eighth
grade education or less. It Is gen-
erally recognized that persona
with a fifth grade education or less
are functional illiterates.
In this same population group, it
was also found that only 5. 845 had
completed four years of high
school and only 1,155 persons com-
pleted four years of- college.
CITY-WIDE PLEA
To augment statisties such as
these in future years, the League
is trying to stimulate the Interest
of the Negro community in the
necessity of a sound educational
background, training and prepara-
tion in our expanding economy.
Through the media of radio and
the press, efforts are being
made to bring home the need of
groups: (1) students who are reg-
ularly enrolled in school but, are
poor achievers, (2) students who
plan to drop out of school, (3) stu-
dents who have dropped out of
school, (4) parents of local youth
and (5) school personnel,
A city wide plea is going out to
all interested persons, groups asal
organizations to join in this effort,
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Hooded Klan Terrorist flog 0 In Alabama
NAACP Asks For Residents The Bells' ,Fail In
Florida Probe (Continued From Page 1) Attempt To Save Home
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—Authorities at Maples‘ille and
Evergreen, Ala., are investigating two mass floggings by
Ku Klux Klansmen.
Four Negroes, including two ministers, were accosted
on a highway near Evergreen, kidnaped and beaten 
two
weeks ago. The attacks came toi
light late last week.
At Maolesville, Negro families
are reported living behind locked
doors in fear of a return visit by
Klansmen who flogged six Negro
men.
Meanwhile, the NAACP has ask-
ed Florida Governor Leroy Col-
lins for a complete investigation
of racial incidents.
A mill worker at Jasper, Fla.,
Was flogged recently. And at
Dade City, a shot was fired into
a car in which white and Negro
baseball players were riding to-
gether. A white pitcher for the




$100 Money Order Backfires
Three men all ex-convicts, are
accused of stealing $20,000 worth of
money orders from the Alexander,
Ills Post Office on Aug. 8. They
are Ralph Franklin White, 39, of
Memphis, who was arrested in
Nashville; Kenneth Burnette, 31,
of Memphis, who was arrested in
Nashville of Chicago and Herman
Kelley Matthews, 36, of Nashville
They were arrested after they
tried to cash a $100 money order
in a liquor store, 'police said.
Rock N' Roll Aids Elks
It was a battle between blues
music and rock 'n roll Wednes-
day night at Club Ebony. Mem-
phis:. leading-orchestras participat-
ed. 'The affair n as staged by ,the
Beale Street Elks for money to
send- the Booker T. Washington
Release Wi
Juvenile Court Judge Elizabeth
McCain released on warning a 16-
year-old boy caught stealing a 50
vent belt from a store on Beale.
The boy was 2 first offender.
The judge said, "You've bought
yourself a juvenile court record
High school band to the Elks in-
ternational convention at Philadel-
phia starting this week Aug. 24.
,Maurice Hulbert, chairman of
the sponsors, did not indicate the
winners of the "battle".
th Warning
for 50 cents. Do you think it was
worth it?" She took under advise.
ment a case involving two boys,
10 and 12, who stole a car, drove
it down Kansas at. toward Mitch-
ell and wrecked it.
Police Restore Peace
tine notice announcing a public
hearing on the company's petition
for the rezoning, he became im-
mediately concerned.
He sat down and prepared a
written petition in opposition to the
proposal. Then he began to visit
the homes of residents of the area
asking them to sign his petition.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Stanley, join-
ed him in circulating the petition.
Later they were assisted by Mrs.
Henry Jackson, of 1468 Ragan, A.
L Thompson, of 1508 S. Willett,
and Mrs. J. B. McNeely, of 1463
Ragan.
Their efforts resulted in the pe-
tition being signed by some 132
residents of the area. The re-
sponse among those contacted was
almost 100 per cent. Some of the
residents even visited the Stanley
home to sign.
Then came time to appear for
the public hearing at the Planning
Commission meeting. That w a s
Aug. 15. And although the residents
of the affected area are not for. I
malty organized as a civic club
nor operates through one, Mr.
Stanley was automatically select-
ed to serve as the spokesman for
the group.
When called upon to state the
basis of their opposition, Mr. Stan-
ley made what some observers
call one of the most impressive
pleas in behalf of better housing
for Negroes ever heard here.
Besides read,ing the peition for
which he had obtained signers,
Mr. Stanley also delivered a brief
prepared speech of his own. Then
he put his prepared speech aside
and began speaking out of h i s
heart. His plea visibly moved and
influenced the Commission.
In executive session after the
LEVITTOWN, Pa. — A dozenl-stones broke two picture windows
state pace, are guarding t h e in the home. Gov. G. M. Leader
home of William Myers, jr., be- of Pennsylvania ordered out the
cause mobs ranging up to 500 in state police when the county sher-
number
.
 have been assembling in iff, C. Leroy Murray telegraph.
front of his residence for the past ed him that the citizens of t h e
three nights. Five mob members Pennsylvania town were out of
were arrested on one night after control.
Bottles 'Fly In Streets
tering the street at Castalia and
Limewall when they arrived one
night last week to investigate a
call that two Negro boys' gangs
were having a pitched battle there
Eight persnns were arrested at
the scene — four juveniles and
Police found broken bottles lit- .group, which had fled before the
officers arrived. The officers could
not persuade anyone to testify in
court. The adults denied knowing
anything about a fight and said
they didn't know how the street
got littered with broken bottles.
Judge Boushe fined them $16 each
four adults. This group had report- on loitering charges.
edly got the best of the other
Pres. Price Going To Liberia
• President Hollis F. Price, head i
, of LeMoyne college, is slated to H
travel in Liberia for three months, c
probably leaving about Oct. 1. and
• going by plane, lie will make a
; study for the World Council of
Churches which is doing studies
Will Get
Mrs. Mary Payne, of 3047 Cal-
i vert, and her two minor children
will receive $2,000 each in a $9,000
• settlement in a traffic death case.
Her husband, Willy Payne, was
Slapped With
n areas of rapid social change.
is trip is sponsored by the Coun-
il and the Phelps Stokes Fund.
lie will take a leave of absence , Mr. Stanley is a life-long Mem-
rom the college after getting the phian. Incidentally, he observed he
ew academic year started, made his plea on the 32nd anni-
versary of the death of his mother,
the late Mrs. Pearlina Stanley,
a long-tame resident of the Klon- 10 a.m."
dyke area of the city. Ile and his Amother daughter, Mrs. Lueann
wife have been married 20 years. Thomas, said when her sister,
He is a veteran of World War Mrs. Glover, returned to the cafe
and learned that her mother had
been taken by police she immedi- (Continued From Page 1)
ately informed the family.
Mrs. Thomas said that police at
Barksdale said they could not get
her for five or six hours. "About ,
10:30 p.m., the desk sergeant at
the police station said we could
get her if we had $204."
PAID BAIL
An hour later, members of the
family arrived with the money and
! were given the release slip. They
then went to county fail where the
woman was being held. They wait-
ed until 1:45 a.m, for a decision
to release Mrs. Green.
Despite the fact thst they had
the receipt for payment of the hail,
they were refused and told to
come back for her in two hours.
"They said she was still drunk."
Mrs. Thomas stated.
About 6 am., family members
went for her again, and she was
released around .1:20 a.m. "We
then took her back to John Gas-
ton hospital where she was exam-
ined and treated," Mrs. Thomas
said.
Later in the day, she was treat-
ed at Bryan Clinic, 479 S. Park-
way, by Dr. C. W. Boyd.
Arzander Jones of 2519 Staten.
president of the East Hollywood
Civic club was at the Green resi-
dence when a reporter talked to
the woman. He said she was not *
member of the civic club but -life
coif munity was concerned about
it, however. Vice president of the
civic club, Rev. J. A. M. Tydus
of 1011 Bingham, was also at the
woman's home.
FIVE GRANDCHILDREN
Mr.. Green is the mother of two
daughters, Mrs. Luann Thomas,
Mr. and Mrs. George Bell's
struggle to save their home at 1444
Caradine proved in vain last
week as Grover McCormick, attor-
ney for Union Protective Assur-
ance co. won a bid for 93,500 for
the property. Union is the firm
which foreclosed the mortgage,
and was the only bidder whet the
home was auctioned off on t h e
Courthouse steps.
The Bells failed in an attempt
to secure a temporary injunction
to block the sale of their home
earlier last week, but Chancellor
Ceylon Frazer in denying the re-
quest, said the case was not clos-
ed and he will see that "complete
justice is done," if a later hearing
substantiates their charges.
Parents of 10 children, the cou-
ple charged in a recent suit that
C. C. Sawyer as head of Sawyer
Investments, Inc. and Sawyer Re-
alty Co. and others employed fraud
and usury in loans they made the
couple to build their home. When
filing suit, they also requ6sted the
temporary injunction to stop t h e
sale of their home.
INSUFFICIENT PROOF
But Chancellor Frazer could not
grant the request because he stat-
ed no proof of fraud or usury had
been offered against Union Protec-
tive Assurance Co. to warrant the
injunctive relief sought. The corn-
Victim
(Continued From Page I)
badly, especially the left side
when a reporter talked to h e r
Sunday morning. Her lips were
public hearing the Commission
puffed and disfigured and both
rejected the Strickland Compa.
eyes were bloodshot. She wore
ny's request.
the dress she received the beat'
Among other things, Mr. Stanley
ing in and it was smeared with
said, "We have great pride in our
bloodstains. This was after she re-
community. We want to raise its
ceived emergency treatment. ;
standards rather than have to low-
er them. We want to keep it clean, "Then they took me to John 
Gas-
beautiful and quiet, as well as re-
spectable. With such rezoning
these things are impossible. Such
rezoning will immediately cause a
ton hospital where they gave me
a shot. They did not ask any ques-
tions there, but an officer threw
something on my dress to try
decrease in the value of our prop- to take the blood out of it. The
erty. policeman with the one who 
beat
"We," said Mr. Stanley, "want
to leave these run-down areas and
slums. We know what it means
roe did not bother me or say any-
thing.
"About an hour later a patrol
to live in an area impeded by I wagon came and took me to the
commercial and industrial activid county jail. I told the officer on
ties, and we hate the thought of the patrol wagon, it is a shame
having to live with them again." ' the way you all treat us colored
He observed that rezoning would people. He hit me on the head (a
lead to a heavy increase in traffic different officer) then hey took
and it would endanger the lives me and locked me up in a cell.
of children. He noted there is a During this period, Mrs. Green
great shortage of Negro homes in stated she had not been informed
$6,000
killed standing beside his broken-
down car on a highway April 9.
Her lawyer, Grover McCormick,
received $3,000.
'enpu.SD got Jo 40100,3 aew
• filed a $15,000 damage suit in be- I
half ef her son, Vertis DeBerry
last week in Circuit Court. The ,
bill charges Miss Helen H. Con- I
ner, of 306 S. Wellington, of run- 1
, ring down the 11-year-old boy who ,
Getting Out 0
Damage Suit
Memphis. thy she was being held.
Mr. Stanley climaxed his re. ANOTHER STRIKES HER
marks with the statement, "For • "About 6 a.m. Sunday morning, 
newspapef and magazine articles
which have been written about him
many ef us, it was a dream of 1 they came to get me to carry me and his wife.
many years. Please do not ruin to the women's ward. On the way Such famous Negro leaders as
our homes. We are doing every to the ward the police told me to Dr. Martin Luther King, jr., Dr
thing in our power to keep our talk faster and I told them I was Martin Luther King, Sr.. The Na-
community clean and beautiful." doing the best I could as. I was tional Baptist Convention, U. S. A
lie not only impressed the Corn- stiff and sore. Then this policeman Inc. Bishop M. W. Clair, jr., of
mission members, but spectators hit me on de back of the head St. Louis and others have endors-
and even his opposition. Some said with his fist. (The third different ed the 'Georgia minister's program
few lawyers could have done a officer she claimed who struck The couple wants to appear be
better job. her). fore any gathering who wants to
THEY ARE CATHOLICS "Around half an hour later my hear their message of "Peace and
daughter came and I was allowed Brotherhood's, they say.
to go. She carried me to John After their stay in Memphis they
Gaston hospital where I stayed will head further west toward New
while doctors examined me. MY gievico,
daughter brought me home about  ' 
pany was represented by McCor-
mick.
Chancellor Frazer stated that he
woulklike to make clear that de-
nial of a temporary injunction do
not mean the case is completed.
'The petition of the Bells asking
that their notes and deeds of trust
on the home be "purged" of usury
and fraud will be heard later in the
fall.
If the facts at the later hearing
show fraud or usury, either he or
Chancellor Rives Manker hearing
the suit will "see that complete
justice is done," the Chancellor
said.
CHARGES DENIED
"The picture of the transaction
as presented by complainants is
absolutely erroneous," said t h e
formal answer for Sawyer a n d
Sawyer companies, prepared by
Atty. Campbell Yerger.
The answer continues that J. R.
Ruffin had no connection with the
Sawyer companies or, Union Pro-
tective Assurance Co:, but acted
"as an independent contractor to
complete certain improvements"
(for Bells). It says Sawyer Realty,
Inc. on Dec. 23, 1953, took over
as contract° r, affuR rfeterni-ngi
as contractor, after Ruffin resign-
ed and severed connection with the
matter.
The defend:gits conclude t e
Sawyer companies were only the
lender of money and entitled to
receive the money plus commis-
sion for other services ti, be ren-
dered.
II, having spent two years in the
European Theater of War. He is
president of. Branch 27 of the
National Association of Letter
Carriers, and a stockholder in the
Union Protective Assurance com-
pany aed the Home Security In-
was serving as a safety patrolman vestment Co.
for his school (Leath), at the Lin- He is a former funeral director.
den and Turley intersection, Jan He and his wife are members of
22. The boy suffered a brain con- , St. Anthony Catholic Church. Mrs.
cussion and lesser injuries, ac- Stanley is a member of the St.
cording to the Mit Anthony club, the Ladies Auxili-
ary of the postal organization, and
, of the Lincoln Republican League.
f Mississippi
means an average exodus of 12,-
Coleman expressed deep concern 000 persons per county. Buyers of Tour To Make last week over census figures state bonds for state projects dis- I 
' which reveal that 947,275 persons cussed the exodus figures with the
born in Mississippi were living in governor. 
Bill Harvey. Memphis saxaphon-
other states in 1910. He said that 
ist and arranger, is scheduled to
make a nation-wide tour with song-
stress, Lillian Offitt, creator of
"How I Miss You".
The tour begins Sept, 7 and con-
Some 112 churches have made church. The goal is $180,000. The tinues indefinitely.
pledges tovvard building a Shelby 'Negro goal, already reached in
County Negro orphanage to be pledges, is 930,000, with Radio
called Goodwill Homes, Inc., it Station WDIA contributing $40,000
was announced last week at the and white citizens and firms to
third report meeting of the Negro provide the other $110,000.
division at Mt. Olive C. M. E.
JACKSON, Miss. — Gov. J. P.
Pledges For Orphanage Grow
Escaped Parolee, 2.3, To
iscape Further Term
BATOIS ROUGE, I,a. — (INS)
- Gov. Earl K. Long said yes-
ierday "It would be a shame"
to order the return of a 23-year
old Lotiiitiana parole violator
now living in Nevada and would !
not ask for extradition of the
man.
Long said he hag been inform-
ed that the parole violator. Le-
roy Pine, has married, has a
job and children and "is doing
Local Musician
Vocalist Harold Conners, also of
Memphis, will also accompany the
group.
Jesse Box of Mobile is another
feature in the package. Archer




"The boy just took some can-
ned goods in 1951 when he was
hungry. It would be a shame
to bring him back."
Reports from New Empire,
Nev., said Pine's record in
Louisiana was revealed when
be was fingerprinted when pick-
. ed up on a traffic charge.
Minister
(Continued From Page I)
ices. Rev. Henry C. Bunton is the
minister.
During all the travels of t h e
Joneses, they have no financial
backer. They say they have found
that their needs are always taken
care of through friends who real-
ize that their goal of world broth-
erhood is an admirable and neces-
sary one.
Mrs. Marie Jones is the daughter
of a minister herself, and was born
in Michigan. The middle - aged
couple claim Atlanta as home, al-
though Rev. Jones was born in
Butler. Ga., located near Ft. Val-
ley and Americus, Ga.
They estimate they have trav-
elled over a million miles preach.
ing love, "the basis of brother-
hood," he says.
A black leather scrapbook tuck-
ed under the minister's arm con-
tained letters of endorsement and
oung Flok
drew White, resigning Director of
Christian Education in the state,
officiated at the installation rites.
NEW DIRECTOR
Rev, E. M. Martin of Nashville
will succeed Rev. Andrew White
as Director of Christian Education
for Tenneesee, the Bishop announ-
ced. Rev. White resigned "be-
cause of other pressing duties"
after 14 years in the position. Rev.
D. Jackson wip be Rev. Martin's
associate. Announcement of Mrs.
Carrie Chapman of Chattanooga as
new director of the Richard Allen
Youth Council for the 13th district
was also made by Bishop Hick-
man.
A tentative plan to use a por-
tion of the building of Clayborn
Temple, Hernando and Pontotoc,
as a Christian Social Service Cen-
ter was discussed by Mrs. G. His,
era and the pastor, Rev. L. G.
Starks. It was endorsed by the
Bishop during the session.
During the course of the meet-
ing, Bishop E. C. Hatcher of the
3rd Eplecopal district (Ohio),
, and G. T. H. Robinson, president
of the Connectional Council of the
AME church addressed the youth
I briefly.
30, and Mrs. Eldridge Glover, 32.
,She has five grandchildren.
She is a member of Pleasant
View Baptist church and the Bea-
ver club. She has never been ar-
rested she says.
For 13 years, Mrs. Green has
been employed at Nickey Brot-
hers Mill She is separated from
her husband.
••'
. Two Against Thousands
SEATED CALMLY in their living room while answering reporters'
questions Fite Mr. and Mrs. William Myers, Jr., new residents of Levit-
town, Pa. The Myers crossed the color barrier by becoming the first
Negro family to buy and move into a home in Levittown, an all-white
community of 15,000 homes. They vow they're there to stay regardless





"There they are. All my old friends in foods that I read
about in the women's magazines and that I hear about on the radio and
see on television. There they are on NATIONAL's amply stocked, easy
to reach shelves. If it is a new soup, a new frozen food, a new cereal, a new
washing powder, a new cake mix. . . I know that I will
always find them at my friendly neighborhood
NATIONAL Food Store. And I knovAthat I
don't have to look too hard because every.
thing is so easy to get at. I don't have to
settle for something 'just as good' be-
cause NATIONAL has the nationally
advertised foods."
The lady is right.
NATIONAL has built its reputation
as the fifth largest food chain in the
nation and it has built it by serving
America's homemakers with the
foods that they read about and
hear 'about. Visited your own
NATIONAL Food Store lately?












































































































































WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen-
ate investigators were told Mon-
day that Teamsters president
Dave Beck approved vice presi-
dent James R. Hoffa's scheme to
Costello Ftleh•rdson, 6148 ICImbark sse.
bring seven hoodlum - bossed
"phony" New York locals into the
giant union.
The testimony came from Einar
0. Mohn, an International vice
president and top aide to Beck.
Siohn said he accepts "full re.ponsibility" for issuing the char-
ters to locals controlled by gang-
sters Johnny Dio, AnthonY
(Tony Ducks) Corallo. and other
members.
But, he emphasized, the charter
deal was carried out with Beck's
full approval, despite a warning
by Martin Lacey, then president
of teamsters New York Council
16, that it involved "fraud and
deception."
M o h n, immaculately-groomed,
quietly articulate, and testifying
freely in contrast to the fifth-
amendment silence Dio, Corallo,
and some of the union officials
who have appeared in the labor
rackets probe, denied that he had
been a party to "collusion" or
"fraud."
He said that if he had known
at the time the charters were is-
sued to the bogus locals in 19541
what he knows now, he would
have opposed the plan, which
Senators charge was tied in with
ik bid by Hof(a to become a Nework labor dictator.
$y CARLOTTA SMART
' Musing: Samuel Baler wrote, in
• his famous novel "The Way of
All Flesh". . ."A life will be suc-
cessful or not according as the
power of accommodation is equal
to or unequal so the strain of fus-
ing and adjusting internal a n d
external changes. All our lives
long, every day, and every hour,
we are engaged In the process of
accommodating our changed and
, unchanged selves to changed and
unchanged surroundings, living, in
fact, is nothing else than the proc-
ess of accommodation: When we
fail in it a little, we are stupid;
when we fail in it flagrantly, we
are mad; when we suspend it tem-
porarily, we sleep; when we give
up the attempt altogether, we die."
Nice words to live by.
ST E QUESTIONDear Carlotta: Just how do you
cope with aging parents who all
their lives have held grudges
against people who never did a
thing to them, and who have fought
with people in all walks of life
over nothing? They feel that we
should follow in their footsteps
blindly...Our parents have driven
all of us away from them by all
sorts of insults, even to having the
gifts we have given them at dif-
ferent tunes throws back in o u r
!faces. They sit alone most of the
time in their comfortable home,
smug in the fact that they have
been wonderful parents and have
nothing but a bunch of ungrate-
ful children who care nothing
about them. Now. • .Where do we
go from here?
Dear Children: There is no
way to express myself in t h e
space allotted, so I shall call this
answer "Self Righteous P a r-
ents" and discuss it in three top-
ics: (1) Injustice (2) Listen
aside and (3) The truth.
Injustice: They say a problem
person is one who -handles life
In ways that do not make sense."
He is always in a state of con-
flict with himself or with others.
He is never able to build good
human relationships and to keep
them well built. Fear, anger and
resentment comprise the corner-
stone of his existence. He is al-
ways ready to criticise and to
blame others but can not stand
the slightest criticism himself,
The person is so important to
, himself that he cannot develop
a warm interest in anyone else.
I am sorry to say your parents
are such people. MORE NEXT
WEEK.
George Meany, president of the:
eFL-C10, has praised the Amer--an Federation of Teachers, AFL-
CIO, for "its courageous insistence,
on integration within its local
unions" and for "meeting this is.
sue in a forthright and democratic
Meany referred to actions by
previous conventions requiring all
segregated locals to be integrated
by the first of next year. He said:
"America desperately needs a
vast number of new schools.
America needs more teachers —
teachers who are paid well
enough to keep them in the pro-
fession for which they were train.
K1' Slf
ed. These are the indispensible
elements of a comprehensive n efederal aid to education program
for which the trade union move,
consistent stand in behalf of bet-
ter education for our children,"
and Sen. Richard L, lieuberger of
Oregon said, in a letter read by
Megel, that the goals of the
American Federation of Teachers
are "progressive and forward-
looking.''
ment will campaign until victory
Is won."
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota wired the convention
that ''nowhere in our society are
0
he issues of salary and working
onditions of greater importance
o our country's future. The low
teachers' salaries, the crowded
classrooms, the extra hours of
the teacher's work load, have all
reached dangerous even scandal-
ous, proportions."
Sen. Paul H. Douglas of Illinois
commended the A. F. of T. in a
letter, for helping "to improve
the economic position of teach-
ers, to give them greater security
and dignity, and to develop a
sounder and more comprehensive
educational system."
Seri Mike Mansfield of Mon-
tana sent congratulations to the
national teachers' union for "its
TUCSON, Ariz. — (LNS) — A
59-year-old Oklahoma man, di-
vorced from his wife three months
ago, shot and killed her and her
sister in Tucson Tuesday and then
committed suicide.
Police said George D. Hutchin-
son of Okmulgee, Okla., tiptoed
barefoot into his former wife's
Tucson home and killed two
women with a .38 caliber pistol.
Officers identified the dead wom-
en as Mrs. Hilda Hutchinson, 43,
and Mrs. Mary Ellen Maloney, 38,
her sister of Los Angeles.
Hutchinson's body was found a
few blocks from the murder
scene in a rented car. He had
been shot in the head with a .45
caliber weapon.
Mrs. Maloney was dead when
officers arrived and Mrs. Hutch-
inson died a short time later at
' St. Mary's hospital.
The shootings were reported by
Claims Beck -Mrs Hutchinson who telephonedpolice headquarters and, before
fainting, screamed "I don't want
to die." The call was traced, and
officers rushed to the scene.
Both bodies were found near the
front door of the house, and
, Hutchinson's body was located
minutes later after police broad
N. Y. Locals-cast ea n wael -Peoni.rtsl s fbauthnerti,n. James
Peters, fiel, and Mrs, Maloney's
By JAMES LEE 
eight-year-old son, Mike, were
' sleeping when the shootings oc-
curred.
A brother•in-law of Mrs. Hut-
chinson, E. A. Benson, contacted
at his Phoenix home, said Hutch-
inson was "bothering her (Mrs.
Hutchinson) all the time since
their divorce" in Okmulgee three
months ago.
Benson said Mrs. Hutchinson
had "oil leases in Oklahoma."
Investigators said Hutchinson,
who flew to Tucson from Okla-
homa, followed the two women to
the home, took off his shoes and
tiptoed through a rear entrance
before firing the fatal shots.
Before she died in the hospi-
tal, Mrs. Hutchinson told officers






NAPLES — (INS) — Asian
influenza reached epidemic pro-
portions in Naples yesterday
with more than 100,000 persons,
or 20 per cent of the popula-
tion, reported stricken.
However, the cases were la-
belled "benign" and not serious
despite shortages of anti-flu
medicine.
GOODWILL MESSENGER —
Rev. Ashton Jones, a native of
Georgia and his wife (both
shown above) have traveled
throughout the S. and in 19
foreign countries. Rev. Jones,
who was educated at Eniorv
university carries the message
of peace and brothel hood and
"World Brotherhood or No
Sot., Aug. 24, 1957
Aid May Go To Families Of Migrant
Farmers Killed In Recent Mishaps
"Families of 10 of the 32 mi- ing on the worker's social secur- a traitor truck near Pavefittevillogrant farm workers killed in two ity record. N. C. Two days later another truckrecent accidents in North Carolina Investigations are being made carrying farm workers was hitand Colorado may receive $34,300 to determine if other survivors are by a train near Rocky Ford, Colo,in social security survivors pay eligible for benefits by social, "The recent truck disasters,merits," Victor Christgau, director security district offices in the which left many families withoutof the Bureau of Old-Age and Sur. , areas. Payments can be made benefits, show how iloportant it isvivors Insurance announced 1 a s t ! only if the persons who died in that every farm worker who isweek. 1 the accidents had worked long covered gets proper social securityThe families of two victims will enough under the social security I for his earnings," declared Mr.receive monthly payments of 5101 law to enable their families to • Christgau.BO and $50 respectively. All ten qualify for social security bene- The director of the bureau eon-families will get lump-sum death fits. In some cases, unreported eluded that "the Social Securitypayments which will total about wages may be found which will act is for the benefit of people who$1,400. mean payments for survivors, work for a living. The worker asChristgau said the lump • sum The first of the two accidents well as his employer has a respon-death payments in these cases occurred June 6, when a truckload sibility to see that his earnings getrange from $102.60 to $225 depend- , of migrant workers collided with credited properly
World." On Sunday, Aug. 25.,
he is slated to speak at the
Mt. Olive ('ME Cathedral at It
a.m. services. Rev. II, C. Bun-
ton is pastor of the church.
Service Of Senate Dining Room
Headwaiter Covers 57 Year Span
By ETHEL L. PAYNE one with the same courtly man-
ner as if they were all VIP's.WASHINGTON — In 57 years While Congress is in session, the,on Capitol Hill, Paul John,on an dining rooms are a bee hive oferect handsome man of 74 years, activity as long as the Senate ishas seen more history and been in session, because the rule is thatcloser to marching events than! 
some of the Senators he serves 
as long as business is going on,
the dining room must he open.daily.
In years past, Johnson has seen!Despite a serious operation last 
year, the impeccably neat, soft 
many an around the clock session,'
but now, he usually tries to wind,voiced headwaiter in the Senate, his day about 430 p.m., anddining room, looks scarcely more, go horns-to rest.than 55 years old. 
Good food, well prepared is aHe's w atched this country go must as well as a tradition. Nowthrough prohibition and its repeal, a concession handles the diningthrough World Wars I and It, and room, but there was a time whenwas present when Theodore Roose- it was run by the Senate and thevelt was sworn in as President, waiters received only their tips.Johnson came to Washington as A diplomatic man. Johnsona young boy from his native Cul- knows a great deal about eachpepper, Va. Ile started out as a Senator; his favorite foods, hisbus boy and moved up to waiter. disposition.He's been headwaiter since 1935. He can tell when things are notWhen he arrived in the Capital going well with each one, but likein 1900, the horse drawn trolley a trusted confidante, he does notwas a common sight on PennsYl• give away his knowledge.vania ave. and an old tunnel led
Once a reporter for a Mississip-
pi paper queried him on the fa-
ti°Thn. at he is eminently respected 
vorite foods of a Senator from
that state. When the story cameis illustrated by the deference
out, Johnson was quoted as say-shown him by his clients from .
ing he heartly disliked a certainNorth, South, East and \Vest. 
, dish which was a favorite in theActually there are four dining
Senator's hometown,rooms to supervise. One, where
the Senators and their guests can
eat; a private room for Senators
only who want to talk business in
private; a family dining room,
where correspondents covering menu car, pretty well tell you
the floor proceedings and secre• what some of the prime favorites
tarial staff members can eat. are.
A corps of waiters is under his The famous Senate bean soup
direction. Johnson treats every- is standard daily fare. Regional
from the Capitol to the Union Sta-
1111111111111101111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111101111
Of new homes built in the U. S.
during 1956. about 21 percent had
two or more bathrooms as stand- i
ard equipmenL
Since that time, he has made it
a rule not to discuss any Senator's
eating habits.
However, a study of the week's
dishes like New England clam
chowder or Maryland crab cakes
rate high and —braised turnip
greens" are a Southern dish.
l'opular also is Senate rum pie,
a highly rich pastry
Johnson knew William McKin-
ley and vividly remembers his fu-
neral services in the White House.
He thinks Sen. William E. Borah ,
of Idaho was probably the mosti
colorful man of all times and the
i.reardtest orator the Senate has pro-duc
Morns Shepherd of Texas was
another brilliant speaker who used
to hold the chamber spell bound,
he recant.
The late Sen. Robert Taft,
known as a taciturn reserved in-
dividual, used to stop often to
converse informally with the man
who knew so much history and
the conversation piece was often
his famous father, ex•President
William Howard Taft. Johnson at-
tended the funeral services for
Bob Taft in the rotunda of the
Capitol.
Johnson is a staunch member
of the Third Baptist church in
Washington and attends services
regularly. His wife died six years
ago.
There are three generations of
Pauls, Paul Jr. and Jaul Ill, a
handsome strapping six footer
who is an engineering student at
Iloward uiversity.
Maybe some day, Johnson
muses, he'll write his memoirs
hut that won't be until after he
has retired and that's a long
way off.
Elks Will Honor Students
Who Led School Bias ha/It
PHILADELPHIA — Two young, the desegregated high school in ville (Tenn.) Journal, who will notmen who were skyrocketed into I Clinton, and McEwen, who spear- be able to attend the affair, andthe national limelight this year l headed a civil rights protest strike to Dr. Omah Carmichael, superin-Bobby Cain of Clinton, Tenn., and at battle-scarred Alcorn college tendent of schools in Louisville,
for the year, 1958. The research
is entitled "A Study of Mothers of
Premature Infants." Work was be-
TROPIIIES FOR THE TAIL.
ENT AND BEAUTY PAG•
EANT, colorful andannual
event of the Ancient Egyptian
Arabic Order, Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine, are shown be-
ing presented here to members
of Pyramid Temple, host
group of the Shriners' coos en•
MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE
announced last week that the act-
ing dean of its School of Nursing,
Mrs. Laurie M. Gunter, has re-
ceived notification of a continua-
lion of a grant award from the
Ernest McEwen of Mississippi —
will share the spotlight at open-
ing features of the Elks' 58th Na-
tional Grand Lodge Convention
meeting here Aug. 25-30 in the
new South Philadelphia high
school.
Cain, first Negro graduate
in Mississippi, will appear at Ky. Dr. Carmichael will tell of
baccalaureate services scheduled his successful campaign to de-
for Sunday evening, Aug. 25, and segregate schools in his city.
at the national oratorical contest The oratorical contest on Aug.the following night, Aug. 26. 26, which is sure to attract anEach of the young men will re-
ceive a citation and a $1,000 scho-
of larship at the close of the oratori-
cal contest which will feature win-
ners of seven regional contests
conducted by the Elks.
Both, the baccalaureate services
and oratorical contest, will be
under the direction of the Elks'
education department, headed by
George W. Lee of Memphis.
The education department, long
recognized as one of the strong.
et assets of the Grand Lodge, is
attracting more attention than
ever this year.
Featured speaker for the bac-
calaureate services will be the
noted Dr. W. Herbert Brewster
Sr., of Memphis, outstanding min-
ister, song writer, poet, playwright
and civic leader.
Cain and McEwen will be pres-
ent at this program to greet win-
ners of Elk oratorical contests
conducted in past years.
Citations will be awarded to
Guy L. Smith, editor of the Knox-
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.—(INS)—
Apartment house superintendent
Gordon Reed, 62, of Warwick,
wondered yesterday how to
make up $200 of the $SW he
threw to the winds Saturday
night from the roof of a Broad
at. apartment.
The money fluttered down the
street, and, as pedestrians and
auto drivers began a scramble
for the cash, a traffic tieup re-
sulted,
Reed paid a 9,1 fine In court
for Intoxication, and said he
had celebrated on whiskey, vod-
ka and beer.
All day Sunday his door bell
rang as kindlly persons began
returning money they found.
Thus far $600 has been return-
ed.
overflow crowd, will be featured
by an address by Frederic Mor•
row. White House aide. Cain and
McEwen will speak at this event,
both telling of their experiences
in the fight for school desegrega-
tion.
Cain and McEwen will ride in
the Elks' colorful parade through
the streets of Philadelphia on ,1
Tuesday, Aug. 27.
Under the direction of Lee the
Elks' education department has
awarded 53 scholarships to de-
serving high school seniors since
its beginning 27 years ago.
Lee, at present, is attempting
to raise an additional $100,000 to
aid students who are willing to
help break Jim crow barriers in
the South,
National Institute of Mental Ilealth





HARRISBURG, Pa. — (INS) —
The state Veterans of Foreign
Wars began an investigation yes-
terday of a report that anti-racial
demonstrations were staged on
organization premises at Levit-
town, Pa,
State VFW commander William
.1. Tepsic, of Pittsburgh, said that
an investigation was being made
of a meeting allegedly held on
post property at Levittown after
a Negro family bought a home
in the previously all-white com-
munity.
Tepsic declared that such a
meeting would be "contrary to
our principles and in violation of
the VFW's constitution."
He added: "I personally, and
officially, as commander of the
department of Pennsylvania's Vet-
erans of Foreign Wars, denounce
association of our organization's
name with this matter, regret its
occurrence and forbid any meet-
ings at the Levittown post, or at
any other Veterans of Foreign
Wars post."
About 30 of the states have an
annual snowfall that ranges from!
40 inches to a high of as much
i as 140 inches.
Don to he held Aug. 18.23 in
Philadelphia. Beautiful girls
from Over the nation will par-
ticipate in the beauty pageant.
The trophies are donated by
The Coca-Cola company, At-
lanta, Ga., which has given
the awards for (Ise years.
From left to right: Ralph M.
LEVITTOWN, Pa. — (INS) —
The family of the first Negro to
move into Levittown remained
sheltered Tuesday behind the
drawn curtains of their ranch
home and a cordon of state police
standing guard to prevent another
mob flareup.
The troopers wielded their riot
sticks Monday night to disperse
an angry, howling throng of more
than 400 men, women and children
protesting the purchase of the
home by William Myers. jr., 34,
in the previously all-white com-
munity of 60,000.
Myers took up residence In the
pink shingle $12,000 home Mon-
day with his wife, Daisy, 32, and
one-month-old daughter Linda.
Two sons are living with his
parents in York, Pa.
GOES TO JOB
Myers himself went to work as
usual Tuesday. He is employed
as a refrigeration technician in
Trenton, N. J.
He told newsmen on moving in,
that he realized there would be
some antagonism among the other!
residents over his purchase, but
that he felt eventually they could
"live together in harmony."
Small clusters of residents con-
tinued to group around the home
Tuesday in an orderly fashion.
but the air was filled with tension.
Lt. M. J. Wicker, commanding
Jones, D e p U ts Convention 1
Chairman; Christopher B.
Conner, The l'hiladelphia coca
Cola Bottling Company; Hen-
Ty "Bus" Johnson, General
Chili man, convention cons. S:
mittee, Inc., and James C. '•
Sheppard, Illustrious Poten-
tate, Pyramid Temple Number
One,
the state police detail, had a
skeleton force on duty during the
day, with more troopers on can
as the crowd increased.
John R. Stewart, chief of Brig.
tol township police, meanwhile
continued to hold his force on
emergency alert
"For Those Who Demand
The Best"












Sable Scarf & Fur Coat
Fri., Sat., 1-7 P.M.
Sun.. 12-3 P.M.
The book for you to buy, read
and enjoy is:
Langston Hughes' new
'SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM"
— in democracy. Highly humorous discussions of
segregation, integration, inflation,, house rent parties,
Cousin Minne, Simple's wife, Joyce, Jazz, Jive, and
Jam. All for the price of just $2.50 
To receive a copy off
simply clip this ad, write your name and address
below, and mail your check or money order for $2.50
made out to:
UNIVERSITY PLACE BOOKSHOP
69 University Place New York 3, N. Y.
4 1M-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Aug. 24, 1957
ST, STEPHEN BAPTIST
Junin* Day is the special inter-
est at the St. Stephen Baptist
church Sunday. The guest speak-
er wilT be a man well-known in
civic, educational and religious
circlet Prof. J. D. Springer. The
amiable principal of Douglas High
school will address the congrega-
tion at 3 p.m. Music will be furn-
ished by the combined choirs.
The regular services of the
sanctuary will be directed by B.
T. Lewis, Mrs. Ivory F. Vessel],
Rev. Joseph F. Wilson, Mrs. Rubye
F. McCall. and Mrs. Bernice
Leatherwood.
4 musical will climax the Day's
activities. The junior choir will
render the presentation.
Composing the committee that
Is working so splendidly to assure
a successful observation are Mrs.
A. V. Roland, Mrs. Willie Branch,
and Mrs. L. Alexander.
The St. Stephen Baptist church
of 308 N. Third it., is pastored by
Bev. O. C. Crivens.
EARLY GROVE BAPTIST
Spotlighting the worship at Ear-
ly Grove Baptist church, Sunday,
will be a fund-raising program.
The program is being sponsored
to benefit Woman's Day. The much
anticipated day will be celebrated
Sept. 29.
Rev. M. H. Young has been chos-
en principal speaker for the pro-
.-
gram Sunday. Mrs. Susie Caldwell
is the chairman.
Rev, Eugene Waller is the min-
ister.
MT. MORLIII BAPTIST
The Mt. Moriati Baptist
church. pastored by Rev. It. NV.
Norsworthy, held a regular day of
service Sunday. The message was
centered around The Value of
Friendship'', The stirring thoughts
stirred the membership immense-
ly. Both choirs provided music.
Other services followed as usual.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
Sunday is Young People's Day
at the Summerfield Baptis t,
church. Delivering the sermon for
the occasion at 3 p.m. will be
Rev. Samuel Herring. Rev. Her-
ring is the pastor of St. Paul Bap-
tist church of 331 Jackson. Young
sic. Mrs. Lillie Margaret Bolden dPeople choir will render the mu-
is the music directress. Chairman
of activities for the Day is Mrs.
will deliver a message especially '
The pastor, Rev. Leon Brookins, etas On Hear kckson MayorBirdie Thomas.
for the young people at 11 a.m.
ST. AUGUSTINE CATHOLIC
The Men's club of St. Augustine;
Catholic church is sponsoring a!
boat ride It will be held on Sept.
2 at the foot of Monroe. The pur-,
pose of the ride is to increase
the building fund for the new St.
Augustine school.
The admission is 12.00.
MACEDONIA'S ANNUAL
TEA — The Missionary Socie-
ty of the Macedonia Baptist
church held its annual tea at
the home of Rev. and Mrs. (,.
G. Burrell, of 2004 Nedra ave.
last Sunday from 5 to 7 p.m.
A feature of the affair was a
fashion show. Some of the la-
test fashions were modeled by
little Miss Deborah Owens,
Mrs. Louise Roberson a n d
daughter, Otheria Faye, Mrs.
Jaunita Bing, MissMary
Beasley, and Mrs. Jesse
Forbes. Officers of the society
are Mrs. N. M. Glover, pres-
ident; Mrs. L. Roach, vice
president; and ?firs. H. J.
Macklin, secretary. Shown at
right are some of the persons
who attended the event.
Prices Slashed
In Boycott Fight
By JACK 'A ALSH
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — (INS) — Nearly 70 white Tus-
kegee merchants slashed prices below cost last week in an
effort to offset the powerful and crippling Negro boycott. '
The promotion stunt, called "Shopportunity Days,"
Is not new to the retailing trade. But white storekeepers
In Tuskegee are depending on
to keep their head above water
and remain in business.
The merchants ranging from
a large clothing store proprietor
to a small-scale record seller, hope
to attract enough new customers
with a series of bargains, to coun-
ter the paralyzing effect of the Ne-
gro boycott.
Thousands of Negroes joined the
movement against the white shop
owners eight weeks ago to pro-
test a re-zoning law which forced
400 Negro voters from Tuskegee
boundaries.
' Some retailers claim the boy-
cott has not been harmful; but
as one businessman said: 'No
one can lose fifty percent of their
customers and report trade is go-
ing on 'as usual.' We've all std-
fered."
' Oddly, however, the three-week
old "shopportunity" program —
held every Thursday, Friday and
Saturday — is not an effort to
lure boycotting Negroes back to
the stores.
Meanwhile, the state obtained
a court order to end the ere-
nomic boycott against the white
merchants. However. Negroes in
Tuskegee have denied there is a
boycott.
"We're strumming up business
.... •
• ST• .-IOUTS .0. P. Chiles of
• -Richmond, Va., was named presi-
.. dent of the National Negro Fune-
- ral Directors assn, which just con-.. -
- eluded its 20th annual convention.
- Delegates to the confab voted to
change the organizations name de-
: creeing that it shall be known
from now on as The National Fu-
neral Directors and Morticians
• assn.
' During the five day meeting.
the St. Louis Undertakers assn.
president of the St. Louis Argus.
- awards to John Kirkpatrick, edi-
tor and publisher of the East St.
ea • Louis Crusader; Nathaniel Sweets,
:editor ot the St. Louis American,
from outside the city. .," said
Chamber of Commerce President
B. D. Cohn. "We're trying to ex-
pand our trade area throughout
the entire ( ason ) County."
Cohn, who owns an interest in
two Tuskegee stores, explained
that the promotion was launched
to "offset" the boycott, not to
break it.
'If we were trying to crack it,"
observed Cohn, "We would have
advertised the bargains in Negro
newspapers — we didn't."
The 35-year-old retailer admitted
the boycott has "hurt us all
But he added:
" 'Shopportunity' is just t h e
thing to revive us. With almost
every store in town giving things
away' people will certainly find it
worthwhile to drive here frogn dis-
tant areas.
Cohn said the "shopportunity"
appeal has not fully compensated
the burden of the Negro boycott.
He expressed confidence however,
that with time it would prove quite
' successful.
Two essential ingredients in the
manufacture of synthetic rubber
are b t d
1 products.
Integration
WASHINGTON. D. C. — (ANP1
—Scholars in the chapters of Phi
Beta Kappa throughout the U. S.,
were told this week to face the
issue of desegregation squarely.
The advice came from William
T. Hastings in the current issue
of The Key Reporter. Hastings is
president of the United Chapters
of Phi Beta Kappa.
"There is another issue," he
cautioned, "that some day will
confront the Society (Phi Beta
Kappa), the race question.
"Up to now, it has merely cast
its shadow before it, in the form
Cornetts Ielson. 1140 Marquette rd.
of a resolution, adopted by t h e
Council of 1955, urging the chap-
ters and members of the Society
to support the carrying out of de-
segregation in public education."
Hastings indicated that inquiries
had been made by fellow mem-
bers of Phi Beta Kappa as to what
was actually being done about the
resolution. The reply, obviously
phrased as not to offend southern
pro-segregationists, was that "in
accordance with our general poli-
cy no program in support of de-
segregation would be undertaken."
Homeland Church
Choir Day Set
, The Youth Choir of Homeland
. Church of God In Christ will be
, observing Annual Choir Day and
! Pew Rally services Sunday, Aug.
25 at 3 p.m.
. Program plans include selec-
tions from groups including Holy
Temple choir, Lambert. Douglass,
New Jerusalem, Pentecostal En-
semble. and Lane Ave. Church
of God in Christ choir of radio
fame.
Mrs. Martha Flogg Dickerson
will be featured soloist, and Mrs.,
Hattie Mae Buntyn will be guest 1
speaker.
Miss Loretta !Murrell is chair-
man of the affair and Miss Essie
Mae Burks is co-chairman. Mrs.
Lillian Rogers is adult co.ordina-u a iene an styrene. both tor. 1'of which are petroleum - derived
Bishop A. B. McEwen of Stem-
phis will deliver the official mes-
sage when the 50th anniversary '
of Rock Temple Church of God
In Christ is observed Sunday, Aug.
25.
The pastor, Eld. J. W Poindex-
ter, noted that among the guests
invited is the Mayor of Jackson,
Tenn
Other personalities expected to
attend the event are Prof. L. A.
Kirkendol, of Lane college; Dr. U.
Z. McKinnon of Phillip School of
Theology; Rev. P. L. Bigby,
president of the Interdenomina-
tional Ministers Alliance; Rev. I.
H. Gordon of Memphis' WLOK, a
representative of Jackson's W. J.
! A. K. Supt. J. L. Morris of Jack-
1! son District; Asst. Overseer King,
1 Bishop J. 0. Patterson and his
, singers, the Pentacstal Ensemble.
! The financial goal for the day is
! 51,000.
Stritch To Speak At
Our Lady Of Sorrows
His Eminence Samuel Cardinal.
Stritch wil be the featured speak-1
er at the 10th annual Cardinal,
Stritch Institute of Holy Name
Action on Sunday, August 25, in
the auditorium of Our Lady of
Sorrows parish, 332 S. Albany
ave.. at 3 p. m. , it was announced
by the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward
J. Kelly, executive director .
The Institute, named in his
honor, is a major adult education
project of the Archdiocesan Union'
of Holy Name Socities which has it
a membership of 250,000 men.
Over 1000 parish leaders will
convene to hear Chicago's out-
standing ecclesiastical figure dis-
cuss the theme of the institute 1
which is"Better Men For A Better ,
!World".
The followig laymen will appear
on a panel to discuss this topic:
John Zvetina, 1816 S. Austin ,
blvd.. Cicero, Professor of Law;
at Loyola University, and chair-I
man of the Legislative committee
of the Holy Name Union; George
Brogan. 1137 E. 79th PI., of St.
Fellicitas parish, formerly secre-
tary of the Holy Name Union;
Allen Janusch of 10052 S. Lowe
ave.. of St. Helena parish and a
member of the Holy Name Lec-
ture bureau, and William White,
2121 N. Newland ave., of St.
William,s parish and a member
About 44 million Americans go
to and from their jobs daily in
their automobiles. About 18 mil-
bon other Americans ride motor
vehicles to school, to shops, and
for other activities.
orticians Vote Mark Arrival Of
hange In Name Race In America
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. — A Negro race and America:
Judge Armond W. Scott, Wash-
ington, jurisprudence; Dr. C. Her-
bert Marshall, medicine; A t I y,
George E. C. Hayes. law; Dr.
Mordecai W. Johnson, Howard uni-
versity, education; Jackie Robin-
son, sporis; W. J. Kennedy, busi-
ness; Leroy F. Ridley. banking:
Mahalii Jackson, music; Brig
Gen. Benjamin 0. Davis, L' s.
Armed Forces, and Val J. Wash-
ington, political science.
The pragram will be highlight-
ed by addresses by Dr, Hayford
W. Logan, head of the department
ee • and Mrs. Nannie Mihchell Turner, Chicago, Ill., general secretary; Certificates of merit will be pre-, 
el history at Howard university •
: :pr esident of the St. Louis Argus.. Mrs. E. L. Purvis, Alexandria, sented to the following persona for. 
and Bishop It. R. Wright, jr., of
- Mrs. Fannie B. Stone of Tampa. La., recording secretary; Handy outstanding contributions to the- the AME church.
Fla.. was named "Woman of the B. Beckett Philadelphia, Pa., 
 —.
- Year" for contribution to the field treasurer; F. L. Flippig. Atlantic
7 of mortuary science and for the City, N. J..sgt. at arms; James
7, active part she plays in the civic R. Weatherly, York. Ala.. chap-
. life of her community. •
John W. Delaney of Covington, lain, and W. H. Jefferson, 
Vicks-,
- Ky., a past president of NNFDA, burg, Miss., financial chairman. .
-
- Inullithillittliniteirilioninumituellemilitielitlat1111110111111111111intellialletilliatitelitalliellM11111111111111!, DETROIT — "Negro real estate er source. Segregation in achools
brokers have made a contribm and jobs all follow from segrega-
tion to the advancement of free- lion in housing."
I dom by making a dollar a n d , Rev. Carey listed the main caus- !
-Underground South,'' the story of the little known and unsung breaking down a harrier," ll e V. i es for social changes taking place
white operators of the Southern end of the "Underground Railroad. ' Archibald J. Carey jr., told a La- in the world today among them ,
thering of 500 at the 10th National the fact that a shrinking world
free-lance reporter and editor of Association of 
Real Estate Bra- has been brought about by man
, era. mastering the techniques of trans-
the Southern Newsletter. . Speaking at a public meeting at portation. I
Don't miss one exciting install. the Detroit Leland Hotel, Sunday Detroit Councilman E d w a r d !
Rev.
. f(ii: riZig compliment-out.g- gave welcome remarks and a tele-
ment in this series on white 
,a,dltethrneoobnro, 
brokers 
Connor. representing the city,
Southern abolitionists, starting in regation and urged them to carry , gram vvas read from Michigan
' the August 31 edition of the Chi- "• Gov. G. Mennen Williams. expres- 'Defender by Eu- ! He said. "It is evidenced t h a t -
gum Feldman. Feldman cago Defender. his regrets for not being able1 housing segregation is the cause, sing
killentIlltlittilteMlittillelitatielltall1.11111111.111111111111111.1111111inimianunligintlnitimilltIMMINIMI; of more social evils than any oth•I to make the convention's opening
of the current archdiocesan ex-
ecutive committee.
Acting as chairman of the panel
will be Theodore Lownick, 9523
Millard ave., Evergreen Park, of
Holy Redeemer parish in Ever-
green Park, chairman of the Ad-
visory board of the union.
was named -Mortician of the
Year. Mrs. Birdie Beal Anderson
of St. Louis was presented an
award by the St. Louis morticians.
Other officers elected included:
R. H. Bade, Camden, S.C., 1st
vice-pres.: F. H. Purnell, Hous-
ton Texas, 2nd viceepres: Theo-
dore R. Hawes. Chicago, Ill., 3rd
vice•pres.; C. IV. Lee, Montgom-
ery, Ala.,4th vice-pres.; Jenifer
W. Renfro, Cincinnati, Ohio, chair-
man of board; R. N. Horton.:
Washington, D. C. vice chairman'
of board.
Re-elected to office were Lacy .
Kennedy. Marianna, Ark., secre-












the landing of the first 20 Negroes!
on American soil, will be held on:
the grounds of the Jamestown fes-
tivaloAug. .
The affair is being sponsored by
Nationalthe Day asso-
ciation and the National Memor-
ial to the Progress of the Colored
Race in America association.
The ceremony will open with a
welcoming address by Lewis A.
McMurran, Jr.. chairman of the
Virginia 350th Celebration commis-
sion and renditions by the U. S.
Army band.
ealtors Lauded
or War On Bias
"OUR DEBTS TO FOOLS"
The three richest men in Amer-
ica in July, 1776, were John Han-
cock, the Boston merchant, Ben-
jamin Franklin, the Philadelphia
printer, and George Washington,
the Virginia planter.
Each one of these millionaries
had extremely profitable connec-
tions in Europe which added every
year to their vast holdings. John
Hancock Imported by the shipload,
George Washington had his own
private docks on the Potomac
where great vessels anchored to
take on the crops of cotton and
tobacco, and Benjamin Franklin's
vast genius and captivating with
enthralled two continents and paid
rich dividends.
ALSO FOOLS
But these were also fools. They
believed in liberty, in the digeity
of man, in great principles, and
in causes that were worth more
than ships loaded with merchan-
dise. In so believing they committ-
ed the worst crime of which fools
can be guilty; they took sides
against their own economic class,
and in the rich grandees of Europe
could not understand them b e•
cause they were hard-headed men
whose wisdom had been hammer-
ed out in the counting house.
Bu i the government these rich
fools helped to found is destined
today to be the economic salvation
! of an insolvent world, and the des-
perate and needy of all the world
hold out beseeching hands to the
people called Americans, who were
dedicated to the Declaration of In-
dependence and the Constitution
of the United States which these
rich fools helped to bring to birth
and being.
SMUG PIETY
In all the annals of the race,
however. nothing so preposterous
I was ever done as when Jesus of
Nazareth. knowing well the hatred
and the viciousness he would have
to face, set His face steadfastly
toward Jerusalem. Life for the Ga-
lilean had been growing increas-
ingly difficult of late. His flouting
the smug piety of the religious
authorities of His day had earned
for Him the contempt of the pow-
erful and animosity of the pros-
perous. His scathing condemnation
of the smug piety of the religious
of the unscrupulous Herod, living
incestuously with his brother's
wife had earned for him the wrath
of the rascal ruler, already frus-
trated and suspicious.
His exacting demands had dis-
couraged the rabble and cost him
the sympathy of the frivilous mul-
titudes who followed Him in hope
of eating again of miraculous
bread.
Even His own family, never too
convinced of His practical mind-
edness, had grown restless, half
believed at one time that He was
actually mad. A mob was waiting
in Jerusalem — an unthinking mul-
titude piable in the hands and
under the taunts of the demagogic
priests of the temple hierarchy.
To appeer in Jerusalem meant
an almost inevitable brush with
the authorities, and even the slight-
est pretest would be seized upon
by the yeasty public and made
into a cause celebre.
BETRAYED
Even one of His disciples —one
whom He had entrestecl with some
of the most intimate affairs of the
little company — came to believe
He was a fool and sold Him for
30 pieces of silver. He was the
pr actical sort of man who propos-
es to make a killing for Himself
before He deserts any cause, how.
ever holy. Before the week was
ended they raised Him up on a
cross to die while Roman ruffians
gambled at the foot of the cross
for His garments.
For Mary Magdalene — she to
whom He had given back life it
was a tragedy unadorned. For the
two disciples from Emmeus it was
the end of all dreams, for they
had hoped that He might be the
One who would redeem Israel.
And the empty cross swayed that
night in the Palestinian wind a
mute monument to One v.lo had
been obstinate enough to hold out
against Pilate, Annas, Caraphalik
and Herod because He 
believedW
He was right, and because 
He was
sure. He knew the mind and will
of God.
SEEMED FOOLISH
It seemed like such foolish
things to do. He was just getting
His ministry well started. The peo-
ple were beginning to believe. His
power to work miracles could have
made Him the most-feared man
in the world in *nether 10 years.
He could have shaken Caesar froti,
His throne and ruled the earthRIP
after the manner of God living in
a man. But He set His face to-
ward Jerusalem. He trusted to
principles instead of crosses. He
believed the life lie had lived was
the kind of life God would endorse.
He was perfectly sure that t h e
truth of the things He had said
could stand when the mountains
had washed down to the sea.
Just a week ago we celebrated
Easter, the memorial of His justi.
fication. It took God less than 72
hours to reverse the judgement
of Pilate, confuse Annas and Cal-
aphas, and to send a chill of terror
into tho heart of Herod, the play-
churches, chapels, and cathedral.
boy. And today from hundreds
gilded crosses pierce the sky to
testify that Jesus of Nazareth
was right, and that those w h
called Him a fool were wrong. The
verdict still stands. The Naza-
rene is more completely vindicat•
ed today than ever before. Noth•
log He has said was right has
been proved to be wrong or im-
practical; nothing he has ever
declared to be evil has ever been
good for the race. And to as many
as believi; in Him, to them He
'gives the power to become children
. of God. THE WORLD IS D E S.
PERATELY IN NEED OF THOSE
WHO ARE WILLING TO WALK
AHEAD OF THE CROWD, LIVE
ABOVE ITS PREJUDICES ANT)
ANIMOSITIES AND OUTSIDE
ITS VICIOUSNESS AND B
TALITY.
OUR DEBT TO FOOLS CAN
NEVER BE PAID. THEY NAVA'
SAVED LIFE FOR ALL OF usw
Words of the Wise
The real art of conversation
is not only to say the right
thing in the right place but to
leave unsaid the wrong thing





Have there been too many
thank you's around the house-
hold lately? So often the odor
of freshly baked gingerbread
or yeast bread can pep up those
lagging appetites. Try it on
your family today! Nothing
teats the old fashioned home
cooked meals in keeping your
family happily together.
Streamline your meals too
much and Dad and the small-
fry would much rather go to
the corner lunch wagon where
time and thought has been used
to entice them.
Jack Sprat, the most reliable
brand ever is waiting to help
f make your planning easy at all
Big Star Stores.
Get that bag of Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour today and
the aroma of spicy ginger bread
will pleasantly welcome Dad
and the small fry when they
return home this evening.
Serve it hot with butter or cold
topped with apple sauce or
with scoops of lime sherbet—




Is CUP Sour cream
14 cup molasses
Si cup brown sugar




IS cup melted butter
Beat eggs well, add sour
cream, molasses and sugar, stir
in flour sifted with soda and
ginger. Add melted butter and
beat well. Fold in nuts that
have been rolled in Jack Sprat
Flour Fill pans and bake in
325 degree oven for 25 to 35
minutes. This ginger bread
made with Jack Sprat Flour
will keep fresh for several
days. Good eating with Jack
Sprat
'Bye for Now




You'll naturally want to pick up a package of May-
rose Franks at Big Star so that you'll be able to color
your entry as nearly as possible to the actual colors
on the package label itself! Remember ... you con
enter as many times as you wish!
GET YOUR OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANKS
AT ANY BIG STAR STORE
We give QUALITY STAMPS at all Big Star stores. These
stamps are very valuable indeed.
It is amazing how fast they will accumulate if you are
careful as to where you shop. Look for the QUALITY sign
in the windows where you shop, such as, cleaners, filling
stations, bakeries and most every type of business in your
district give QUALITY STAMPS,
If you have taken my advice your Christmas shopping
will be easy. Knock the dust off those QUALITY STAMP
books and take them to Bomar Center, Crosstown and Cleve-
land and what a delighted family at Christmas time—Dad's
golf ball or fishing tackle will be just right, the small fry will
love his baseball and mit, sister's doll and tea set will hit the
spot and mother will polish her chest of silver all the en-
suing years We mention only a few of the beautiful useful
gifts that QUALITY STAMPS will buy—get a catalogue at
your favorite Big Star store.
Church groups, PTA and civic organizations are now
pooling their books and are turning in over 500 at one time
to get wonderful gifts for their church - school or commun-
ity center.
I hope you enjoy giving your gifts from QUALITYgli
STAMPS as well as I do. It is so easy to shop at Bomarl.
Center with all the gifts arranged in one huge room.
THLS FINE GROUP representing parts of the city appeared
on a recent Big Star Talent show. Solos, a duet and quartet
were enjoyed by thousands of WDIA Ilstertiers. Taking part in the
program were: left to right 1st row Edith Green, William
Smith, Vivian Green. 2nd row Miss A. M. Allen, Robbie Tate,
Pearlyn Ranks, Marian Hale. 3rd row • Charles McCoy, Pearl
lngran. Robbie Ranks. Alice Morgan, Larry fildtlam. 4th raw
Clifford Shelby, Willie Flowers, Walsh Allen. Willie Jefferson.
Harold Middlebrook, James Bradford. They were under the lead-
ership of Mks Annie Marie Allen, who Is supervisor of Krafts
and dramatics. W. T. McDaniel is director of the Negro City
Parks. Rig Star Food Stores are happy to give talented boys
and girls of Memphis and the Mid-South this opportunity. If
you would like an audition tryout for the Big Star Talent show,
you are invited to contact Vi'DIA. The Rig Star Talent Show ta







































































































































































TENNESSEE STATE A Si I
UNIVERSITY awarded de-
grees to 180 at their 45th bac-
calaureate . commencement
exercises last week. Shown-
here are some of graduates
from Hest Tennessee, Arkan.
sas, Mississippi and Memphis.
Photo 1 — West Tenneseeau,
left to right, first row: Luther
H. Chrisp, Trenton; M r s.
Gladys R. Wiley Williams,
Ripley; Miss Mary Bradley,
Hermitage; Miss Samella 0.
filmes, Jackson. Same order
second row: Roland McElrath.
Decaturville; Thomas
L. Gregory, Dyersburg; Miss
FOR THE
"RECORD.•
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
It Has Served As Beacon
•••,
The National Business League The delegates represented t h
is an organization which through following unusual businesses and
the years has been a source of occupations: Bankers, booksell-
ers and stationers, brick com-
pany, commission merchants, cot-
ton gin repairer, grate-coal min-
ing corporation, installment house,
On August 28 through 30 t h e investment brokers, jewelers, land
alk League will hold its 57th annual scape gardeners, loan and discount
convention in Boston, Mass. Dee. house, manufacturers of: boots
and shoes, brooms, cigars, cotton
goods holloware, mattresses and
milk pails: an onyx dealer, plan.
inspiration and a potent guiding
force for many achievements at-




gates will be present from 24
states, it is reported. We f e el
quite certain they will be thrilled
by the address to be delivered by lation supply company and even
Ambassador George A. Padmore a wig maker.
of Liberia who will speak on There was representation these
"Business Opportunities in West more widely known lines of
Africa." It is not beyond the realm endeavor: Cleaners and dyer s,
of possibility that investments will contractors and builders, d r ug.
be made in West Africa enterpris- gists, electricians and electrical
es by some of our businessmen shops, hardware merchants, groc-
as a result of the information giv• ers, hotels and restaurants, laun-
dries mortuaries, real estate busi-
nesses and tailors, etc.
During the past 57 years great
luring firm, presented by Chit, progress has been made by the
ence Robinson, steel company ex- Negro in entering the less usual
ecutive of Youngstown, 0 h i 0. occupations and businesses. A
careful check of the 1950 Census
report will reveal that. Meanwhile
en by the speaker.
Delegates will hear a Negro
executive from a steel inanufac-
James Slayton of Atlanta. success-
ful businessman, will talk on
"Pooling Capital." :there has been remarkable gains
These are only some of the .in the more usual fields.
highlight of th4 convention. The,* Critics of Negro business seldom
reflect the calibre of the meet-
ings and attest to the proven
111, worth of the organization.
The first convention of the Na- grub his way financially in estab
tional Business League was call. lishing a firm, when the averege
ed in August, 1900, at the Parker white with just moderate qualifi.
cations can obtain a stake to be-
gin.
Despite the tremendous odds
lute. Delegates were present from with which he has to cope, the Ne-
32 states the Indian Territory gro is making heartening progress
(now Oklahoma) and the D i s. in private enterprise. The Nation.
at Business' League must be cred-
ited with having served as a kind
of beacon.
Memorial, Boston, by the late Dr.
Booker T. Washington, founder
and president of Tuskegee
trict of Columbia.
The delegates at the meeting
represented some 70 different busi-
nesses, including members of the --- 
legal, medical and dental profes-sions. " •ci5mtle Leap
see the whole picture. Then too
they fail to reckon with the fact
that the average Negro has to
It is highly significant that the
delegates did not come from just Fails
, the West. Mid-West and the East
dined to think.
• as the un-informed might be in- Stabs Self
States and territories represent-• ed were: Alabama, Arkansas, Cal. (INS) — A man threatening
to leap from his third floor hotelifornia, Colorado, Connecticut,
7 Delaware Florida, Georgia, Illi- room on Chicago's North Side was
nois, Indian Territory, Iowa, Kan- seized by Police yesterday before
ass, Kentucky, Louisiana Maine, he could carry out his threat.
Maryland, Massachusetts Mich'.
gan, Mississippi Missouri Nebras. However, as officers broke down
• ka, New Jersey, New Mexico, New the door to his room, in the Mel.
York North Carolina, Ohio Penn-
sylvania Rhode Island, So u th
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vi r-
ginia, West Virginia, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia.
,Man
rose Arms, 1636 Melrose, Clyde
Bridges, 52, stabbed himself twice
in the chest with a kitchen knife.
He was reported in fair condi-






Featuring the upswept toe.
• 8 SOON MAIN
Donna B. M. Braxton. Leban-
on; L. T. Stewart, Browns.
vine; Johnnie B o n
Brownssille. Photo 2 — Ar•
kansas and Mississippi grad-
uates, same order, first me,:
Miss Olga Black, Newport,
Ark.; Thulla Lewis Weston
and Miss Helen Stewart. both
of Greenville. Miss.: Mrs. Be-
atrice H. Scott, Meridian, Mts.
sissfppi, second row, William
2.5 From Area
Finish At A & I
"There is nothing so real as a
dream," Dr. Arthur Gray, ores.
)(lent of Talladega college, told 180
graduates of Tennessee State last
week.
Twenty-five from the Memphis
area were among the 52 awarded
master's and 128 bachelors' de-
grees during the final exercises.
The Alabama college president
spoke on "The Reality We Seek",
saying, "As you seek the real pur-
pose of life you must have some
abiding values upon which to stand '
There is nothing so real as a
dream, nothing so solid as an
ideal, nothing so tangible as a spir.
it, and nothing so powerful as
faith. These are the real things...
anything you can see, or touch, or
handle is transient.
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of the





Masters — Curtis Watson Bros-
well, Samelen White Carroll, Thel-
ma Gilton Hooks, Lillie Belle;
Jeffrey, Felicia Mathews Sartind
Florence James, Moore Scott, Her. -
nice Raynor Thompson.
Bachelors — Bernice Marie Dan.
id, Edward Dasis, Priscilla Ma-
rie Henderson, Willie Elliott John-
son (honors), William Carlton
Montague, Lois Annette Nelly,Lo-
Montague, Lois Annette Nelly. Lo-
line Beatrice Orr, Irene Porter,
Leonard Ross, George Lee ft ii f-
fin, Earl Reginald Russell. Jer-
aldine Snsantha S h i pp. Carolyn
Suggs, Gensie Sullivan (honors),
Joan II Romby Williams, Thom-
as Winslow Williams.
Mary Holmes Yarbrough, Cov-
ington, Masters; Gladys R. Wiley
Williams of Ripley, received a
bachelor's
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Fu-
neral services for Andrew E. Jack-
son were conducted from St.
Luke's Episcopal church, last
week. by Father Dillard Brown.
Jackson died with a stomach ail-
ment at Georgetown University
hospital after an extended, illness.
The 55-year-old public relations
consultant was founder of the Na-
tionwide Hotel Association, which
publishes a travel accommoda-
tions guide.
Ile also served as publicity agent
for the Booker T. Washington Cen-
tennial Commission. During World
War IL he set up a secretarial
service bureau to train govern-
ment workers. And from 1942 to
1947 he edited the Sentry, a week-
ly newspaper for Government em-
ployees.
Jackson obtained his newspaper
experience in the advertising de-
partment of the New York Am-
sterdam News before coming to
Washington. Later he worked in
the advertising department of the
old Washington Tribune.
He is survived by the widow,
Mrs. Marion Elliott - Jackson, na-
tional and basilus of the Iota
Phi Lambda Sorority. Also surviv-
ing are two sisters, Mrs. Audrey
V. Purvis of East Orange, N. J.,
and Mrs. Gertrude J. Evans of
Hardford, Conn. Also two broth-
ers, William G., of East Orange




The appointment of Lorenzo Ti,
Jones, 47, as Agency Director of
Chicago Metropolitan Mutual Life
Insurance co. has been announced
by the president, T. P. Harris. The
new director will begin his duties
Sept. 1.
For 12 years, Jones served as
district manager, educational di-
rector and agency director f o r
Mammoth Life Insurance Co. of
Kentucky. A training program he
developed there is still in use.
He is presently agency director
for Victory Mutual Life Insurance
Co. of Chicago, and will assume
the post formerly held by Melvin
lifeNairy, a vice president and di-




Jerry A. Moore, jr., pastor of the
Nineteenth Street Baptist church,
will attend the summer meeting of
the executive committee of t h e
Baptist World Alliance in Hamil-
ton, Ontario, Canada, set for Au-
gust 28-30.
Rev, Mr. Moore was the selec-
tion of Dr. J. H. Jackson of Chi-
cago, president of the N ational,
Baptist Convention. U. S. A., Inc.'
Rev. Moore received his early
education in his home state of
Louisiana and has a B. A. de-
gree from Morehouse college, At-
lanta, a B. D. degree from the'
School of Religion and a M. A.




E. Miller and C. W. Braswell,
both of Jackson, Miss. Photo 3
— Among Metnphians award-
ed degrees were, genie order,
first row: Mrs. Felicia Sartan,
Mrs, Samelen W. Carroll, Mrs.
Thelma G. Hooks, Mrs. Mr.
core J. M. Scott, Mrs. Lillie B.
Jeffrey, second row: Mrs. tier-
nice R. Thompson, Miss Car-
olyn Suggs, Miss Bernice Dar-
Historical Rights Fight
Sat., Aug. 24, 1957
lel, Mise Lois A. Neely, An-
drew L. Goodrich, third row
William C. Montague, C I e (l-
obos Johnson and Mrs. Gen.
sle Sullivan,
Spawns New Techniques
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
From an historical standpoint.
Congress has broken an 87 year
record in passing the first piece
of civil rights legislation since
1870. Not since that date when the
Anti-Conspiracy bill to disband the
Ku Klux Klan as a terrorist or-
ganization was placed on the stat-
ute books, have both the House
and the Senate actually legislated
in this field of human rights.
Ironically, though,, the sweet
prize has turned out to be a short
loaf mixed with bitter herbs, whol.
ly unacceptable to some, reluctant-
ly agreed to by others, and very
much in danger of not getting on
the statute books at all.
In this issue, all sorts of rec-
ords have toppled. Becarse grow-
ing public sentiment demanded
some kind of action now on civil
rights, Congress, not one to contin-
ually fly in the face of opinion,
especially when it means votes,
buckled down to the arduous busi.
ness of overcoming entrenched op-
position.
NEW STRATEGY
Soon in the battle. enlirelt new
techniques and strategies develop-
ed. Southern leaders in the Senate
sniffed the air and sensed that
the old time filibuster was no
longer so popular, no they resort-
ed to a plan to muddy the waters
with "extraneous" charges, thus
to weaken the pro-rights forces
with confusion. Perhaps never
most independent of all maver-
• Wm, Wayne Morse was over on
the Southern side demanding that
the bill be sent to a sure death
in the Judiciary Committee, chair-
ed by Jim Eastland (He bragged
that he had special pockets in his
suits to curry the bill around in)
Morse later went back with the
liberals and was happily hollering
loud and long that the emasculat-
ed bill was a "stinking corpse
waiting for burial."
AXIS CRUSHED
The Knowland — Douglas Axis. I
derisively referred to as the "Gold
Dust Twins" by southerners fought
hard but was crushed by the jug-
gernaut of the LyndonJohnson
forces.
Among the records broken were:
I. By-passing a Senate Commit-
tee, an historic precedent that
may have tremendous effect in
days to come or weakening the
power exerted by committee
chairmen. 2. The decline of the
filibuster as a time honored tech-
nique of delay and frustration. It
W55 not once used in the debate.
3. Finally, the passage of the
bill itself.
ACTION CALENDAR
Here's the calendar of action on
the bill, formally known as H. R.
6127:
JUNE 18 — Passed the House
286-128.
JUNE 20 — Defeated a point of
order raised by Sen. Russell to
send the bill to the Judiciary Com-
mittee 45.39.
storing in part some of t h
House provisions. The Democrat,
are in large opposed to this.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: In t h
second and final articles on thi •
series, a comparison of the hip
passed by the House and t h
Senate sersion will be made
Secondly: To send the bill to a with the various positions now
joint House-Senate Conference to, being taken by leaders insidi




JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — (INS) — The Ku Klux Klan
and a White Citizens Council demonstrated in front of a
Jacksonville movie theatre showing the controversial film
"Island in The Sun," contending to see the picture Is to
condone integration.
More than 100 members of the Yourself to Race Filth," and '' •
U. S. Ku Klux Klan, Knights of, Ticket to This Show is Integr.
the KKK paraded through the tion."
downtown area led by Florida Robert Heekin, manager of tb
grand dragon J. C. Kirkland. firm distributing the controvei
While the Klan was marching,
a separate pwket line in front
of the city's plushites movie
theatre was manned by mem-
bers of a local White Citizens
group who refused to be connect-
ed with the Klan.
Pickets carried several placards
bearing slogans: "Don't Buy Hol-
lywood Filth," 'Why Expose
sial film in Florida, declared:
"This movie has been show
in 18 houses in the state withoi
incident We fail to see why
shouldn't be shown in Jackson
ville."
The controversial film feature
Harry Belafonte ana Doroth:
Dandridge in two of the leatiBli:
roles.
Classes
again on any issue will be seen the JULY Id — Upheld the motion
the bill as the order of business-
71-18.
brilliant maneuvering displayed in of Senator Knoviland to take up 110 Begin
JULY 16 — Defeated a motion
by Sen. Wayne Morse to send the
bill to the Judiciary Committee
chaired by Sen. James Eastland
(D. Miss.) for consideration —.54-
35. Registration in city school he-
JULY 24 — Knocked out Part gins Friday, Aug. 30, according to
background so as not to have the III of the bill: 52-38. an announcement by Supt. Ernest
public mind biased by their or- AUGUST 2 — Adopted the jury Ball and E. C. Stimbert, his suc-
dorous symbolism of racial hatred trial amendment offered by Sens. cessor after Sept. 1. Classes begin
at its venomous worst. O'Mahoney, Kefauver, and Church Sept 5.
51-42
General Tires Manager 
The 12th grades will get t h e I Instead, the generals who corn-
mended the battlefield were t h e
AKRON, Ohio — Appointment of
72A1U8GUST 11 — Passed the bill,
best legal minds, the South could
Edwin A. Norris as general man- ) muster: Richard Russell of Geor- BACK IN HOUSE
ager of the General Tire and Rub. gia, Sam Ervin of North Carolina, At this point, the bill is now
back in the House where it isber Company's Marion (Ind.) di-
vision was announced today by
M. C. O'Neil, executive assistant
to the president and vice president.
The appointment is effective Im-
mediately.
As general manager, Norris will
supervise the entire operation at
Marion.
the Senate during the 25 days of
debate on the subject of c iv il
rights. The opposition succeeded
even beyond its fondest hopes.
By order of the ringmaster. Lyn.
don Johnson, the rabble rousers
and demagogues, such as East-
land, Talmadge, et at obediently
kept quiet and remained in the
and Spessard Holland of Florida.
Shortly after the campaign began,
they got able assistance from the
West and North in Joseph O'Ma.
honey of Wyoming who took the
lead on the jury trial issue first
conceived by Ervin, John Kennedy
of Massachusetts, and Frank
Church of Idaho. Once, even that
PltESENTING THE KING
AND QUEEN — William Yan-
cy of Robert Home p 1 a y.
ground and Eliza Young of
Gooch playground were King
and Queen in the pageant
"The Sleeping Beauty", at the
30th Annual Playground Fes-
tival. The pageant was the
closing activity for the affair
held Thursday, Aug. 15 at Lin-
coln playground. Miss Annie
Marie Allen directed the play
and W. T. McDaniel is gener-
al supervisor of the p I a y-
grounds. In the background
are other participants. (See
story on page 16)
awaitihg one of two actions: Con-
currence of the Senate watered-
down version. This is opposed by
Republican leaders who sponsored
the bill.
n Sept. 5
ball roiling at 8:30 a.m, on the
opening day and 11th graders will
follow at 1 p.m. at the following
schools:
Booker T. Washington. Douglass, \
Hamilton, Manassas and M e
rose
Tuesday Sept. 3, at 8:30
elementary students will register,
along with the eighth grade at
Porter junior high school and thi
10th grade at Lester, Booker T
Washington, Douglass, Hamilton.
Manassas and Melrose.
Classes will officially open for
the fall term on Thursday, Sept
5 at 8.30 a.m. All registration
will be completed on Wednesday.
Sept. 4.
Carver, Lester, Booker T. Wash.
ington, Douglass, Hamilton, Ma-.
nassas and Melrose eighth grad-
ers will register at 1 P.m. on the
same day.
At 3:30 a.m., Sept. 4, all eighth
grade students in eighth grade
schools will register with ninth
grade students at Porter, Carver.
Lester, Booker T Washington,
and Melrose.
Registration for Booker T. Wash-
ington Evening school, 715 Laud-
erdale. will he Sept. 3-5.
Words of the Wise
Happiness is a perishable
fruit, which must be used ench





All Colors & Models.
Special Low Price On All
4 Door and Two Door Hardtops.
Low Down Payment.
36 Months to pay
New Home
GILMORE MOTORS
939 Union Ave. JA 5-0717
\., USN' 1HE GREEN LIG 1-11...
WELL. ..40U SEE Of EIGER ...WHERE ICOME EROM... IF IHERA 15 No oNe
13EFoRE CNA4Get)10 GRE,EN!You MorElligOU(Fti A RED
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Dear Mnie. Chante: I would like
to become a member of your pen
pal club, I am 5 feet 2 inches tall,
weigh 150 lbs., dark complexion,
bright eyes, black hair and bow
legs. I am 36 years of age. I would
like to correspond with Christians
from 34 up. Alice Rose, 14 Dean-
eny Terrace, Vinyard Town, King-
ston Jamaica, BWI.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young lady 20 years of age, 5 feet,
6 inches tall with light brown skin
and eyes. Black hair, bust 34, waist
22 and hips 40. I would like a man
around the ages of 40 and 53 and
very dependable. Will exchange
photos. Marion LaSalle, 712 E.
Myrtle, Flinto, 5, Mich.
•
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican woman, 30 years old. 5 feet
7 inches tall with light brown skin
and hair. Am considered very at-
tractive and good looking, fairly
educated and intelligent. I would
like to correspond with a decent
honest trustworthy American gen-
tleman who is in his forties or
over. Victoria Bryan, 85 Masc-
field ave., Whitfield, Town, P. 0.
Kingston, Jamaica, BWI.
*
Dear Mme. Chante: I ha‘e ob-
SO . . . this is
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
I Should you -desire" to go sight-
seeing on a streetcar, the Capital
Transit Lines has a gay new doll-
ed-ap trolley with soft music piped
In and a uniformed hostess
to point out places of interest that
takes you on a tour down Penn-
sylvania ave. past the Vi Ii I t e




WASHINGTON — A 560.000, two
story orphanage, built by the An-
toinette Tubman Children's Wel-
fare Foundation, was dedicated
last week in Virginia. 18 miles
from Monrovia. the capital of Li-
beria,
The Antoinette Tubman Orpha-
nage, named for Liberia's first
lady, will accommodate orphans
from infancy to age 12.
In his remarks at the dedication,
Liberian President William V. S.
Tubman said: "We must not go
around with hat-in-hand begging.
We must maintain the orphanage
ourselves."
Complete with electricity a n d
running water, the building was
constructed by an Israeli compa-
ny and furnished by the Liberian. 
AmericanMining Company (L. A.
M. C. 0.1.
In dedicating the building Mrs.
Anna Locker, wife of the late U.
S. Ambassador to Liberia. Jesse
D. Locker. called the orphanage
a "dream materialized." and paid
tribute to Mrs. Tubman for her
"interests and efforts" in behalf
of Liberian children.
$200,000 Medical
Lab. For III. Unit
A 52.050,000 medical research
laboratory will be built at t h e
University of Illinois health scien-
ces professional campus in Chica-
go here with 51,300.000 appropriat-
ed by the state legislature and a
$750,000 grant from the National
Institutes of Health.
It will serve the university's Col-
leges of Medicine. Dentistry. Phar-
macy. and Graduate College. Con-
etruction will start m a year, and
the building is scheduled for com-
pletion in 1959.
At first. resident Washingtonians
were confused thinking this was
one of the special sightseeing con-
veyances that charge rates from
52.03 up.
Now tney're happily combining
relaxing and business by taking
the ride dawn the avenue snd tnen
transferring in any direction they
want to go about their way on the
regular city transit. Some tun eh!
• • •
The Arthur Murray Dance stud.
ios have a commercial jingle on
TV to attract customers to their
Connecticut ave. studios, but Ne-
groes who answer the ads are po-
litely directed to a segregated
GENERAL NATHAN F. TM.
NING, left, the incumbent
chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, chats with Gen. Omar
N. Bradley, center, the first
studio for colored only on Colum-
bia rd.
4 • •
To offset protests over the pro-
jected visit in October of Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Philip of
England to a lily white celebra-
tion in their honor at historic
Jamestown, Va., site of the first
landing in 1619 of a cargo of Ne-
gro slaves from Africa. the City
fathers commissioned Elder Solo-
mon Lightfoot Micheaux IT h e
"Happy Am I") radio evangelist
to handle the "colored" division of
the festivities.
• s •
Census Bureau officials took a
prevue of the 190 count, came up
Booked for a 2I-day cruise on
the liner Independence that makes
eight ports of call on the Mediter-
ranean and emphasizes luxury
living aboard the vessel are Adam
Powell's secretary Maxienne and
her husband, Robert.
They won't leave until Novem-
ber, but Max says that if a special
session of Congress is called for
then as Joe Martin has strongly I
hinted to dispose of the civil
rights bill, then her Mediterranean
cruise is off. Meanwhile Powell
Washington
with some impressive if jolting
facts,
The non-white population of
Washington is now 44 per cent,
by 1960 it will be 48 per cent, a
good reason why Southerners in
congress are dead set against
Home Rule.
• , •
Theodore Brown of the AFL-CIO
Civil Rights department has mim-
ed his family from Mt. Vernon, N.
Y. here where his two children.
Lucy and Teddy have been enroll-




chairman of the Joint Chiefs,
and the retiring chief Admiral
W. Radford at a reception giv-
en by Gen. Twining in Wash-
ington, D. C. The chairman-
is scheduled to return from Eta-
ope Sept. 12.
• 4, •
Nervousness has gripped a lot of
Washington big names including a
high legislator said to be the pow-
er behind the numbers racket over
the scheduled release soon on pa-
role of convicted vice quee n,
"Odessa". Reports are that she's
ready to talk.
• • •
Thorny gadfly Eugene Davidson
who started a major storm when
he leveled charges of police bru-
tality and police discrimination
against Police Chief Robert Mur-
ray and the D. C. Police Depart-
ship has now been held by
each of the services. (INP
Photo from Defense Depart-
ment).
they're free anyhow to go where
they want to in the Capitol. The
legislators charged that some of
the guides (all white) make as
much as 510,000 a year from the
proceeds.
served your column and find it to
be a soothing treatment to ill sen-
timental emotions evoked by hours
of desolation. I would like to be-
come a member of your club, as
I need and would like to have a
wife. I am 29, 5 feet 9 inches
tall, weigh 140 lbs., complexion
brown, hair black. I am interested
in a young lady who wants to ac-
complish something in life. Would
like her to be 5 feet 3 inches tall,
weigh 115 lbs., between 22 and 35.
a church worker and with a nice
disposition. I will exchange pho-
tos. Leroy Harris, 2724 - 4th ave.,
S. Birmingham, Ala.
• • s
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely woman, 44 years of age,
fair complexion 5 feet 4 inches
tall, 125 lbs., self respecting and
religious inclined. I do not smoke,
drink or gamble. I am from the
West Indies, but now live in Eng-
land. I am quite ready and willing
to work alongside any man of sim-
ilar qualities. Only those who are
unattached and do want a depend-
able woman should write. Please
enclose photo. S. Barnett, 311
Queens rd., New Cross S. E. 14,
London, England.
The huge southwest area rede-
velopment project now underway
and partly financed with Federal
funds has opened up thousands of
skilled and unskilled jobs, but iron-
ically Negroes are being barred
from many of these by organized
labor.
Without union cards, they are
frozen out of the better paying
craft jobs. The building trades is
one of the busiest and biggest
industries in Washington, yet only
the bricklayer's union has made
any token effort at eliminating
discrimination here.
As usual, the situation works in
reverse so that Negroes are dis-
couraged from taking apprentice-
ship courses because they a r e
turned down as journeymen, even
here the pattern is one of a closed
door policy, so far as the union
programs are concerned.
At least three building trades lo-
cals, the steamfitters, electrical
and plumbers have never had any
Negro apprentices. The carpenters
broke a long pattern after they
accepted their first Negro appren-
tice last year, hut he quit because
he found he could not make enough
to support his family.
The President's Committee on
Government Contracts has been
asked by the Labor Department
to see what it can do about break-
ing down some of the bars.
• s •
Social Notes: In town attractive
Elsie Austin, Washington lawyer,
who left four years ago to do Ba'-
hai missionary work in North
Africa, and taught last year in a
private school in Tangiers, Mo-
rocco.
Elsie who could double for Ma-
dame Pandit. sister of India's Nth-
Simpson and his wife cancelled ment, won his point in the argu- rut, is undecided about going back
plans for a Mediterranean cruise, ment vvith D. C. Commissioners, since she suffers from asthma de-
instead are enlarging their Geor• He got a stay of the scheduled veloped over there.
gia ave. business. hearings until October on t h e Ruth Caston Mueller planed in
• a • grounds that the local NAACP, from Los Angeles to do a shuttle
which he heads, had not had time between New York, Washington,
to prepare its documented charg- and Oak Bluffs, Mass, visiting old
es. Davidson also won the right friends. She returns to her teach-
to an open hearing. ing post in L. A. after Labor Day.
• * • Another Los Angelenos passing
The Capitol Guide corporation, through was former Chicago po-
a private firm which does a land lice woman and political leader,
office volume of business conduct- Mauvolyne Carpenter and h e r
ing groups of sightseers through husband enroute to the Shriners'
the Capitol building at 25 cents confab in Philadelphia.
a head, came in for some sharp Enroute to the states was Kay
Congressional criticism, on t h e Wallace, asst, public affairs offi-
grounds that the tourists were be- cer at the U. S. Information Serv-
ing used as sucker bait, since ice in Ghana.
I. V001'1" 'SANK. 100%NOW EtlatER!
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to meet a woman who is inter-
ested in marrying and settling
down. She must be between the
ages of 21 and 37. Small or med-
ium in stature brown, or light
complexioned and free to travel.
I am a man 41 years old, 5 feet,
10 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs.,
brown complexion. Please send
photo in first letter. If not sincere
please don't write. Will answer all
letters and exchange photos. David
Williams, 476 W. 141st at., New
York, N. Y.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with men from the
age of 40 and up. My occupa-
tion is dress makir.g. M. J. Skin-
ner, 6 West rd. Ruche Park, Cag-
ley Pk., P. 0., Jamaica, BWI.
• • s
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terested in a nice young lady. I
would like for her to weigh about
165 lbs., between 5 feet 6 and 5
feet 7, light brown skin, nice
figure. She must have her own bus-
iness and own her own home. She
must like clean entertainment. I
will answer all letters. I opera
ate my own business. Complex-
ion medium brown. I will ex-
change photos. Victor Marlowe, 230
N. Sacramento blvd., Chicago 12,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
very much to correspond with
lonely fellows between the ages of
3.5 and 50. I am a lonely woman
of 34, who is seeking the better
things of life. I am brown skin,
5 feet, 5 inches tall, weigh 150
lbs. I have three children and
I do not drink. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos. Jean
Allen, 1311 S. Catalpa, South Bend,
Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
girl, 16, weighing 136 lbs., 5 feet
4 inches tall, not bad to look at
and am told that I have a nice
figure. I love all sports such
as swimming and dancing. Will ex-
change photos and answer all let-
ters. I'd like to correspond with
boys between the ages of 18 and 22.
Do hope that you will help me by
printing my letter. Joyce Boat-
night, 104 Green Blvd., Dowagiac
Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lady
stationed at the State Tuberculosis
hospital. I would like to have pen
pals. I will answer all letters. I
am sante, brown skin, 5 feet, 3
inches tall, age 36. My hobby is
fishing I like church and house
work. I will answer all letters and
exchange photos, Would like to
receive letters from men between
30 and 40. Stella Mae Banes, P.
0. Box 123, Alexander, Ark.
s • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young girl, 19. stationed here at
the State hospital. I would Ike to
hear from boys between 20 and
30. I am 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
119 lbs., with dark brown skin.
My hobby is beauty culture. I
like church, movies dances and
ballgame. Will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Paul Jean
Valentine, P. O. Box 123. Alex-
ander, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to become a member of your club
and am seeking a pen pal. Would
you be kind enough to publish my
name in your column. I am 36
years old and would like to
correspond with a nice man who
would like to have a Jamaican
girl. I am dark complexioned
weight 142 pounds with a nice fig-
ure. Am waiting a reply. Ros-
lyn Williams, 10 Kew rd., Ken Out
Halfway Tore, P. O. Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mm.. Chante: I have
read your column for years hut
never thought I would need the
la4fric:tvif4, of Prof. Doocl I e-
(MAN! lois*flit sort
C.041 ME A COOL !FQ"
110/4'ER1 '14 CIE vINIV
\pUCKS!
Q
YOU 1440 St4PRPtsS woe StaND‘NG ()NINE CORNER
ALL CLEANED UP ..Eltrt 'WERE'S ONE lilit4G You foROO1
Le0 CLEAN UP! YOUR 
fout. mouTHS! so I'M
GOING 10 VU 11 FOR FicrIN OF 'YOU! j 
----------,----,..-t4, . .7 ...... %. ..r9 .,
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Astrology is the ancient art of
defining the fate of human beings
from indications given by the po-
sitions of heavenly bodies.
Man's life and happiness are
largely dependent upon the phe-
nomena in the heavens, and the
fertility of the soil is likewise de-
pendent upon the sun that shines,
and the rain that falls.
Astrological considerations regu-
lated in ancient Babylonia the dis-
tinction of lucky and unlucky days.
If the moon and sun were powers,
the same hold good for the plan-
ets, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mer-
cury and Mars.
• • •
Dear Prof. Herman: I have
been reading your column for the
past 12 years and have written to
you for advice before. I will be
very happy if you will answer this
question for me. Tell me some-
thing about him! V. Y.
ANS. It is nice to know that
you are an old friend, and I '
want to help you. However,
space does not permit my going
into detail concerning your friend
. he does seem to be Interest•
ed in you and will continue to
show his affection if you return
It. If you will write in for a pri-
vate reply. I shall be happy to
advise you further.
• • •
ANXIOUS. Is my boy friend
true to me"
ANS. It appears to me that
your friend is in the service and
is now overseas. He is a reliable
young man, and for that reason,
you can have complete confi-
dence in him. He is looking for-
ward to returing and asking you
to maul him.
• • •
E. E. What can I do to con-
vince my husband that we might
be able to buy a home of our very
own, if he would consider saving
a little more"!
ANS. When we speak in terms
of thousands of dollars it does
seem quite a lot . .. but, if you
will show him, by saving no
much each pay day, just what
you would have by a year's
time . .. and with a little more
sacrificing how much you would
have in 2 years. he might con-
sider it. He just feels that it
would take so long because he
only makes an average wage,
and living cost are so very high
right now.
Dear Prof. Herman: I have just
received my daily guide and scrip-
ture reading and already I have
been helped! You are wonderful
. . . I am telling my neighbors of
your works and of your various
offers to be helped. Continue to
write to me each week, as I do




LOS ANGELES — (AN?) — The
77th annual session of the Nation-
al Baptist Convention of America
will convene here Sept. 4.8.
This group which had as its
leader for a period of 23 years the
late Dr. Green L. Prince of Gal-
veston, Texas, has now at its helm
Dr. C. D. Pettaway of Little Rock,
Arki, had served as vice president
for 15 years.
It is expected that the largest
delegation ni the history of the
convention will be in attendance at
this session.
Already many favorite sons
have placed their hats in the ring
to try for the position as presi-
dent of this national body. It is
thought by many leaders of t h e
convention that Dr. Pettawa y,
through the years of close up fel-
lowship as well as leadership, is
best fitted to carry on the work
of the convention upon whose
shoulders it fell upon the death
of Dr. Prince,
Dr. Pcttaway's supporters s a
he holds a unique position in his
home state and city is qualified to
help it gives to others. However, I
am writing to you in the sincere
hope that you will publish
my letter. I am 29, 6 feet, 2
irc.hes tall and weigh about 190
lbs. I am decent looking, far from
causing any undue excitement. I
have recently moved here from
Ohio to increase my chances for
success, but being on the shy
side I don't seem to be able to
meet any nice young ladies. I work
for the government in a fairly
good position and attend law school
at night. I only have one more
year. I would like to hear from
young ladies between 18 and 30,
complexion does not matter. I am
brownskin and do not consider that
important, personality is the thing.
Thomas Williams, co Bronze
News Room, 367 E. 50th, Chicago,
represent the constituency of the





WASHINGTON — U. S. Ambas-
sador Richard L. Jones recently
presented a citation to a Georgia.
born Liberian woman. The cita-
tion was awarded by the Amer'.
an Mother's Committee.
In addition Mrs. King was hon-
ored as Liberia's "Mother of the
Year" by the Liberian Women's
Social and Political movement.
Born Feb. 20, 1874, in Augusta,
Ga., Mrs. King i a the grand-
daughter of two famous Liberians
J. N. Lewis, a signer of Liber-
ia's Declaration of Independence
and Susanna Lewis, maker of Li-
beria's flag.
She has two sons. They are Hen-
ry ltord Cooper. Liberian ambas-
sador-at-large. and John W. Coop-
er. Liberian secretary of agricul-
ture and commerce. A daughter.
Mrs. Florence Scott, is principal
of Liberian kindergarten school.
Learn The Facts
About FHA Loans
Norman P. Mason, commission-
er of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration, says he would be much
happier if some widely held mis-
conceptions about the FHA were
corrected. For instance:
The FHA insures mortgages—it
does not lend money to anyone.
The FHA has minimum property
standards, but does not dictate
how a house is to be built.
FHA costs are 'paid out of in-
come from insurance premiums—
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As expected, the Memphis expressways
and urban renewal projects will cause dis-
placement of hundreds of our people. The
Railroad renewil P.m example, u ill result
in the destruction of 369 dwelling units and
only 25 families will be able to go back in
the area after completion.
Approximately 280 families, all Ne-
groes, will have to move out of the Medical
Center area, and none will return.
There will be housing for whites in the
Jackson Avenue area but none is planned
for Negroes.
The overall picture of decent homes for
citizens of color is dismally serious. It is
a quite well known fact that there is am-
ple private housing for whites on the one
hand, but on the other provision of the
same for Negroes has not kept apace. Part
this is due to the fact that efforts to
obtain have been protested or blocked by
the intolerant when suitable areas have
been selected.
We are proud of the fact that accord-
ing to the terms of urban renewal, persons
residing in the areas taken over MUST BE
RELOCATED TO THEIR SATISFACTION.
Attempts at reducing the power of the
Supreme Court are a grave threat to
democracy and to the Constitution under
which our government is supposed to oper-
ate. Public apathy to the sinister conse-
quences of the threat to our judiciary may
prove fatal to, our free society.
There are three bills pending in Con-
gress which propose in one form or another
to strip the Court of its traditional au-
litremacy. One of these measures was in-rodgced two weeks ago by Sen. William E.
Jenner (R-Ind.) and was quietly and quick-
ly approved by an Internal Security sub-
committee which held no hearings. It now
goes to the full Judiciary Committee for
consideration. Sen. James 0. Eastland
(D-Miss.) is chairman of both the com-
mittee and the subcommittee.
This bill would deprive the Court of the
authority to act on cases involving Con-
gressional investigations of subversion, the
government employe security program, the
disbarment of Communist lawyers, the
ouster of Communist teachers, and state
sedition laws. The other legislative pro-
posals want to upset the Jencks decision
in which the Court held that defendants
should have access to the FBI material
flecessary for their defense.If these measures are enacted into law,
and they may well be, the Court will be
stripped of all but the power to review Hell
Canyon violations of Snake River water
rights or the right of the, citizens of Ko-
komo, Indiana, to join the Ku Klux Klan
or the White Citizens Councils. Even this
authority will be taken away from,. the
Court in time. This is a mere begilning
of a denuding process. One by one the
remaining areas of the Court's authority
will be shaved off until the official function
A veritable tempest has been stirred
over cigaret smoking. The disturbance
strikes at the very base of the tobacco in-
dustry which is one of the mighty pillars
dr the giant structure of the American
'iconomy. It grew out of a yet unproved
premise that cigaret smoking causes lung
cancer. Though the matter has been the
subject of lively discussions -among some
lay persons, by and large, the public is
scarcely aware that such a controversy is
going on. For the most part it is a battle
of the research laboratories. The tobacco
industry is spending millions of dollars to
uncover the facts.
The evidence so far is inconclusive.
There are reputable scientists who pooh-
pooh the statistical compilations that are
presumed to support the belief that there
is a relationship between cigaret smoking
and cancer of the lung. Those who rely on
statistics for proof of their assumption
have had a field day in the nation's press.
But the More conservative an d cautious
view is slowly coming to the fore.
In his testimony before a House sub-
committee which is studying the effect of
filters as protection against possible health
litazards from cigaret smoking, Prof. Harry. N. Greene, head of the pathology de-
partment at the Yale Medical School, said
that he had little faith in statistics and
added that he smoked heavily to ward off
We are inclined to feel that the Federal
Housing Administration will see that the
terms are kept. However, that does not
relieve the alert, civic-minded leadership of
the Negro community from its responsibil-
ity to observe closely and give assistance
when necessary.
Walter Simmons, executive director of
Memphis Housing Authority, stated last
week plans are underway to open up new
tracts of land for private housing in ALL.
NEGRO RESIDENTIAL AREAS.
We are fully aware that Memphis is a
victim of "housing lag" where Negroes are
concerned. Homes are needed. PERIOD.
Yet, in the growth and expansion of our
fair city we do not want to be trapped into
a ghettos.
Mayor Orgill was eminently correct
when he observed recently that it is mor-
ally and legally wrong to say who should
live where, in referring to the pattern of
housing in Atlanta, Gar -- -
This problem of minority housing must
be solved as quickly and efficiently as pos-
sible. and it should be done without any
ulterior motives. We do not want any po-
tential ghettos.
of the black-robed Justices is reduced to
that of pallbearers at the funerals of Con-
gressmert
These bills will make it possible for
such arch enemies of the liegro people as
Sen. Eastland of Doddsville, Miss„ to have
a Roman holiday with the school integra-
tion decisions. Here lies the greatest danger
to the progress that has been made under
the present Court. If the ;minions of the
Justices that happen not to suit the fancy
of some legislators can be set aside by Con-
gressional action, we may as well junk the
U. S. Constitution. For the Court's admit-
ted function is to safeguard the Constitu-
tion against wanton encroachments of those
guarantees that were meant to preserve
the people's rights under a representative
form of democratic government.
If Congress can nullify one decree of
the Supreme Court, it can, without soul
searching, nullify other mandates until it
reduces to impotency our whole judicial
system. It is this ominous threat that
places our democracy in grave danger. For,
the Court is the watchdog of those precious
principles which animated the spirit of the
Founding Fathers. It means that we are
teetering on the brink of a Police State in
which the function of the judiciary is dras-
tically limited to confirmation of official
acts under a dictatorial system. These acts
consist in the main of undisguised constric-
tion of individual freedom and rights until
the helpless citizen becomes vassal of the
state. This can happen here. It is hap-
pening here. To cripple the Supreme Court
is to cripPle democracy. The Eastlands
and the Jenners must be stopped by the
sheer weight of public opinion if democracy
is to survive in America. Let us not forget
that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
head colds.
Prof. Greene was not the only scientist
to disagree with the merchants of doom
who are +peddling the lung cancer scare.
Dr. Ian G. MacDonald, chairman of the
American Medical Association's subcom-
mittee on cancer research and a professor
at the University of Southern California
School of Medicine, testified that evidence
to date "fails to establish any sound basis
on which a causative influence may be as-
signed to cigaret smoking in the production
of cancer of the lung."
Those who are familiar with the statis-
tical argument aren't paying much atten-
tion to it. Smoking with them is not only
a habit but a compulsion. For, in an age of
anxiety, as ours has correctly been called,
there is nothing like a cigaret to relieve
the day's tensions. It is a kind of tran-
quilizer that does wonders for frayed
nerves. So far there is no positive proof
that cigaret smoking causes cancer. Sta-
tisticians often twist tfleir data anyway
they wish to accommodate their prejudices.
Anyhow, while pathologists and chemists
are battling it out, smokers go on merrily
flipping cigaret ashes in their non-smoking
friends' martinis. They believe the saying
of the ancient Chinese philosopher—Lao-
tee that:
"Those who know do not tell;
Those who tell do not know."
Clanging times make new de-
maiais upon those who live in the'
midst of the changes.
The battle of intense aversions
against the things that are right,
poses many problems and many
crises. These problems and crises
llorne out of the forces of old hab.
 I its, old attitudes, old incentives,old outlooks and old sense of val-ues. New demands require new at-titudes, new habits, new incentives,
new outlooks and a new sense of
values as they relate to human
beings in any and all human re-
la taanhips.
Dr. Davis, president of Arkan-
sas Ada State college said some-
thing in his speech to the National
Dental Association's public meet-
ing in Hot Springs, Ark, to whieh
I agree in part. Said he: "The
destiny of the Negro in an inte-
grated society lies within the Ne.
gm-
TWO-WAY STREET
I don't think that the destiny of
the Negro is entirely up to the Ne-
gro. It is a two-way street. I will
agree that the Negro can sake a
great contribution to his total in-
tegration by exercising the spirit
of forgiveness towards those who
have wronged him and a determi-
nation to improve himself along
all lines. ,
The Negro must not be satisfied
THE SHOW-OFF
There's a saying to the effect
that "the Negro has been talked
about so much. . lathed for so
much. .and talked against so
much. . .until now is the time for
somebody to "talk to him". . .at
least a little.
Interpreted, the expression op-
parently means that "your folks"
need a lot of good sound advice
on most aspects of their struggle
to gain full recognition and accept-
ance as human beings In other
words, there's a whole lot of self-
examination the Negro needs to do
. . .so that he can give himself
more self-help. And it's going to
take "talking to". , .in language
that can be understood. . .and in
a spirit that can be accepted.
Unfortunately, however, like
mist other folk, Negroes don't take
too kindly to advice. Most folk re-
sent having their own shortcom-
ings pointed out to 'em, even when
it's in their best interests.
Now just the other night a lady
was ovrheard indulging in some
observations that could get her a
lot of hard looks and lowdown de-
scriptions in many Negro circles.
The lady was drawing some con-
trasts. She said she had noticed
to many late model, brand new
automobiles parked nightly in front
of aim around one of the town's
more respectable Negro • patron-
ized taverns, until it made her
get to thinking some strange
thoughts. One of the thoughts was
that too much Negro money is in-
vested in new automobiles. She
felt it is all right for colored folk
to seek terms of private transpor-
tatin to escape the inconvenience
and humiliation of jim-crow. But
she couldn't see the need for buy-
ing such expensive. . and such
late model cars in such great vol-
ume.
She also observed that there are
more late model and new ears
parked in front of the Negro nitery
than one will find at any of the
city's white country clubs. . .des
pile the established difference in
the financial status of the t w o
with making himself equal with
his opponents, he must strive tu
excel them in all fields opened to
him. There are no barriers to
high moral and spiritual charac-
ter, which includes good behavior,
chaste speech and actions at home
and abroad. For these, he must
seek diligently to obtain_
On the other hand, the white
man must do some giving also.
He must first give up his high
and mighty impression of himself
as. related to Negroes. He t o o
must take on new attitudes, new
habits, new incentives, new o u t.
looks and a new sense of values
where the rights of Negroes are
concerned.
The big problem in the whole
tntegration deal is to exchange in-
tense aversions for right and jos-
tgee. To do this the Negro as well
as the white man must give up
what they have for something new-
er and better. To attempt to make
justice and right lie down with
hate is a disappointing illusion.
Today's great need is the intel-
ligence to differ and at the same
time have the wisdom to agree.
The spirit of giving and forgiving
Is the key to the whole deal, there-
fore, both the Negro and the white
man are responsible for the out-
come.
She further observed that one
viall find more new, late refollel
cars parked in front of the Negro
public schools of the community
than around the white schools.
Most of tit& cars belong to faculty
members. . .who, young and old,
.seem to feel for the most part that
one is not an established teacher
till he can park a car almost as
large as his or her classroom out
in front of the building.
Then she went on to note that
at most of the larger industrial
plants in town, where the better
wages are paid, the Negro em-
ployes over-shadow their white fel-
low workers in the size, number,
style and lateness of the models of
the cars they use getting hack and
forth to work.
Putting .,all these cbservations to.
gether lady concluded that
somebodaeneeds to talk to God's
chillon and suggest the price of
getting and maintaining all these
shiny, new cars is too much to
pay for a chance to be seen and
show off. ..that it might be better
to hold on to some of that car
note money in the exnectation of
eventually finding some place in
town to make a down payment on
a decent home—altho she admits




DALLAS, Texas — (INS) — The
141 schools in the Dallas inde-
pendent school district will -.con-
tinue on a segregated basis dur-
ing the coming school year despite
federal court orders to integrate
with "all deliberate speed."
The board of education last
week announced the decision to
continue on a segregated plan,
basing the ruling largely on a con-
flict of state law with the rulings
of federal courts.
Albany — Honey production in
the U. S. averages about 1 3-4
groups. pounds per person per year.
Juke Box Melodies On
Simple's Song Sheet
"SOME OF THESE DAYS in
Dixie THERE'LL BE S 0 M E
CHANGES MADE and PENNIES
FROM HEAVEN will fall all up
and down THE -m.1\1NY SIDE OF
THE STREET and S T 0 R MY
WEATHER will be A REAL GONE
GAL down there WHERE T Il E
SWEET MAGNOLIAS GROW be-
cause, COME RAIN OR COME
SHINE, I know SOMEWHERE
OVER THE RAINBOW I will have
..mine and everything and every-
body will be fine," said Simple,
"Sweet as a HONEYSUCKLE
ROSE, goodness knows."
"You are ALWAYS CHASING
RAINBOWS," I said, "Or else you
must be talking about THAT
GREAT GETTING UP MORNING
when the saints come FLYING
HOME."
"No," said Simple, OLD MAN
ElVEt is not FOREVER BLOW-
ING BUBBLES nor flowing back.
wards towards BANDANNA
DAYS, Today OLD BLACK JOE is
hep. These is the new times and I
has in mind no CABIN IN THE
SKY, neither a STAIRWAY TO
THE STARS. What I am talking
about is DON'T FENCE ME IN
because I am going to STAND
UP AND FIGHT like JOHN HEN-
RY and make all them Dixiecrats
STRAIGHTEN UP AND F L Y
RIGHT."
"JIM DADDY to the rescue,
heh?" I said. "Well, if you need
help, SEND FOR ME, because I
figure you will be DOWN BY THE
OLD MILL STREAM just STAND-
ING IN THE NEED 0' PRAY-
ER."
The sexual life of a young lady
described by Arthur Koestler in
his essay on "The Anatomy of
Snobbery" came to my mind as
I was reading the Washington dis-
patches on the civil rights issue
last week.
Here is what Koestler wrote:
"In the days before Hitler, the
licentious days of the Weimar Re-
public, I knew in Berlin a young
woman who worked for a left-
wing publishing firm, Mary B. was
attractive, clever and notoriously
promiscuous.
"There was a standing joke
about her which asserted that
she had slept with every author of
the firm whose books sold more
than 20,000 copies; age and sex
did not matter. As I had not yet
written a book, I had obviously
no chances with Mary, but we
were friends and one day I asked
her whether the rumor was true.
Mary said quite seriously that on
the whole it was, and then ex-
plained the reason for what ap-
peared to be a case of literary
snobbery.
"She came from a very strict
Lutheran family of the East-Prus-
sian gentry. She had run away
from home at 20 'to lead her own
life!'
"At 21 she was seduced by A
famous writer who physically did
not attract her at all, and to her
surprise experienced the sensa-




"You are wrong," said Simple,
"so DON'T WORRY ABOUT ME!
THERE'S A RAINBOW ROUND
MY SHOULDER and when THAT
OLD GANG OF MINE gets thru
putting THAT OLD BLACK MAG-
IC on CAROLINA IN THE MORN.
ING and STARS FALL ON ALA-
BAMA, I'll be COMING ROUND
THE MOUNTAIN with GEORGIA
ON MY MIND singing WHEN MY
DREAM BOAT COMES HOME
EVERY CLOUD liAS A SILVER
LINING."
"You mean WHEN THE ROLL
IS CALLED UP YONDER, you'll
be there," said.
"Befbre OLD ROCKING CHAIR
GETS ME and the Klan rides, I
CAN DREAM, CAN'T I?" said
Simple.
"So MEET ME TONIGHT IN
DREAMLAND and DREAM
YOUR TROUBLES AWAY. SOME
SWEET DAY, WAY DOWN UPON
THE SWANEE RIVER I'm gonna
plant my feet in the MISSISSIPPI
MUD and sing, 'I'M COMING,
VIRGINIA, to give you S 0 M E-
THING TO REMEMBER ME BY,
SING, YOU SINNERS, SING, be-
cause THERE'LL BE A 14 0 T
TIME IN THE OLD TOWN TO-
NIGHT!"
"After which you would be sing-
ing the PRISONER'S SONG," I
said, "or BLUES IN THE NIGHT
in some big rock jail."
"Not I," said Simple, "because
down South I would take my text
from Rev. King, LOVE WILL
FIND A WAY, and invade Geor-
gia singing like Lena Horne, I
LOVE TO LOVE. When I got
through with LOVE'S OLD
SWEET SONG, not only would
DIXIE be converted, but the Klan
ions had eluded her, without any
feeling of guilt. This incident was
the beginning of her 'twenty thou-
sand and over' complex.
"The explanation of it is s h e
found herself. It took the form of
an imaginary dialogue with her
stern father: . .But you s e e,
Papa, having an affair with a fa-
mous man is not frivolous — it is
like going to bed with History.
Who would blame Marie Walew-
skaa for surrendering to Nanoleon?
EyFrything you do with a famous
man is redeemed from its sinful-
ness by becoming a Ilistogical An-
ecdote."
While the analogy may be very
imperfect, this story came to my
mind as I sought to understand the
behavior of some of the great lib-
erals of the Democratic Party
who got in bed with the devil dur-
ing the Civil Rights fight in the
Senate. The great liberal creed
In America traditionally embraces
profound concern for the so-called
underdogs in society. It is unthink-
able that any politician should he
regarded as a liberal who would
vote against the best interests of
Organized Labor, American Jew-
ry, Negroes, etc.
New that some of them have
committed sin with the Negro is-
sue, I am herewith sounding a
warning to the other minorities, In-
chiding organized labor, that the
big liberal Democrats need watch-
would burn up their robes, and
the White Citizen's Councillers
would give me a medal with my
picture on it Jesse B. Semple—
LOVER. MAN—who converted the
South."
"You'd sure be TAKING A
CHANCE ON LOVE," I said. "But
suppose it didn't work and the Ku
Klux Klan started after you?"
"Then I'LL SIT RIGHT DOWN
AND WRITE MYSELF A LET.
TER," crooned Simple, "A
make believe I'LL NEVER WALK
ALONE. After which I will LOOK
DOWN, LOOK DOWNTHAT
LONESOME ROAD irons ON TOP
OF OLD SMOKEY and hope the
mailman will bring me a Special
Delivery telegram from Joyce in
Harlem saying LOVER, C 0 M E
RACK TO ME, in real big letters
marked urgent.
"To which I would reply, KEEP
THE HOME FIRES BURNING,
baby, I'M BEGINNING TO SEE
THE LIGHT, IT WAS JUST ONE
OF THOSE THINGS! I MAY BE
CRAZY BUT I AIN'T NO FOOL!
And, Joyce, if anybody asks you
IS IT TRUE WHAT THEY SAY
ABOUT DIXIE, tell them for me
that IT AIN'T NECESSARILY SO
that EVERY CLOUD HAS A SIL-
VER LINING and LOVE WILL
FIND A WAY, because NOBODY
KNOWS THE TROUBLE I'VE
SEEN down here in MY 0 L D
KENTUCKY HOME.
"Joyce, baby, NOT FOR ALL
THE TEA IN CHINA will you find
me DIXIE BOUND again WHEN
THAT CHATTANOOGA CHOO •
CHOO LEAVES FOR TENNES-
SEE, nor WHEN THAT MID-
NIGHT SPECIAL LEAVES FOR
ALABAM'. Um-huh! Not me!
Period!.
Mg. We should accopt no excuses.
The leaders of Organized Labor,
of course, are almost as stupid as
our own leadership. They still be-
lieve somehow that they can ob-
tain some sort of working relation-
ship with the Dixiecrats in Con-
gress. The Laborites, throw all
their bombs at the Republicans as
the party of special privilege, but
they are awfully slow to declare
war on the reactionary Dixiecrats.
Why give rotten Democrats a
pass?
Our leadership of course, mobo•
lizes thousands of Negroes to go
to Washington for a prayer meet-
ing and put all the pressure for —
civil rights on God.
Nobort,Ie wishes to put any pres-
sure on Congressmen and Senators
who actually vote on civil rights.
Personally, I do not think God ap-
preciates all that pressure, es-
pecially when the devil is left free
to play poker with Lyndon John-
son and Sam Rayburn.
I think we are approaching tli•
political crossroads in Amelia
and there is a great need for a
new look at the two major par-
ties. We have now discovered that
the same words mean different
things. Like the boys In the Krutst•
lin, some of our great erstwhile
liberals are saying peace when
they mean war, talking out of both
sides of their mouths and playing
the game of Dr. Jekyll end Mr.
Hyde.
Capitol Hill Careerists Lead Interesting, Varied Lives ••
SAT
it
THE STAFF of Sen. Thomas C. Hennings jr., (D. Mo.) Seated left
IseiNan ztanmons, Senaior 1-tennings and Worm Carutners. Standing:
Deb= Escoe, Langoon West and Carolyn Meyers.
- ,
• CONGRESSMAN CHARLES Boyle (D. III.) and his
secretary, Mary Shuler.
• REPRESENTATIVE James Roosevelt (D. Calif.) with his 'staff
(from left) Joyce Nieodich, Juanita Terry Barbee, administrative assis-
tant;.Iverna Jones and Maxine Shaw. (See story inside).
• SENATOR JACOB Javits (R. N. Y.) and secretary,
Daphne Coleman in Senate Reception Room during Civil
Rights debate.
• SENATOR HUBERT Humphrey (D. Minn.) and his
legislative assistant, John Means.
• SENATOR PATRICK McNamara (D. Mich.) and his
secretary, Ruth Dailey.
• SENATOR JOSEPH Clark (D. Pa.) and his recep.'











1Mic' h., and his staff
asialstrstive assistant
astark
CHARLES Vanik (right) D.
(from left) Eugene Krizek. ad-
and Norma "Babe" Mitchell, sec-
I.
• SENATOR CLIFFORD P. Case (R. N. J.) and Richard Gee and Har-
ry Ingram, Washington. A C., at. Robo macitinsa.
• CONGRESSMAN CHARLES C. Diggs (D. Michigan) and his staff.
From left: Dorothy E. Quarker. administrative assistant; Eleanor Ro-
gers, Libby P. .Kaufman, wbe.iiss bsen‘ifit•• taS 041111sinc•-19446
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Why The People Support The Crusade
Against The Commercial Appeal
Newspapers in a democratic society, being an important media of
mass communication, play an important role in the formulation and dissemi-
nation of community values. For that reason the well-being of any democratic
community and its ability to come to grips intelligently with any community
challenge denends, in large measures, on how well or how poorly news-
papers serving the community fulfill their obligation to report the news ob-
jectively.
Over the past decade, the Memphis Nero community has tried re-
peatedly to win from The Commercial Appeal recognition of the fact that
objective reporting of the news affecting Negroes in Memphis is in the best
interest not only of that paper's Negro readers but also in a larger sense, in
the best int.rests of the whole community. Appeals to fair play and universal
standards of human decency have thus far been rejected by the editor.
We reject the proposition that any newspaper worthy of its calling
can profit by cultivating a vested interest in bigotry.
By selecting from among the available items of news concerning
Negro life and affair only, or primarily, those items which in cumulative ef-
fect depict the Negro as a degraded, immoral, criminal, or low comedy char-
acter type, the Commercial Appeal harms not only Negroes, but the commu-
nity as a whole. This aids in rendering the community unprepared to accept
the challenge implicit in the fact that fully 40% of the population of Mem-
phis is Negro and they aspire as do all Americans, to a fair share of the bet-
ter things of life.
The editors of the Commercial Appeal apparently find some hidden
charm in attempting to maintain the custom and practice of using given names
when referring to Negroes, and in refusing the courtesy titles of Mr., Mrs., or
Miss to Negroes. In fact, such practices are relics of a by-gone day, when
the belief that the Negro was of an inferior order was widely held, even in
well educated circles. The legal and theoretical basis for this arbitrary and
unjust status have been destroyed for well over a century. This fact has
long been recognized and accepted by forward-looking business and intel-
lectual circles. Those who cling to this vestige of the dead past often do
so under the pretext that over-familiarity is symbolic of the close bond be-
tween the races, of the love and affection held by the white man for his black
brothers, this in spite of the fact that this privilege of familiarity is not mu-
tual.
The Commercial Appeal persists in this odious custom. It is sympto-
matic of a far more serious sickness. In truth, the Negro has long rankled and
endured under this one way bliss; his forebearance and patience have, at
long last, been strained to the ultimate; he cannot longer bear the contume-
ly heaped upon him !n generous portions by those who seek fo peg his des-
tiny in the dirt of Southern cotton fields and industrial slums.
The "Commercial Appeal" has consistently and persistently through
its staff writers, slanted national news pertaining to Negroes so heavily that
the result is at times barely credible. Individuals who have nothing derog-
atory to say of Negroes are often reported by the Commercial Appeal in a
manner designed to detract from the w eight of their utterances, while the
statements of persons hostile to Negro causes are carried in a manner de-
signed to enhance the significance of what has been said. Such journatism de-
signed to distort and create false implications, is a Llot on the integrity of
the press and discredit to Memphis and the Commercial Appeal. It is a prac-
tice which renders the "Commercial Appeal" totally ul eliable as a source
of factual news and therefore unworthy of community support.
Freedom of the press is essential to the well being of a democracy.
The Negro perhaps more than any other group of Americans, has reason
to appreciate the value of a forum open to unpopular ideas, and so respects
the Commercial Appeal's right to espouse any cause its editors elect to sup-
port. This right, however, does not include license to deliberately impute ialse
unworthy, and even unpatriotic motivations and objectives to Negro organi-
zations and leadership. Editorial freedom assumes responsible exercise of
that right and the maintenance of our free institutions demands a full measure
of devotion to truth as the ultimate standard. Any paper which builds its eti;-
torial house on half-truths, false premiums and even untruths, builds its
foundation on sand.
Memphis promises a bright fuiure for all; it contains the seeds of
abundance, seeds which must be pollinated by the efforts of every race,
every group, every individual. The local press, in covering the progress of
the community is derelict in its duty unless it gives adequate coverage to all
segments of the community. Progress is not less newsworthy bocause it is
Negro progress. Mach of value can be given to the community bv keeping it
well informed of the success as well as the short comings of all its citizens.
The "Commercial Appeal" has, in the past, very largely ignored many com-
mendable achievements by the Negro people of Memphis and in se dein,
has fostered a very one-sided view o f local achievement and promise.
The image of the Negro as created by the news coverage in the
"Commercial Appeal," is essentially out of harmony with the truth, and its
circulation does grave injury to the morale and well-being of the commu-
nity.
The Memphis of tomorrow must hold decent promise for all Mem-
phians, or it can hold little promise for any. The "Commercial Appeal" has






Beautiful Wedding Unites Miss Otha Geeen And John J. Sermons
Beck at the helm of your "Mer-
ry Gb Round". , .ao ably handled
by Mrs. Bertha R. Polk, your
Stmet columnist of last week, your
scribe has enjoyed a lovely trip Also attending the Alpha Con-
in Arkansas. • from Little Bock vention are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
and op to fabulous Winrock Farm S. Lewis. jr., Atty. and Mrs. A.
of Wibeton Rockefeller atop Petit A, Letting. Dr. and Mrs. The,.
Jean Mountain and then to liot ron Northcross, Mr. and M r s,
Springs. Remember, it W39 ret• Lewis Swingler and Dr. and Mrs,
ommeeded to all a few weeks ago Leland Atkins.
. . And I reiterate. one has to 
• • •
see, in order to appreciate, the
scenery and world,fanted venture
in experimental farming. . .with
its breath-taking slew of the Ar-
kansas River valley. _located in
Petit Jean State Park. located be-
tween the °lark And Ouichita
mountain ranges. lowing a trip to the paradise of
Many, many thanks. Bertha, for , the floating gardens of Xochimil.
the exceptional recount of your ex- co she flew to Acapulco. the beau-
pertences at the Vassar summer . tiful and scenic Riviera of North
Institute, of which raw have re. America. There lush facilities, in-
(seised so many fine compliments eluding a three room patio suite,
front our readers; and for your (tor less money than an ordinary Mr. Sermons is the son of Mr.
kindness in accepting our invite.' suite of no comparable beauty or I 
and Mrs, Benjamin Sermons of
lion to do so so very graciously. setting), with the beach and guilt Memphis The best man w a s;
WOUM that all Parents end teach-I, for a vie*. .she has enjoyed 
Frank Dell, jr. Ushers were Ves-1
ens at this Fridays algitt's big Al-
pha Phi Alpha dance, one of the
highlights of the fraternity's con-
vention, now in session.
ALAMO, Tenn. - Miss Othe
Greene and John L Sermons were
recently married in one of the sea-
son's most beautiful wedding cer-
emonies at Midgett Chapel. T h e
couple was united in an impres-
sive double ring ceremony at
which Rev. William Morgan offic-
iated.
Mrs. Ola Mathis and Miss De-
lores McLin of Memphis present-
ed the music.
Given in marriage by her fa-
ther, Andrew Greene, the bride
wore a gown of nylon net with
jacket of Chantilly lace, 7 b
bride's veil fell front a cap of
Chantilly lace, and she carried a
bouquet of white gardenias.
Miss Cynthia Greene, cousin of
the bride, was maid of honor. She
South of the border, down Meal. wore a pink embroidered cotton
co way. Mrs. Johnetta Kelso %%rites dress with white accessories and
of her wonderful three weeks, tarried a bouquet of pale green
whete she arrived on the heels of carnations. Bridesmaids Hettie
the earthquake which didn't shake Faye Searcy, Ossei Rell Carter,
her admiration, one bit, of the ex- Catheryti Mitchell and F Annie
otic Mexico City. Last week, fol. Mitchell wore dresses of embroid-
ered cotton in pastel colors.
The flower girl. Melba Cole. a
cOusin of the bride, was dressed
In white organdy. The ring-hearer,
also the bride's cousin, was Milton
Warren.
ers mid nave the opportunity to , seeirig divers jump over SO feet ter Loving, Robert Williams, Ed-
attend tho4nstitute ,but, we are with flaming sveords. .revelled ward Carter and WWiam'Thomp-
all richer in knowledge because to American mow uith a rhumba . 
son.
Parisian dancers and Mrs. Greene, mother of theof your illuminating report . Again, heat. • -saw
bountiful thanks and appreciation, native Mexican dancers from each bride, wore a dress of blue cotton
for your courtesy. state in Mexico. .all enlivened and a satin cumberbund, a n d
. . . with available TIM cola or ruth Mrs. Sermons chose a light Nun
Highways, flyways and byways
with pineapple juice front COMA- j dress.,
Out-of-town guests included Mrs.
will be filled with Memo/liana 'nu's'
vi.ainding their was hack to t h e Her camera has been at work, Gladys saunders of St. Louis.
;writing -nor to an- to preserve the beauty and joy of Mrs. Gladys Norris of Nashville,
ether glorious summer. we. the wonderful trip for her husband,' Mrs. Mattie Morris. and eon. Al,
pared to resume the paces of an.1 Dr. Julian Kelso. and her many:. bert San Francisco, Miss Bernice
other school year. :vacation now many friends. Of course, she will; Braden. Nashville. The groom's
dwindled down to previous few' have with her when she returns., 1 sister, 
Miss Girther Sermons, a
day-s lefore Aug. 26. arid t Ii e the hest Mesita has to offer in student at Tennessee State lather
Workshop, cone are the simmer billfolds, handkerchiefs, belts. al.i atty, also attended the wedding.
clothes ha our stores.. . .now sue 'testae bags and wooderful Mena- The 
reception was at Central!
;planted with fall fashions. . .with can jewelry. High school where many wonders 
entrikaltsis on the relaxed styles of WHElltE MEMPHILNS WENT tul gifts were received.
the {bar/talon. Bkickbettom, rat, Mrs. Josephine Bridges flew bpi Ws- Sermons. who was Puha-
As with the Scots. the wearingcom,:phat era. • .Shades of -the Nashvilk to attend the grafted/at jilted front Tennessee State un''vet` I Milk way just never fails'. It never thelisci.igwaorr:ebmuetteBr.rinigilktoaandbum_ar,sh_ - at the plaids will make, the wholeRoarilitg twenties". . so fabied fa l ai CleeiAtt5 Johnson from Tennes-' Saiv,
all inte'droresrtribonlail quickly, stirring all the tame. ' used in walking
is a member of the Carnet; gets hard or
outing world kin. fashion-wise Plaidssong and literature. Remember, if see Stale C., where he flitisi.vw Rtg,_ s • - ' 's-al h school faculty Mr 
sermons soft - and, bre.satinoYt.
shorts and tailor.you're fortunate enough to hare with distinction. VI A student at Henderson Bunnell* take any beating! . When bubbles appear all ove_r the ad skirts. as srell as sheath dress-
* fuhlth-ealett raccoon coat, or any Dr. arid Mrs, W. O. Speight. jr..! You see. when you cook double:, top, boil and stir over medium es, dot the horizon.
disearded raccoon trim in the attended the National Medical con- Mr. and Mrs. Sermons are re- , rich Pet Milk with marshmallow The new and varied fabrics inattic- eou're in a distinctive vention at Cleveland. Moe, sidirig at 1307 Sardis st. creme, butter, and sugar, it makes , Pieces-fr°Sleirnr autumn fashions fool both the ewe
completely melt- and the hand. Wools look like cot-
mixture- Pour tons. cottons look like silk and
square silks look like tweeds. It's all be-
lily. Cut into lie' cause of the many new man-made
fibers - the new finishes - and
the demand today for year-rourd
fabrics_ This demand has brought
on the blending of msav fibers
trio new weaves and patterns.
These new weaves have beer.
used in dozens of fresh, young
styles for wear during the linger-
ing warm days of autumn--thev
are light and airy. adaptable to
Ftneering warm weather.
A far-cry torn your scbooli:il
RECEPTION HONORS MR.
AND MRS. PHILLIPS, JR. -
Memphis society welcomed
Mr. and Mrs. Lianas Phillips,
jr., at the lovely receptibn giN -
en by his parents, Kr. and
Mrs. Utilise Phillips, sr., at
their residence, 824 E. Mae-
more on Friday, Aug. 9 (See
story on Oils page). Receiving
the many guests were, left to
right, Mrs. A. T. Martin, aunt
of groom, Mrs. David Bradley
of Birmingham, mother of the
bride, Mr. and Mrs. 'Callus
Phillips, Jr., Rev. Blair Hunt,
and Mr. and Mrs. Inellus Phil-
lips, sr.
KR. AND MRS. JOHN L. on this page). Mrs. Sermons
SERMONS are shown at theiris the former Miss 0 1 h a Irunsitionals" Are Summer Intowedding reception *id recent- Greene.
ly is Alamo, Tees, (See story
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Fall Attire For Young And All• i
Recipe of the Week .On every side we hear t h eterm "transitional cotton- these jumper • des For
• days as ladies of fashion look for a bold 
plaid tweed flecked in
s'stSk. See they arc now collect. Alexander Delosch. jr, accont
or'it *trek - and you can name panied be George Green a IN d
your osn price tend get it from George Lee have returned from a
this year's collegians'. delichtful trip to Chicago a 3 d
SICK TO 5C11001. Gars. Ind.
"Memphis Urban learnt has in, -Yours 11'0- na% surPtlsed to
sited more than 20e of the keel no end to trtd Mrs- Erne- nac6.
civic, social and fraternal clubs Miss Thelma Green and Mrs ‘e
and erganizetions to aid in an in. ha Witt ins in the dining room of
emetic, campaign to focus the at. the National Baptist hotel in Hot
tefilken of Young PeoPle and them 'Wings, Ark. where they were
Weans on the importance of eau.- stoPPing and ersioYing the scenic
esteeml background necessary for beauty of the famous spa,
today's better sob oppornanits. And a friendly Meting front
Mrs Laura Robert:on let me know'Ibis. minks the Isth rear the
Learn has carried on this pro- that she wan C.41 her way hem*
rma.and never has ti been racer from A Irte to tIVIANXI9A arid the
necelaisre than it is today. Lees great Smoker Mountain area, stop
• ispr part in caminsi the mes ring off in Nashville enroute
Sage lo Memphis ro borne
1* a lighter vein . the fervor vrctrOItc IN MR tIllIkcY
of -hack to ettoos," will tic pre, "Hail Hail. the Gang's A I 1
sessile so all young and oat Bert Maki VAT!, well have been
wiles EIVTIlanued Churctes Si. C. the musical accompaniment sten
celiseGatilcl iita,zrs its Reek - to . Tobert and Jim Etta lee, from
SichotI Fashen•Isincheon at I h e southern university Dr Maryorte
n3969110 110%. Satimlas, Aug. 11, Lee Browne. returning trent stud,
front It to S Styles for career it Stanford V. before resuming her
WARMS, collegians.. Ihe high school Position as head of North Carolina
wet and voting try 11111 he pre- U.S mathematics department.
nentod it high style is the beau- and Mrs Sarah Wells !Stowe arid
tiful setting of the c-hilti . Namat- daughter. Gwendolyn, of Cinciwna•
ed at fashion expert. Mrs rItVi is, Ohio visited their families. Mr
V(VIVOV Already. the occasion has and Yrs. Lawrence Lee James
bees ter -le-'d as a must is' our Wells sr and Wrs Wells
fateditioesen;ems Memphis Laciies Walker :in: Etta is as viva:1ms
...Mid pertench to be a gay path- and beauteous as ever . Sarah.
geeing of smartly clad guests. t lcvei,s, harremt and chic -wear.
matt this. the climax .4 our virm• ing a most becoming hair Mete. . .
ewe booed NIVAII1 kmong lovely Marton* Met buring with gra
models partematine . and IIVAIT CliArTh and gm „am
geittleeren. too,. 11.11 be Rcerrb Robert a).-ay•s -Rooniliteed • Sr
Cohilear. laly Pairwis Walker. his keine of treads" with his PVC'
Shit*, *Doris Greene. Peg present golf bag. spending eye-,
fp• kir White. Jape Itakeridge. spare moment at Sam Quails Geh
Tempe Kaye Native FteZZ SIX Oa
• Bertha s c Mr sed Mrs. Ake Dnmas. hav-
Male %halm Se-r!.11 Strewn Pa me settlen .itont after them trip
Ride Trews'. Vela Bridges. Denald eia airlines it, Philadelphia. De-
Rae Hogan. hia Mae .l.soce. Leslie meet. Clevelard and Chicago end
Areurreng W }11:aer Ling a P d then wee eller, have as their
eseeitur Johnson k wreark•rful ohs-- iNc94A thev nieces and nephews
ken salad hiechenn and all the Srore Oklahoma Cki Ferree and
wesistbe-ful trimmings oaf: he the poem Nellt mad Saweet. elie Lew
hambitor taro, eV% IIVISVal back- is The Dumas enterzained wite aa
groehe Tickets are St fn... and CAA mforwal mire at thee mieec Mc-
be Plarrbared callinc jA 7 !,•-•"ft Lemons are bones tan Saturday
MK, Jfeellblitif R7dges night and among the young nes
MOM INTERTSTIree 'Mire present wm-r William teethe).-
weeps net Calitorma et,s cones mew Ceneta and Alva Jamas.
• Itliteri frost the 'Rohm T,a, ',rarity Kaye Rues. Ge•ir Le
seen Med their iter.. sire are le Itnd -own *ere 12ctiotis Walley
• C Strew "Ve4 P"Or zhrittick Hall Ana Few*. Glenna Ta4or.
OR est livowIttbl eNt- Stnee,ng James WeeMennk Jimilenan gri9-
IV Fie Stank Art emirelle cm and tliris Werth The okla
liomm, Gallup. N Wes aed either hems endleirs were aloe the warsts
ORM am Route they ales at m seen Timms" Ka,* R0100




=iseatied fa LA Ilher ere the was liniare. recetehr
he Grand Caws and Teemagers at her a k
ISMof Mr. and Mrs. Charws veil*" Mt and Irre Learead
UMW Ilb•R obese heeelitul lles at *sir Maas at 1147 (tat
low they age oadsrust so must amst otos. them sstine sod .e-with
booyoolfts Iler hold ce.io-isoc, Mr me etre N'truil Gee












































































PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
*••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Home-made candy is such a
treat that I don't know which is
more fun - making some to stir.
prise the family. or having every
one gather in the kitchen while
you're working on it!
One thing I am sure of, though-
the best homemade candy I know
is Cream* Marshmellow Fudge.
made with double-rich Tel Milk.
Honestly, you've just never tast-
ed such creamy fudge, with such
rich chocolate flavor. And Marsh.
mellow Fudge made this P e
a smooth, rich base for the fudge
that just can't go wrong Then
all you do is stir in semi-sweet
e chocolate pieces till they melt and
blend and sour fsidce is reads-
11 your bedroom could use a rip,
sal "pickup." why not try redec-
orating it ii,th sail panelats age
plied so as to produce unusual pat-
terned effects"
A smart and novel appearance
of hold vertical stripe& 16 inches
vide. car be created by alternat-
ing two colors of prefinzebed hard-
board p.anks. fcc example. Tins
fresh decorsung approach can be
used in other rooms, but the bed
room is especially suitable for
such individual expression.
The broad-stripe motif can cm,
he carried out with Omaha!
results wile a eelecrion from 18
-comparison colors," steled by
Rat moist Associates. which
are available at Marline Naas..
Planned to mart& a variety of
harmonious combination, t he
colors Include dusty Dist heft
*ma, dart aqua, emote, mos
gray. sage green, foam green.
parchment sunlight !Igloo a a
V-A AI show knelt homes Is
e as 7-r. pleasure Sc MT along
• Rcoe and Leo. last week dur-
ing Ver Arkansas trip.
• • •
Many snare friends will be bap
ps to know Of the nresence of Ter
and hat-s. Robert Greene and tam
• VT visating thew fame
hes. Mn. Havoire Greco. Mr and
Mrs James Westerooks and Mrs
Nina Jeffries. after as eliorewe
of maw mars The Greets's live
M New Tett efts, and me ac
conspeoied be Wier rankest& Xi
mow Robert jr.. and Phillip Rots
er, Greene was a resembar 4 ic
mos-eo cohere's dehalting locl"
daring We coreee days . see
liking with Dr :aims S Riau
WeV3 On a debating
War
• •
Mos Murtha lierhe imam;
• at Mrs W. Cl Sneighe
and demhzer Mho Marne beiglit
folleering her duties as as- minso.
ins at Bethune Cookmar college
Sloe wit remote it aceowspanze
Mar= hac-k DV-LIVIA TIPIKii
ea* is Season:hp- In resin:se
:her Maws at the caner, where
iSs Sent* to brat of the Re
, to go inio a buttered pan' Once
you've tried Creamy Marshmallow
Fudge as only Pet Milk c a n
make it I know you'll say it's
the world's best. And I hope you
:try it soon!
THE RECIPE
° 1-2 caps sugar
44 cup butter or margarine
3-4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
1-01. jar marshmallow creme ,
fi-or. pkg., senii-stiret chocolate
pieces
polar white They o.ler many
chalices for intermixing tee tones
of one color or pairs of different
The 
colors
predecorated colors :rof Mar
lite planks sold at lumber yards.
have character and yet are mat-
ed se that one Can 'inf. With
them' for years Ttus long-late fea-
ture goes hand. 111 hand triM the
durability whirr a proteeave bat-
ed plastic fini_sti rives the planks
ILghls regiment to soil arid wear,
The panels Art keen clean he sera-
sew Iarit. 1., 2. (Spoaisi) -
Per tire Eras time ammo We
IlawneI view *ohm enhOwnee
weak the assotasturse ability Is
lanai twarsorraosda and to rams
plis-tartistort sattery.
sas aamorotosi own Mem
naitedhae. 'wage ire-itene rsaprroo-
IMP Imo isseriuri and worded
doranne etwerestiese.
Pain arm rohoasta proonst:t.
AUL setmb frmo..y rehremp pans.
motend erdweemeor riteartaas
nalleinikangi we* piens
Awl am sawismor 4 all -Mai
Imewastommit wpm memeezned is
ism edam docesee* ehmeresuirms
ematineed ewer a pared re
maw mimeo'
b bet. raentab ear. we ;Sem-
=74 sorflo-o-e toot., atses,YAM ciSAVITAVVIIIVA
"Pliot bwee mime so to a 
Mix in a heavy 2-qt, saucepan
sums: clainp-wping. thus avoidng
periodic redecoraimg 5 erift-his-
ter finish sods to the preciecorit-
ed hardboard planks' suitability
boch-corr.s. as well as living
rooms and dens
With Works of the same pane-
l:4g, a checkerboard pattern ird al.
ternatmg colors eat be laid out to
as-remit one wall Other van/tains
tan he devisee with wood cram
patterns, with one vaD of Mocks
basket weave design and other
11113Is is planks
Aad smog Aire ea&
erbirs Im•mor• • very In" winnow
• bemsraticati eveditiork mow 4
10 to 20 rears' stassibtat
AD tb waboa be low of
warestwk asmostartats or sszrito
sem of way knot Too *era to
• wee baby wobalITIL. (SW.
Drier' ) -dm ibeweirt al • evorkl-
teiwi mawarth iftwierman,
▪ llwaywe * to wide um
for Maw istlwrwl %Wow an
pawls atikt intr.
!Ws awe Maw ustrawww
allawliwas=retattssil







mos ei• %a ea
the smart accent for fall during
still warm summer days and eve-
rungs. The answer is to be foond I
In dark cotton, and designers
have put a fabulous collection on:
the market to fit the taste of the i
young and the young in heart.
The gaiety of plaids in many !
colors adds A very bright note to ,
the fashion horism - plaids of
large dimension, plaids en t h
muted side!
Plaids in designer - patterned
wools, plaids in cottons with the
soft nap of cashmere, plaids in
bold colors. St. Louis designers
choose these bright colors to cre-
ate costumes on slim, uncluttered
lines. letting the pattern and the
color tell an important fashion
jumper are the new sheaths with
white with slim unbroken lines
that flow from a stand-up, narrow
collar that frames the low neck-
line. Wonderfully tight for t h e
school girl is a jumper in a rayon
tweed with full skirt that buttons
to the hem. Their popularity is
due, cif course, to their wearability
and the many needs they fill in
the busy woman, girl, and very
little girl's life.
Pepper red, porcelain blue.
Kerry Green. Camel, Poppy, Nut-
meg, Lapis Blue, Oat Meal ard
Middy are the new fall shades.
Texas Educator
' MARSHALL, Texas - Funeral
services were held last week for a
wellknown Texas educator. He
t was Mr. Guvil Thomas Robinson,
of Longview. Robinson was 72
years olci _
Robinson is a retired principal of
the former North Side Elementary
school in Longview. The school
was re-named Robinson Elemen-
ary school a few years ago.
Henderson Baines: College, kw
"Whew blowers COMA True"
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission
fee IltaillOSS Schools
Approved for GI Training * Free Employment Service
Fall Term tegins September 9, 1957
Registration: September 6
Courses: Typewriting (Manual and Electric)
Executive Secretarial and Higher Accounting
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
YOU CAN RECEIVE
FREE!!
AIR CONDITIONER FOR YOUR CAR
If You Choose Car From Stock You Must
PRESENT THIS AD
EXAMPLES TO CHOOSE FROM:
$343400
Good Friday, Saturday and Sunday only
August 17-18-19
Open Evenings Until 9. All Day Sunday
Values To BEAT THEM ALL—GO NOW—TODAY!!
Large Selection "SAM BUY USED CARS"
S
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sot., Aug. 24, 1957






















'was re-elected financial secretary
of the Women's Auxiliary for the
second year. Mrs. R. Q. Vinson of
Memphis, Tenn. was elected pres-
ident,. We all remember Mrs. yen.
son in Jackson I'm sure for the
delightful role she has played In
the °berm Clinic which is held
annually at Lane college. Also at-
tending the meeting from Jackson
were Dr. sell and Dr. and Mrs.
W. E. A. McKIssack. The Bells
stopped enroute home in Forest
City park. to visit with Dr. and
Mrs. J. E. Burke.
Mitts Kay Frances Perine attend-
ed the West Tenn. District Baptist
convention in Covington, Tenn. last
week. She was delegate from Mt.
Zion Baptist church. Miss Perine
will return soon to Nashville. Tenn.
where she will be enrolled in Tenn.
A&T as a sophomore.
Paul Williams of Indianapolle.
Ind., has returned home after vis-




Summer school has come to a
climax at Lane college for this
school year. On Aug. 15 at 6 p.m..
26 persons received the AB de-
gree end 14 the BA dezree oak.
bad a liskl4 at 40 graduates for tbe
by Rev. J. hi. Exuni, B A, hi
Th, pastor of Jamison Temple C.
M. E. church of Kansas City, Mo.,
The class was presented to the
president by Dr. J. 0. Perpener,
dean of instruction. Music for the
oocatien was under the direction






The marriage of Miss Lola Penn
I to Sp-3 Billie Copeland of Dyer,
'assTenn., as solemnized in impres.
sive ceremonies at Lane Chapel
was CME church, Humboldt, Tenn. on
Saturday, Aug. 10,
The night wedding was held in
the beautifully decorated church
with the altar covered with palms
and candelabra decked a ith pink
gladiolas banking the choir rail.
Pink Princes carnations and palm
trees made up the center of the
choir.
Cathedral candles were on each
side of the Prayer bench which
was also flanked with pink &dirk
as and palm leaves.
The bride was given in mar-
Honored With riage by her uncle, C. H. Williams.
She carried a bouquet of white or-
chids with purple throated and to-Buffet Lunch bar roses and showers of ribbon.
THE BRIDE
Miss Cora Holliday, who left She wore so ice bi„, gown of
Memphis Aug. 19 to receive the nylon marquisette over t issue
2nd Lt. Commission at Ft. Sam faille, styled with a square neck.
Houston, Texas, wasfeted at line trimmed with ice blue horse-
hair braid. The snug.fitting basque
bodice fastened down the back'
with tiny marquisette covered but-
tons and her short marquisette
was held at Mrs. Lucas' residence sleeves were completed w it h
on Rest rd. matching mitts. The voluminous
The honoree, Miss Holliday, will
skirt of marquisette, trimmed with
join the dietetic staff of Walter rows of horsehair hriad lengthen-
Reed hospital after leaving Fort ed into an aisle-wide saeep. Her
Sam Houston She is a graduate imported fingertip veil of illusion.
of West Virginia State college and 
was held by an ice blue open -
completed a year of graduate wcron bonnet. Silver slippers with
rhinestone trim completed t h e
lovely bride's attire.
MAID OF HONOR
The maid of honor. Miss Dolly
Penn, sister of the bride, wore a
blue marquisette with black and
silver trim. Bridesmaids w er e
Misses Charlie Frances Fisher,
Jewel Burnette, Bernice Thomas,
Annetta Thompson and Brenda
Kay Burnette.
Train bearers were little Miss-
luncheon by Mrs. Sammie Lucas
on Aug. 9
The delicious buffet luncheon
study in foods at Tennessee A&I
State university, Nashville.
Other guests included Mrs. Wil-
liam Jones, who recently return-
ed to the city from Europe; Frank-
is Finnie, sister of the honoree;
Mrs. Larry R. Wynn, Mrs. Mae
Lockett, Mrs. Ernest 13, Payne
and Miss Linda James.
The Lucases are relative new-
comers to the city from North
Carolina. Mr. Lucas is doing grad-
es Bernita Farmer and Francineuate work at University of Ten. 




LOS ANGELES — Socialites
the groom, wore a uniform.
Frank and Hilda Gaines gave Cal- The ushers were Charles E.
ifornians a taste of New York boa- Penn, Wallace Burns, Robert
pitality, a-laCalifornia, when they Vance Williams, who wore white
entertained the Merry Wives club coats.
and hosts of friends throughout
Southern California at Holly-
wood's Metro Hall Sunday evening.
A small combo provided the mu-
sical diversion for the evening
while guests raved over the tropi•
cal food prepared by modiste Hil-
da. Fare-like Jamaican roast pork,
pigeon peas and rice, a delectable
green dish featuring seven varie-
ties, with okra, shrimp, crab and
ham...broiled chicken, tossed sal-
ad and demi-tasse with cake —
for what more could you hold open
an evening. The veddy clever
scarlet arid white invites asked
that you hold the evening open for
a Id' fun, merriment, food and
cocktails and socialites Gertrude
Quinn and hubby the L. B. Thomp-
sons, Dr. and Mrs. Jefferson Fow-
ler, the Elledge Penlands, Audrey
Scott, charming Chicago broker
Mrs. Kitchens, Windy City visitors
Hazel Lambert, Barbara Lambert,
dimpled Frances Turner and her
better half did just that.
And, the Comic Andersons, Net.'
tie and John Lowe, Mrs. W. J.
Moorman of Evansville. Ind., the
Lewis Williams, San Diegans Hor-
tense and L. B. Davidson, Andrew
and Hattie Minor, Jimmie Minor,
f Vacation time is over for stn. summer session. The address
dents and teachers in the city of
Jackson. August 26 marks the datel.
when both will get down to anoth-
er nine months of work. For some
it is ajoy; others, drudgery. But
that ever the tittle is here. Her's
whatever the time is here. Here's
hoping all of you had a most en-
joyable summer. Vacationers are
still on the go though reaching vs.,
nous deadliees.
MORROW FAMILV RRUSION
f Mrs. Sadie Morrow is enjoying
the family reunion of all of her
children in her home on Stonewall
at From Los Angeles, Calif. are
Mrs. Havratha Morrow Smith and
her little daughter, It osala n tt.
From Petersburg. Va. is M r s.
Ruby Morrow *oodward a n 
d1
from Chicago, Mrs. Sadie Morrow
hicDaniels and her three young-
sters, Their brother, Atty. Samuel
P. Morrow who is a commissioned
officer stationed in Presqueisle,
Maine, is here .also. Mrs. Wood.
ward's daughter is presently stay-
ing here with her grandmother.
You can just imagine what a
grand time they are having.
Mrs. David Anderson, who re-
sides on Hale at., has just return-
ed after a four months visit with
relatives and friends in Chicago,
Saginaw, Mich., Detroit and Can-
ada. She motored home with Mr.1
and Mrs. Walter Cox and Mrs. Su-
sie Bell Mayo Davis, all of De-
troit. They were called to the bed-
side of the mother of Mr. Cox,
Mrs. Louise Cox, who suffered a
stroke while visiting here with her
sister, Mrs. Beulah Mayo. M r a.
Cox is now a patient at the Jack-
son-Madison County hospital. Mrs.
Anderson reports a very lovely
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan of
Chicago are the house guests of I
Mrs. Morgan's mother. Mrs. Pul.!
Dam, who resides on Eden st. Ev-!
erybody is always happy to see
these two former Jacksonians.
ST. LOUIS GUESTS
ENTERTAINED
Harry Thurston Jones and sis-
ter, Barbara Ann, enjoyed meet-
ing a few Jackson teenagers on
the lawn of aunt and uncle. Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Cooke on last Sat-
urday evening. Those present were
Dwan Gilmore, 011ie Castle Cur-
ry, Donald Nelson, Jackie Whit.
field, Joseph Stenvens, jr. of Mur-
freesboro Tenn., Harold Noel and
Albert Berry, Charles Big b y.
Bruce Bledsoe, John Henry and
Rose Parrish, JoAnn Merry, Fon-
tells Mallory, Bancroft Simmons.
of Dayton, Ohio, Venita Sims and
Sonia Moloy. Assisting with the en-
tertaining were Mr. and Mrs. liar-
ry Jones parents of the honorees
from St. Louis.
Mrs. George Knox, nee Cora Mae
Anderson and her two children
are the guests of Mrs. Knox's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Felix Ander-
son of 170 Stonewall st. They are
from Chicago.
' House guest of the Rigby family
for the past week was Mrs. P. L.
Bigby's mother, Mrs. Lillie Clay
of Memphis, Tenn. Rev. Bigby Is
pastor of Lane Tabernacle CME
church of this city.
' Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones are In
the city, having been called to the
bedside of Mr. Jones' father.
When they return to Milwaukee
their three children, whohave
been spending the summer here
with grandparents will accomPany
them In time for the beginning of
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitsett on
Institute at. were very happy to
have their daughter. Mrs. Virgin.
is Whitsett Stewart of Chicago
spend a few days with them last
week.
41•11FmM.
Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
Misses Wanda Louise Fisher and
Deborah Thomas. All these wore
alternate pink waltz length dress-
es and blue waltz length dresses
with pink sweetheart roses adorn-
ing the pretty little "pony-tails" of
the younger misses. The flower
girls carried baskets of pink rose
petals. The ring-bearer, dressed in
a white short suit, was Fred Lu-
cas, jr. The best man was Sp-3




'ent of Miss Bernice tirginia
Ivory of Psi. Arthur Smith,
jr , was made recently by
Miss Ivory's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Smith, Sr.,
of Indianapolis, Ind. Miss Iv-
ory is a Douglass high school
graduate and has started pre
nursing courses at Indiana
university. She plans to con-
tinue at Tennessee State this
Fall. PM. Smith is a gradu-
ate of Crispus Attucks high
school in Indianapolis a n d
completed the course in Auto.
plasty at General hospital,
Cleveland. Ile plans further
studies at Indiana university.





LOS ANGELES — The fifth an.
nual All City Outdoor Art festival
opens Aug. 23, 24 and 25 in the
Municipal Art Gallery and grounds
of Barnsdall Park.
Expected to attract more than
20,000 persons jamming the park
for the free three-day fete with its
pieces of sculpture, art demonstra
lions, musical programs and other .
features.
Called "Creative Los Angeles, I
1956," Kenneth Ross, Municipal
Arts Dept. director, stated that
John Bauer had been appointed
special coordinator of the festival'
with Williani Dutherland Beckett
designing special facilities for dis-
play of the vast show.
Clearborn Club
Plans Dance
The Cleahorn Homes Social club
held regular meeting on Aug. 11,
ate he home of Mrs Barbara Whit-
low, where plans were made for
their first dance, to be held Aug.
30 at Foote Homes auditorium.
Music will he furnished by Rufus
Thomas' orchestra.
Mrs. Lillie J. Jones won t h e
"guess box", which was a source
of enjoyment for the many ladies
present.
HERE COMES LOUIS SMITI1
is the name of the first album
waxed recently by Memphian 
SmLouis ith (right), shown
here with his wife. The Smiths,
both teachers in Atlanta, were
in the city last week visiting
his parents. Mr. and M r s.
Walter I.. Smith of till Wood.
lawn. Mr. Smith calls record-
ing, featuring his trumpet, his
"sideline and teaching my pro-
fession." Both are graduates
of Tennessee State university
and Mr. Smith has done grad'
uate work at University of
Michigan. Ile is a member of
Alpha phi Alpha fraternity
Ms-s. , Smith is an AKA.
11
 
Former Miss Tennessee State,'
Diane Taylor Celebrates Cornell Grid Star Repeat Vows
Festive 16th Birthday
NASHVILLE — Some fifty mem-
bers of Nashville's younger set en-
joyed a delightipl evening last
week when charming Diana
Yvonne Taylor, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Henry L. Taylor of Ten-
nessee State university, celebrated
her 16th birthday.
In the spacious living rooms of
the Taylor residence which pastel
balloons made festive for the oc-
casion, dancing and the usual
"prep school prattle" were enjoy-
ed. On the lawn, throughout the
evening, refreshing frappe w a a
served from an ice pedestal in
which there was molded a huge
bouquet of spring flowers.
Viola Burley and Ruth Taylor,
Diana's younger sister, as Junior
hostesses assisted Mrs. Taylor in
receiving the guests. Mrs. Arthur.
ynne Welch also assisted.
OTHER GUESTS
Out-of-town guests in cluded
Yvonne Bowlin of Buffalo, N. Y.;
By RIABEL B. CROOKS from Cornell in 1956 when he was ing. Then they will live in End.
a member of Aleph Semach and colt, New York, where Mr. Jack.'
NASHVILLE — Mrs. Richard the Quill and Dagger, junior and. son is with the International Bede.
Joseph Peokms, Boston, Mass.; CarolYle Jackson. formerly Archi- senior men's honorary societies; ness Machines, Inc., in electronlces.;,
James Scott, St. Louis, Mo.; and lene Juliet Turner ("Miss Ten-
William A. Kean, Louisville Ky, nessee State, 1955-1956'), was
Other guests were Melva. 
married
football 
Cornell n and  University'ssieln55 foo
deen Welch, Leon C. Farbes, halfback, her pparents. Mr. andr
Claire Melts, Joyce Luster, Nor- Mrs. Archie L. Turner of Nash-
ma Jean Watkins, James Lillard, ville, Tennessee, announced last
William Simmons, it'. Shauree week.
Crooks, Diann Holland, Gwyndo- The quiet ceremony joining the
lyn C. Agnew, Alice Boswell, Ce. youthful couple was solemnized
cil Glenn, LeRoy G. Wright, Hen.
derson K. Wood, jr. Quintard At-
kins, Marjorie ('rump, Mary N.
Ilernandez Betty Wilson, Joseph
Wilson, Joseph Petway, George
Hughes, Matthew Walker, Jr., Ivan
Davis, Yvonne Sharfner, Aaron-
etta Hamilton, Maxine Walker,; pated in numerous campus and
Mary Ann Taylor, Eleanor Tur- ' local organizations Including the
ner, Sylvia Ilamilttin, Henri Hall, University Counselors and Alpha
Lana Turner, Marilyn Tisdale, Le. Kappa Alpha Sorority.
on Wilson, Reuben Harris, Daniel
Walker, Ernest Valentine, Henry 
or-
ganist for Spruce Street Baptist
A talented pianist, she was 
church. Until her marriage, the
bride was a member of Tennes-
see Stcte University's staff.
"Dick" Jackson graduated
Hall, Hugh Julius Johnson, III
James Bass, Henry L. Taylor, Jr.
There is an old saying — There
Is nothing new under the sun. Ac-
cording to sonic recent develop.
ments and news releases t h
above statement is out of date
For example: Three new f ood
products from milk being develop-
ed at the Kansas Agricultural Ex-
periment stations are described as '
(1) a crisp, crackerlike product
with a cheese flavor; (2) a patty
which, when fried, resembles a
fried cured-meat product; and (3) Ordinarily 
anything but last month I threw
Pm not one to waste
a sandwich spread with a cured- away a half bushel of peaches and
meat flavor, several quarts of cherries.
JACKSONIAN RE-ELECTED Billy and Lawrence He John, Don i gifts. Mrs. Carrie Seats of Tren- Another new product on the mar- We went on a buying spree at a
Dean, George Smith. the Fred Hol- country fruit stand, thinking we'dWhen the National Dental asso- ton, and Mrs. A. Jamison of Dyer, ket is a Home Milk Dispenser that
berts, the Gilbert Lindsays, the Ju- eat some, can some, and share theelation met recently in H o t were the out-of-town guests. fits in any kitchen and uses stan- rest with our neighbors. Only our
Springs, Ark., Mrs. W. R. Bell lius Holders and scores more., HORN OF PLENTY ciard glass containers. Can't you neighbors had the same idea thatMrs. Vi Green. daughter of t it ,I The home of Mr. and M r s. just imagine how very wonderful particular week-end and we
it would be to get that cool re- couldn't give away a single peach.
ireshing glass of milk by simply :refmoreal they 
rodusnd 
spoiled?
pressing a button. There would Bill told oyur asadP:tory to the'
be no more trouble from the re- couple next door but got no syrn•
Combine peaches, dissolved coffee,
ice cream and cream; beat with
[rotary beater until smooth. Serve
!in chilled glasses.
Makes 4 servings.
mCaes, assisted as hostess.
Uplift Club
Meets Sept. 4
The next regularly scheduled
meeting of the 20th Century (Up-
lift) club will be Sept. 4 at 8 p.m.
at its headquarters, 542's Union
nye , according to an announce-
ment by the president, Miss Ber-
tha L. Stinson. Hostesses for the
meeting will be Mesdames Smith
and Wiley.
The August meeting was held on
Aug. 7 at the headquarters. Mrs.




ATLANTA, Ga — About 2000
deleg,ates and ministers from all
points in Georgia met in Atlanta
for the Georgia State Christian
Leadership Education Congress on
the campus of Morris Broam col-
lege August 13.16 with the Rt. Rev.
R Wilkes, presiding bishop of
the 6th episcopal district in charge.
MOTHER OF GROOM /4
The bride's aunt, Mrs. Nelda
Williams, wore a lovely pink pol-
ished cotton sheath and a blue
double prince carnation. Black op-
era pumps completed her outfit.
Mrs. Geraldine Williams, mother
of the groom, wore a printed pol-
ished cotton frock with a f ull
skirt. Rhinestones trimmed t h e
lovely brown background dress
and .she wore beige accessories,
and a pink double prince carna-
tion.
The reception was given in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Thom-
as. About 100 guests shared the
beautiful and tasty wedding cake
that carried out the color motif of
pink and blue. It had three sep-
arate layers atop each other with
the traditional bride and groom
adorning it at the top.
SHOWER FOR BRIDE
On Saturday, Aug. 3, Miss Sar-
ah Johnson, along with her aunt,
Miss Enid Sims, gave a lovely
shower for the bride. The bride
her aunt, Mrs. Nelda Williams, the
groom's mother, Mrs. Geraldine
Williams, the hostesses' mother
and Mrs. Rachel Sims, held the
places of honor. Several callers
came between the hours of 6 and
8 p.m. and the bride was recip-
ient of many lovely and useful
James Williams in Dyer, was the
setting for the rehearsal dinner on
Friday night before the wedding.
The table was laid with a pale
blue lace cloth and a Horn-of-plen-
ty decor. Red roses were attrac-
tively placed conspicuously thru
the house. The dinner was served
huffetstyle. The menu included
barbecued chicken, boiled ham,
hors d'ouevres of various kinds,
and an assortment of salads. The
dessert was ice cream inside iced
cantaloupe.
Most of the members of the wed-
ding party attended along with
Noah Copeland, Bert Copeland, L.
C. Cole, father. grandfather and
uncle of the groom, all of Detroit
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. C. Wit.
Hams along with Mrs. Beatrice
!vie, maternal grandmother of the
groom. and several friends and rel-
I atives of Dyer.
Bluefield State Set
For New School Year
BLUEFIELD. W. Va. — A new
academic year will begin at Blue.
field State college Monday, Sept.
9. The orientation program will
continue throughout the week And




frigerator door being left open or pat y. Instead,









"Honey, come on over here," he
called. "Have I made a discovery!"
Well, I've seen a freezer before,
hut I assumed a wide-eyed expres-
sion and let Bill tell me all about'
it. He showed me the five fast-
freeze shelves and the gliding bas-
kets at the bottom of the cabinet.
"And take a look at this door," he
urged. "The shelves are adjustable
and these gates hold every pack•
agletinwpals l w' 
place."
noticed that the
freezer was made by Whirlpool
Corporation, the same people who
made our automatic washer and
dryer. That's all I really needed to
k"'wHill," 7 mused, "I think we
really need a freezer like this."
And Rill agreed.
If I had planned it eunningla
danrind.fa inar h,att,hranee, ljobore o sellingutdttayhmvy.
huaband on that, ireacr. ,
- - -
the bottle of milk being left out
too long. Yet your child could have
that glass of milk when he want-
ed it.
Then theres something else new
under the sun a "Mocha Peach'
Shake". The combination of coffee'
and canned cling peaches makes'
an especially good milkshake. It's
delicious to go with a sandwich for
a summer lunch, and serves as
both beverage and dessert.
MOCHA PEACH SHAKE
(No. 303) can cling peaches
2 teaspoons insant coffee powder
1 cup light cream
1-4 pint vanilla ice cream
1-4 cup hot water
Mash peaches and press through
'sieve, Dissolve coffee in hot water
1
pREsToFACE CREAM
Bleaehes, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Like Velvet." Excellent for skin
blemishes from external causes.
Try it. One jar .d1 convince you.
cleanse His With Freese Ski. Seale
July 19 in the bride's home be-
fore members of the immediate
families.
Mrs. Jackson, who was gradu-
ated from Tennessee State in 1956,
was a papular member of Nash-
ville's young set, having partici-
WAS
Scabbard and Blade, military hon-
orary society; the Waler Margin;
president of the football club and
captain of Cornell's "Big Red'
football team; "Studio 56" (dra-
matic club); and Alpha Phi Alpha!
Fraternity.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are mak-
ing their home in Athens. Pa., un-
til the bridegroom completes his











Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
DEFENDER
Sat., Aug. 24, 1957
Mississippi
PICAYUNE
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
Mn. Jennie Parker wishes to
announce the marriage of h e r
daughter, Miss Laura Dean Bev-
erly to Booker T. Armstrong of
Laurel, Miss. The wedding took
place at the justice of the peace.
They plan to make their home in
Laurel.
Lonnie W. Kelly of Pacomia,
Calif., spent several days here
with his mother, Mrs. Mary Ab.
ram Kelly and father Elvender
and other relatives.
Pfc. Joe L. Sanders who was
stationed at Fort Bragg, N. C., is
at home visiting his mother, Mrs.
Addle B. Mack. Joe is billed for
Germany.
Funeral service was held Iast
week at Little Providence Baptist
church of Catahoula for M r s.
Mary Newkirk, 59. She was the
wife of Rev. Newkirk, an old re-
tired preacher. She had been in
poor health for some months. Be-
side her husband she leaves sev•
oral children, one brother and a
host of friends. Cooks Funeral
home in charge.
O'Harold Rodgers, after spend-
ing a few weeks here with his
wife, Irma Jene and sister, Mrs.
Lessie McCann, left last week for
Parks Air Force Base, Cal.: from
there he will go to Okinawa.
While nosing around last week,
Old Sleepy found Mesdames Vera
Jackson, Catherine Baker, Vivian
Brown, Morella Robinson, Annie
Mae Abra•ns, and R. E. Robinson
being entertained at the home of
Mrs. Baker. This group of WOM.
en have organized a club known
as the "Elite Women Social club."
Mrs. Julia Mae Weems James
of Maywood. Ill.. spent two weeks
here with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Ezekiel Weems and family.
On her return home she was ac-
companied by her mother to spend
a few days with the other daugh-
ters who live in Maywood.
Among those confined to the k-
cal hospital last week were. Mrs.
Ida Brunner. Mrs. Ophelia Lowe.
Jabus (Red) Field, Frank PeevY,
Lewis Youngblood and Albert
Jones.
Ike Abram of Goodyear Commu-
nity is still confined to the VA
hospital in New Orleans. II i
daughter, Rebecca states that be!
I. doing nicely.
Mrs. Ophelia Lee Johnson re- I
turned home last week after spend-
trig two weeks in Chicago visit-
ing relatives and friends.
Albert (Bun) Mays and Robert
satchel' underwent operations last
,,eek in the local hospital.
Rogest Cain, sr., left last week:
for Los Angeles where he expects
to live with his father, Clarence
Cain and family. 
Mrs. Leola Jordon recently re -
turned from New Orleans where
she was called to be with her
daughter, Mrs. Yvonne Benison
who gave birth to a little son.
• • •
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Rev. J. B. Jones closed a suc•
cessful revival at the Chapel Hill
MB church with six ecnverts ad-
ded to the church.
Chester A. Hawkins. sr., left for
Memphis for a medical check-up
hospital.as use A 
L. Rogers, wife and little daugh-
ter visited his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Rogers. They live in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hawkins
spent their vacation visiting the
Daniels family and Mr. and Mrs.
A, B. Hawkins.
You may send your news to C.
A. Hawkins, Rt. 3, Box 41.
• • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McKinnv and
daughter of Chicago visited in the
city last week. Mr. and Mrs. Mc-
Kinny spent two nights with his
brother and sister-inlaw, Mr. and
Mrs. Elvis McKinny. Mrs. Brodge-
forth of Memphis also visited
with the McKinny family.
Mrs. Lucy Frank Phillips of
Memphis visited friends in t h e
city.
The Alumni club met Sunday in
Washington Hall, Mrs. W. M. Fra-
zier entertained the new president,
Mr. E E. Rankin, jr., and the
sunteter school faculty recently.
Summer school session closed
Saturday at MI college. The fall
session will begin Sept II. for in-
formation write to President E. E.
Rankin. jr , MI college. Rust col-
lege summer school closed Wed.
nesday and will reopen Sept. II.
For information write to president
Earnest Smith. Rust college.
Rev. Arrnstrollit, pastor of An-
derson Chapel delivered a fine ser-
mon Sunday.
Mr. Chapel] Cook passed
through the city Sunday.
• 40 •
PICKENS
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
The Heavenly Gospel Singers of
Jackson. Miss., rendered a won-
derful program at Lee's Chapel,
CMF. church. Sunday. Aug. 11.
• • •
PONTOTOC
A. A. Poinsett of Chicago spent
several weeks in the home of Mrs.
Mattie Ingram and mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Duff and
son of Memphis spent a f ew
days in the homes of mother and
brothers. Mrs. Pearlie Wrieht and
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Wright and
Mr. and Mrs. A. B Wright.
We are happy to report Mrs
Fletelwr Ingram is inicroving
Mrs Bishop Vavehn is visiting
Pier children in Chicago
NASHVILLE — A new state law draw a $10 million offering and
to plan smaller offerings to in-
state investors.
MISSOURI — A survey showed
nine more school districts desegre..
gated with six others planning a
similar move in September.
NORTH CAROLINA — In the
first projected desegregation in
Port Arthur, Galveston and other the Southeast. three Piedmont cit.
ies accepted 12 Negro pupils forcommunities which had planned to
enrollment in previously all-whitedesegregate their schools this fall
have been informed by state au- schools under the state's Pupil As.
thorities that they cannot do so signment Act.
except by a vote of the people— OKLAHOMA — Tentative settle.
or they will lose all state aid. More ment in a 
federal court case open-
than 100 districts in Texas previ- ed the state school for the deaf
ously had desegregated and are to Negro registrants. Some faculty
integration in Oklahoma City may
occur this fall because of the clos-
ing of two Negro schools.
SOUTH CAROLINA — An effort
by some ministers to obtain "mod-
erate" expressions of sentiment
on school segregation-desegrega-
tion was disclosed by Gev. Georgecepted 12 Negro children for en.
rollment in previously an.white Bell Timmerman Jr., who criticiz-
schools under the state's assign- ed it by inference.
ment law. This is the first late- TENNESSEE — Zones for first
gration "breakthrough" in the grade integration in the schools
of Nashville this fall (under courteight Southeastern and Deep South
states where resistance to the U. order) were disclosed as opposi•
on mounted. In a nationally prom-S. Supreme Court decision of 1954
se, a jury a Knoxvillehas been strongest. inent 
Law Slows Texas School Desegregation • •
25 Other Areas
To Integrate
has arrested planned desegrega-
tion in several Texas communities,
Southern School News reported in
its August issue, while in other
areas of the southern and border
states 25 more school districts
have begun or announced desegre-
gation.
not affected by the new state law.
Three of the 25 new districts
which have begun or announced
desegregation are in North Caro-
lina. There, the populous Pied-
mont cities of Charlotte, Greens-
boro and Winston-Salem have ac-
22 OTHERS d 
WARREN .
MRS. IVY BAKER PRIEST,
treasurer of the United States,
looks on as Harris Ellsworth,
left, chairman of the U. S. (lv-
ii Service Commission, pre-
sents a $25 U. S. savings bond
to Commission employee Ches-
ter R. Holmes (center) who
signed op the greatest number
of Commission employees in
the recent savings bond cam-
paign. Holmes, 32, employed in
the Commission's Investiga•
(ions Division in the Central
office, Washington, D, C., lor
more than six years, lives
with his wife and two children,
Raymond, 2, and Pamela, 4,
at 1511 Downing at.. NE.,
Washington, D. C. Ellsworth
also received a special cita-
tion of merit for the Commis-
sion's record in the drive.
Mississippi Arkansas
convicted seven and acquitted four
ef end ants in a contempt-of-court
Other districts included five in case involvin disturbances la ta
Arkansas, two in Oklahoma and year at Clinton.
15
According to Southern School
News, this brings to 634 the num-
ber of districts already desegre-
gated and to 712 the number de-
segregated or planning such a loss of state aid) for districts
move in Sept. Some 3,000 districts which desegregate without a popu-
remain segregated lar vote
•Missouri. TEXAS — Port Arthur Galves- 1
ton and other communities plan-
ning desegregation were held in
check by a new state law which
provided penalties tin particular,
In key court decisions during VIRGINIA — The state's Pupil
July. the paper reported, the, Placement Act was held unconsti-
Fourth Circuit court sustained a , tutional by the Fourth Circuit
ruling against Virginia's pupil Court in a ruling affirming a low-
placement act, and the schools of er court decision. Desegregation
Dallas, Texas were ordered to de- orders against Norfolk, Newport
segregate, but at no specific time, News and Charlottesville were
A suit against Florida's place- stayed pending a U.S. Supreme
ment act was dismissed while the Court ruling, but a district court
Fifth Circuit court ruled against a ordered Arlington County to begin
lower court which dismissed a de. desegregation in September.
segregation suit in Dade (Miami) WEST VIRGINIA — School su-
county. A federal district judge inl penntendents predicted no trouble
Delaware, in the first decision of at school opening time this year
its kind, ordered wholesale de., in two districts where there had
segregation of segregated schools i been flare-ups previously, and this
in the state, i appeared to be .the picture
The state of Mississippi reported throughout the state.
difficulty in floating school bonds.
as did the university system of
Georgia, where the state auditor
blamed the "segregation bugs.
boo." However. Atlanta accepted
low bids on bonds for 10 new
schools, including seven for Ne.
groes.
A summary of major develop-
Ments state-by-state follows:
ALABAMA—A hill gerrymander-
ing most of Tuskegee's Negroes
out of the city limits and thus
out of a vote in municipal affairs
became law as Negro voting, rath-
er than school desegregation, dom-
inated the state's affairs.
ARKANSAS—Little
ning high school desegregation in
September, heard protests from!
segregationist groups but said it:
would go ahead. One more district;
was reported to have desegregated I
. and another announced desegre-
gation for September.
DELAWARE—In the first such
ruling of its kind, a federal judge
ordered all school districts of the
state desegregated. State and lo-
cal authorities planned to appeal
to higher courts.
! DISTRICT OF COLL'MB1A
Washington's school board approv-
ed a request for $58.2 million to
operate the schools in fiscal 1959—
. a record budget for the desegre-
gated system.
, FLORIDA—The Fifth Circuit
Court reversed a district court
which had ordered dismissal of
a school entry suit sent:1st segre-
gated Dade (Miami) County.
Meanwhile, the same district court
dismissed a suit challenging Flori-
da's 1956 pupil placement law.
GEORGIA — Two Georgia gub-
ernatorial candidates were debat-
ing the degree of segregation
which each espoused. The Georgia
Education Commission got a go-
ahead on a S376.000 campaign for
a nationwide defense of the state's
segregation policy.
KENTUCKY — Both Louisville
and its county, Jefferson. said
there would be no integration of
faculties in desegregated schools
for the time being despite a re-
quest from the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Col-
ored People.
LOUISIANA — Art effort to re-
move Democratic National Com-
mitteeman Camille Gravel, who
endorsed the party's 1956 civil
rights plank and predicted eventu-
al school desegregation, apparent-
ly was stalled by a ruling of the
national committee. .
MARYLAND — A district court
decision upholding Hartford Conn-
, ty's "selective integration"
I screening of prospective Negro
students) plan was under fire from
the NAACP, which announced an
appeal.
MISSISSIPPI — High costs of
Mississippi's equalisation program
were borne home in increased bud.,
gets and mounting interest rates
for school bonds. the latter devell




Bobbie J. Ferrell and others
from Detroit are guerts of his
mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Ora Jones and Mrs. E. Marshall,
Mrs. Henry Newson and Diana
Brothers are back home after en-
joyiag a lovely vacation.
Miss Bobbie L. Harris and Miss
Joyce Newson were elected to at-
tend Sunday School and BTU Con.
gress at Hickory Plane. Ark.
An outing was given by the
Roiery Arc club at the home of
Mrs. A. William, president, wiliCh
Will enjoyed by all.
Wiley Prexy
MARSHALL, Texas — Dr. J, S.
Scott, president, Wiley college; Dr.
T. W. Cole, dean: the Rev. James
E McCallum, college pastor, and
Walter F. Christian, business man-
ager recently attended the 13th
Institute of Higher Education in
Nashville, Tennessee.
ISOLA
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Allen and,
children vacationed in Chicago'
with their daughter.
A. B. Jones attended Sunday
school and BTU Congress 1 a s t
week at the Pilgrim Rest M. B.
church. R. J. Joiner is pastor.
Mr. and Sirs. White vacationed
last week in Chicago with their
daughter and in Indianapolis with
their son.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Blount's
daughter visited with them.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Jones spent
Sunday with Mrs. Mary Craig.
Mr. and Mrs, Joe Dock a n d
children motored to Greenville,
Miss., to visit relatives.
• • •
BATESVILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
The Sardis North Association
was in session 7, 8 Si 9 of August.
President, Rev. E. Stead presided.
Revival closed Friday night at
the Brassel Chapel AME church.
The funeral of Mrs. Pearl Er-
kerson was held at the North
Hopewell MB church. The pastor,
W. R. Myers. officiated.
• • •
BROOKHAVEN
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
Well we were alerted but hurri-
cane Bertha fizzled out before run.
nine her course and thank heaven
she did.
Brookhavenites were saddened
over news from Chicago of the
death of Faye Robinson Digg s,
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Robinson. Both Faye and
her husband were graduates of Al-
exander High school. Members of
her former class wired flowers to
Chicago for the last rites.
The welcome mat is out for Nell
Iron of Kansas City, Kans., and
her two children. The charming
Mrs. Iron is visiting her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylveste Robinson
and other relatives.
Home on a sad mission were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Herman
Bryant of Chicago. They attended
the funeral of Mr. Bryant's uncle.
Mrs. Eunice Martin has return-,
ed after attending the Supervisor's'
Workshop at Tuskegee Institute,
Tuskegee Ala. Home from school
also is Prof. John Berry who at-
tended Indiana university, • Bloom-
ington, Ind.
Sunday, August 11, found us
attending church at St. Morris in
Copiah County where we served
as supervisor several years ago.
Time brings abort& change where
once there were over seventy-five
schools: consolidation hasreduced
the number to sixteen. Mr. El.
dred Cotton, is now serving as su-
pervisor.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McNeil of Ak-
ron. Ohio are currently visiting
Mr. McNeil's mother, Mrs. S. A.
McNeil in Hazelhurst.
The many friends of Mrs. Met-
tle Wynn of Hazelhurst are happy
to see her up after a siege of ill-
ness. Mrs. Wynn is the wife of
Rev. Porter Wynn.
Several members of Friendship
Lodge IBPOE motored to Biloxi
Friday night August 16, for the
opening dance in the new Elks
Hall of the Vernon Gilbert Lodge
No. 576. Music for the ulta smart
affair was furnished by the Joe
Dyson orchestra.
Members of St. James Baptist
church honored their pastor, Rev.
P. T. Thadison with a week's pro-
gram last week. Various churches
presented programs each night.
• • •
COLD WATER
Rev. J. File, pastor of Edward
Chapel AME church held revival
in Jackson last week.
Miss Robert Williams from Gary
is visiting her father and friends
here.
The Christian Harmony Singers
and the Star Light Singers from
Memphis rendered a progam at
Bates Chapel Sunday.
Horace Williams from Crew-
shaw, Miss., visited his sister Miss
Mattie P. William Sunday.
Miss Rose B. Cullen spent the
weekend at home with her par-
ents.
By MRS. MATTIE M. BARNETT
Nelson Thompson, principal of
the Barnes Memorial school in
Pine Bluffs and a resident of War-
ren was a visitor at the Union
Hill Baptist church in West War-
ren.
Rev. J. E. Milton conducted re-
vival services in Arizond and Cal-
ifornia recently and reported the
services very successful.
Mrs. W. B. Ross and children
spent some lime in our city visit-
ing relatives and friends.
The Missionary society of Bethel
AME presented a great program
at the church Sunday night. The
Rev. Ridgell preached a wonderful
sermon which was enjoyed by all.
Istr. and Mrs. Roy Price of De-
troit are here in our city visiting
relatives and friends. They wor-
shipped Sunday at Bethel AME
church and are stopping at the
home of Sir. Price's sister, Mrs.
Bernice Burks.
Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Cross of
Wilmar, Ark., worshipped at Beth-
el AME church Sunday morning.
Rev, Cross delivered the sermon
which was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Stella Thompson of Little
Rock is spending some happy
hours in the home of her sister
and brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
T. S. Madly.
Union Leaf Chapter No. 235 of
the Eastern Star had its installa•
tion service recently in the Sias-
onic Hall in West Warren. Offi-
cers were installed by Mr. James
You of Onward No. 149 and Worth
Patron of New Light Chapter, No.
71. Officers installed are M r s.
Juanita Davis, worthy-matron; Mr.
Alex Crockerham, worthy-patron;
Mrs. Albertia York, assistant ma-
tron; Mrs. Bernice Burks. secre-
tary; Mrs. Addie Briggeson, trea-
surer; Mrs. Marie Allison, con-
ductress; airs. Odessa Jones, as-
sistant condnctress; Mrs. Sallie
Hays Marshall: Mrs. Viola Strick-
land, musician: Mr. Eddie Pat
Jones; sentinel; Mrs. Mildred
Smith, Adah: Mrs. Tranistine Al-
exander, Ruth; Mrs. Rosie Lee
da Wilks, Martha; Mrs. Ophilia
Lemon, Elects; Mrs. Jinnie
Jones, chaplain and Mrs. Henriet-
ta Mornon, historian.
DR. CECILE HOOVER ED.
WARDS, ton reeler, is sheens
coodectent a research project
at AAT college. Greensboro.
( aimed at increasing the
understanding of the way in
;deb the body uses 
food. The
ject received an additional
Sward of nearls ,10,0051 Iasi
to supplement an mom
sal grant of WM00 to be
used over a five-year prned
Dr. Edwards is assisted by her
husband, Dr. Gerald R. Ed-
wards, left, staff scievitiet and
ronsnliant and chairmar of
the chemistry department; Ev•
ely Gadsden, Winte n, re-
search assistant and Mary
Lester. Woodviale, laboratory





Mrs, Flacelia Dunlap and h e r
grandson, Victr Leon Davis have
recently returned home from an
extensive vacation which the Y
spent with her son and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Avory Francis Da-
vis, Houston, Tex. He is a native
of Jackson. Term., and is better
known as (Snow Ball Davis) here.
He was the first Negro disc jockey
in Jackson, Tenn. He served over
Radio Station WDXI and made an
excellent entertaining worker
While here, and now he is sffil-
iated with KYOK Radio Station in
Houston, Texas, and is known
there as "Zing Zang." He is quite
a talented young man and we ..vho
know him in Jackson, his former,
home still adore him and really 1
do miss him. We are glad to hear
of his great success.
Joe Clzy is still very ill. Let
us pray for him that we will soon
see him up and back on his job.
The Jackson Recreation Depart.
ment went into the home stretch
last week in their summer recrea-
tion program with the attendance
and participation holding its own
with a count of 32.832. Merry High
led the participation with 11,606,
followed by Washington - Doug-
lass with 6773; Lincoln with 1,590.
The Gilliard Loop baseball league
for the Junior Negro boys, has
proven most successful, 1200 tak-
ing part last week, Recreation DL
rector, C. C. Jones, recommends
the formation of a Negro league
for the intermediate boys for the
next year. which will compare
with the Babe Ruth League. The
movie attracted 917 for the last
week; 135 took part in the Life
Saving course and 700 took part
in the "Old Timers" League.
Our third fellowship breakfast
will be served Sunday, which will
' be a real tasty meal cooked
by some of the men of the church.
Come men and bring other men
with you. The meal sure tastes
I wonderful.
A seven pound and four ounce
baby girl was born to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Milton Patterson. Her name
is Marsha Debris Patterson, Both
mother and baby are doing fine
and are living in Lincoln Court.
Our pastor is requesting that
each member of the church pray
for the success and be thankful
for the completion of the auditor.
him which is to be dedicated in
November this year. And let us
pray for our dear pastor who God
sent us in a needy time to build
us a new Berean Baptist church.
We are more appreciative than
we are able to tell. Let us continue
to pray for Rev. A. L. Campbell
that God will still use him as an
instrument in this great achieve-
nient. We have a long way to go
yet. We want to start on the
education room after the other
debts are paid on the auditorium
and the Fellowship room. Pray
daily.
Funeral services were held at
2:30 p.m.. for Mr. George Fuller
at First Baptist church. The pas-
tor, Revs W. G. Terry officiated.
He leaves a mother, four sisters,
and a hst of relatives and friends
to mourn his passing. Bledsoe Fu-
neral Home in charge.
Smith died Aug. 1, 1957 at 403;
A. Finnely are, He was the son
of Sirs. Mary Woodson, 430 W. Al.
Icy, this city. Funeral services
were held at Salem Baptist church
Rev. R. L. Drain, pastor, official.
mg. He leaves a mother and oth-
er relatives. Stephenson a n d
Shaw funeral home in charge.
The anniversary club entertain-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Will Hall July
29, in their home at 448 S. Cum-
berland. There were 20 guests,
present to enjoy this occasion.
Mrs. Louise Anderson presented
the beautiful gifts. Refreshments
were served and enjoyed by all
present. Mrs. Louise Anderson, I
president, Mrs. Bertha Hall sec-
retary.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Trotter,
St. Louis, Mo., are here spending
a week with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Will Hall. They are plan-
ning to visit various cities before
returning home. They are en.'




By CORI'LAND R. RHEA
Johnson City was host to t h e
Bethel Distills! Baptist Association
which convenes! at Mt. Olive Bap-
tist church from July 31 to Aug.
3 with Rev. E. H. Bragg. of
Morristown, Tenn., moderator,
presiding. Rev. S. N. Rogers was
host pastor. The association con-
sisted of the Laymen's division,
Women's auxiliary and Young
peoples' department.
A musical program was render.
ed at St. Paul AME Zion church
on the evening of July 28.
The final rites for Mr Clarence
Young, 54. who died July 27 were
held from the Chapel in Mountain
Ilome, Tenn.. on the afternoon of
July 30. He is survived by a fa-
ther. James Young, a step moth.
er, Mrs. Flora Young. three bro-
thers, Messrs. Wesley and James
Young jr, of this city. Donald'
Young of Springfield. Ohio: I w 0
sisters. Mrs. Ruth Goddard of
this city, Mrs. Helen Clark. of Bo.
ton, Mass., and other relatives. In-
terment occurred in the Circle,
Mrs M. G. Evans, and infant
daughter, from Chicago, Ill., are
here visiting Mrs. Evans 
parents,
Mn, and Mrs. F. J. 
Wilson.
Mrs. Maxine Dabner, from Mor-
ganton, N. C., is ncw in the 
city.
She has joined her 
husband, Mr.
Edward Dabner.
Mrs: Wilhelmena Bradley, a n d
children, have returned from 
An-
niston, Ala.
Miss Dora McConnel has 
return-
ed from her trip to 
Washington,
D. C.. Pittsburg, Ps., and 
Youngs-
town, Ohio. where she 
visited rel.
atives,- while on her 
vacation.
The West Virginia, and 
East
Tennessee Council convened with
Elder Sanders of Huntington, 
W.
Va., July 3 through 7. Those 
at-
tending from Johnson City were
Elde7 and Mrs. Odell Carter, 
Mrs.
Edell Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. 
James
Johnson, Mrs. Isabella Gain s,
Mrs Anna Crawford, Mr. 
Robert
Dickenson, Mrs. Myrtle Copney,
Mrs. Pauline Beard, Mrs. 
Carrie
Stevens. The Rev. Mrs. 
Shelton
Redd, and Miss Kattie Bell 
Mc-
Queen went by plane. Mrs. 
Sauer,
and grandson, of Blacksburg. 
Va.,
and Miss Turner, also of 
Johnson
City, The next session will 
con-
vene in Abingdon, Va.. in Novem-
ber with the Rev. Mrs. Verlie
Haynes.
Eugene Gaines from New York
is in the city visiting his mother,




By EDWARD H. BROWN, JR.
Pfc, Roy E. Hodges, 19, para-
trooper of A Company, 1st Air-
borne Battle Group, 501st. Infan-
try, Fort Campbell, Ky., was se-
lected by Illinois Governor William
Stratton for his heroic action in
saving the lives of two teen-
age girls trapped on the second
floor of a burning building in Ke-
wanee, Ill., on April 6, 1956. He
tried unsuccessfully to save t h e
life of a small boy who was trap-
ped in the burning building but
was forced back by the flames and
smoke. President Eisenhower is
expected to make the award. Roy
is the son of Mr. and Sirs. George
Hodges Kankakee, Ill.
Mrs, Edith A. Brooks, wife of
Principal George W. Brooks, of
Burr High school is studying for
the summer at the University of
Southern California, Los Ange-
les, Calif. Mrs. Brooks is an in-
structor and librarian at Cobb Ele-
mentary school.
I Walter Simmons. recently w a a
ure many 
in the city visiting relatives and




s takingeairsago  
uio 
his vaca-
tion in St. Louis, Mo., visiting reL
atives and friends.
Napoleon Townsend, grocer. is a
patient at the Veterans' hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs Cleo Love Warren who has
been living in Houston, Texas, for
nearly two years has decided to
stay at home here for a while.
, Recent deaths: Mrs. Emma Mae
Chilton, Mrs. Melinda Manson
Reeves, Mrs. Maggie C. Kendrick,




Mrs. Daisy Graham and Mr.
Nathan Johnson were week end
, guests of her brother and sister-
in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Knight
and attended the funeral of Mrs.
Willie Douglas Arnold.
! Funeral service was held last
Sunday, August 4 at St. John Bap-
tist church. Funeral service was
. conducted by Mn. Aron Fisher of
Dyersburg, Tenn. Rev. P. E. Cole-
man, preached.
Mr. Marie McNeil and wife ac-
companied by Mrs. Bessie Lee
Porter of Gary were home for
their aunt's funeral, Mrs. Willie
Lee Douglas Arnold.
Sir. and Mrs. Herman William,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Douglas, Sir.
and Mrs. John W. Douglas and
son: Mr. and Mrs. William James
Douglas and his three daughters
all of Gary, Ind., were down for
the funeral of Mrs. Willie Douglas.
Also Sir. and Mrs. John Hynes
and daughter, Mr. Onis McNeil
and daughter, Gloria,
Mrs. Jessie Bell Scott of Gary




Sirs. Gertrude McCullar a n d
Mrs. Mable Williams are visiting
their children in Milwaukee, Wls.
Mrs. Josephine Glover visited
her niece in Memphis.
Mack Tilman spent his t w o
weeks vacation here with his wife,
Mrs. Willie TOMO. Mr. Tilman
works in Racine, Wis,
Sammie McGrove of Racine via.
lied his mother and other rela-
tives.
Mrs. Pearlcane Billingslea at-
tended the Grand Chapter of the
Eastern Star in Jackson.
Matthew Ambrose who under-
went a serious operation at the
Community hospital has returned
home and is doing fine.
Mrs Marine Sample of Tutwiley
and Mrs. Maude Eaver MeGrove
of Racine is here at the bedside
of their father, Mr. Ambrose,
Joke GillYard and Robert Mit-
chell of Chicago were visitors of






































































































































































































































tion" — PA. Fgerald, D.D.S , hospitality house. Miss Cook is ex- 
Smith, supervisor soloist; B„t. one is welcome
 to the Harvey Ha
Washington, D. CSoward Dental ecutive director of the Washing- 
I One of the convention highlights rice Brown, supervisor youth; Ca- ven restaurant 
and Bar Dairy.
 ton YWCA. Attending from Buffs- ol Hayes, assistant supervisor
was the pre-convention musical Mrs. Marion Bell Harvey and
in were the following: Miss Mary 
husband have left to make theirheld at the Central high school. youth; and Mary E. Wilks, youth
ate youth director: Mrs. Elmer
W. Plumme, corresponding sec-
retary; AIrs. Winton J. Hardiman
and Mrs. Jacob A. Gayle. T h e,
Young Adults are busy planning
their annual coed trip to .Alleghany
State Park on August 18. Miss
Marjorie C. Goref10 is chairman
A list of Ho Improvements 
of this annual coed summer tour.
Miss Constance Powell, daughter
Suggestions haven made and
circulated to thmtrons. The sug- 
of Mr. and Mrs. Onnie Powell of .
Woodlawn ave., returned recently
ment, the eater' of the 
Improve,
, 
from Mather college, in Beauford.
planting Bowel gardens and 
S. C. She enterred school there last
home orchardsgontrolling house 
fall and remained there for sum-
raising Iktock, food pre- 
mer school, where she made the
honor roll and she plans to re-
servation, gene l house keeping,
home furnishi; crops, good 
turn this fall
health habits, dgeting and say-
ing money, builig or remodeling
a home.
DR. H. M. PROFFITT
E. Wood, executive director here; sponsor
ed by the Gospel C h 0 r a I president. home in Tennessee.
a Mrs. Charles E. Martin, president; Union of Louisville, Mrs. Sonocia  Mr. and Mrs. Otis Stallworth and
Harris, president, with a m a s s Miss Stella Donmore motored to
Mrs. Frances F. Moore, associ-
IIKTIISLIANa LAMPKIN Rev. Bells is conducting a re.
chorus of 200 voices and a num- Beatrice to attend the revival.
vival meeting out of town.
The Vocationaflome Econom-   Mrs. Bertha Browns of Fast
ics and Agrieuhe Departments street is ill at Holley hospital.
of Jefferson Higichool are spon- Those on the sick list are Mrs.
goring a Home Drovement Cam-
paign. The prom begun Aug. 1
and will climax Dec. 31, 1957.
Bed Dr. Harry T. Penn NDA President
Jailor Dentists
Bid Members
T. Penn, Roinoke, VA., was
elected presiant f the National
Dental assockion at the recent
meeting of thtoranization here.
In other act le 44th annual
convention for e tat time elect-
ed two junoir tots to a two-
year term to th cutive board.
Junior dentists *ander 3.5 years
old.
The National Bust Santarium-
Bath house, situa in Hot Springs
National Park, wa the sic of the
scientific and scnil sestions.
Besides Dr. Pet, otter ofices
HOT SPRiGS, — Dr. Mar- college; "Clinical Management oh
Periodental Diseases" — C. 0
Dummett D.D.S. — Veterans Hos-
pital, Tuskegee, Ala.; "Oral Sur-
gery for Dental Prosthesis" and
"Acute Infections About the Face
and Jaws — S. 0. Banks. Jr..
D.D.S., Meharry Dental college
Nashville, Tenn.
The Social calendar included
Get-Acquainted Party, Public
Meeting. Charm Clinic and Fash-
ion Show, Picnic-Barbecue — on
Lake Hamilton, President's Ban.
quet, Children's party and Presi-
dent's Ball Dance.
elected include:
Dr. Charles E. \khans, Chica•
, president-elect; ar. I. Medley Noffitt, Helena, An., vte presi.
ent; Dr. E. N. Jicks, Char.
lottesville, Va., secntarltreasur. BUFFALO
er, and Dr. H. Cicero Swards,
Washington, D. C., assist secre- Dr. Irwin IV. Underhill of Phil.
tary. adelphia, a clergyman and civic
Junior dentists board embers leader, stated recently that he had
are: accepted the pastorate offered
R. H. ruggerstaff, Itington, him by an all-white cangregation
Ky. and C. W. Williams,arshall, of the Presbyterian church of Nun
Texas. da, approximately 40 miles from
' Other Executive Boardernbers Rochester. He will assume h i s
elected for three years ere: Dr. new duties September first.
J. B. Singleton, Sr., Mary Den. Gov. Harriman will address
tal college faculty, :Ashville, group at the Chautauqua Instltute
Tenn.; Dr. Dewitt Walt, Macon, on August 20, He is expected to
Ga.; Dr. H. W. Williatton, Ida., make a major political address
belle, Okla.; Dr. R.. Venson, I according to Ralph McCallister di.
Memphis, Tenn.. chaiian of the rector of the Chautauqua program.
board; Richard N. oyne, St. He wit! be the eighth governor of
Louis, Mo.; vice.chaitan of the New York State to give an ad.
board, and Dr. J. Le Peacock, dress at the Institution. The ad.
Houston, Texas, exetive seem. dress will be followed with a con-
tary. cert by the Chautauqua Symphony
' With some 500 dens and their orchestra, conducted by Walter
Mailies present thelientific and Hendl.
Wial schedules v,.envell attend- Miss Enid Mosier joined t h e
ed. Buffalo Philharmonic Sum m er
' Sonic of the outinding clini- Pops orchestra last Tuesday even.
clans dealt with thaealth of the ing in a program of Calypso Mu
dentist himself. Amg them were sic and Latin American Rhythms.;
H. King Wade, J M.D., Hot Lovely Miss Mosier has been idol.'
Spring Ark. "Proylactic Care ized in Paris, Germany and other
of the Urinary 'Prat; T. M. Bot-
toms D.S.C., Hot rings, Ark.,
"Prophylactic Card the Feet";
Col. A. L. Bradfor M.D., chief,
Department of Micine. Army.
Navy hospital Hotprings, Ark.,
"Prophylactic Card the Heart".
' Others included he Need and
the Means for CoSolling Dental
Caries"—R. C. ICH, D. D. S.
'Chicago; "Some Ittern Concepts 
CrOWT1 and lige Construc-
ew York
European cities, for her outstand-
ing performances She was reared
in New York City. She gave the
Buffaloians an enjoyable evening
at the Pops. She was at her best
performing with her Troupe of
Trinidad Steel drummers.
Highlights of YWCA work in al-
most 70 countries was reported re-
cently, by Miss Mable R. Cook,
world council member at the an-
nual YWCA Day at Chautauqua
YOUTH NIGHT at the Na
tonal convention of Gospel
Choirs, choruses was quite an
event during the recent eon.
vention held at Louisville, Ky.,
where Dr. Thomas A. Dotse),
presided over the 25th Annual
Sessions. Miss Mary Wilk s,
Detroit, Mich., Is president of
Thomas A. Dorsey Honored
In National Music Conclave
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The 25th
Session of the National Convention
of Gospel Choirs and Choruses,
Inc., met at the Broadway Tem-
ple AME Zion church. 13th and
Broadway, Louisville, Ky., Aug.
It is now history and will be
regarded as greatest convention of
the quarter century.
The convention opened officially
on Monday, but the 25th Anniver-
sary Program was celebrated Sun-
day afternoon, with Madam Myr-
tle Crump, Mrs. Marion H. Pairs
and Mrs. Sallie Martin Langham
in charge.
Dr. Thomas A. Dorsey was hon-
ored and received expressions of
tribute from singing organizations
over the nation, along with a Dr.
Robe.
The convention opened with the
consecration service when m ore
than 500 singers were consecrated
The Soloist Bureau met just aft-
er the consecration ended led by
Rev. Willa Mae Ford Smith from
St. Louis, Mo., with more t han
200 soloist attending f r o m 28
states.
' Mae Ford Smith, when more than tional Singers Headquarters, 4048
100 individuals took part. So. Lake Park ave., Chicago, Ill.
Friday night was Artist Night. The convention decided to hold
The guest artist was Mrs. Dorothy the 1958 session in Cleveland, Ohio
Pearson of Philadelphia, Pa. next August with the Executive
The closing was a final tribute Board meeting in Detroit, Mich.,
and benediction to the deceased April, 1958.
Scholarship Treasurer, the late The following persons are offi-
Lucille Jones Norwood of St. Lou- cers of the convention:
i is, Mo. Thomas A. Dorsey, president;
Her picture was unveiled and Artelia W. Hutchins, first v ice
will hang in the halls of the Na- president; J. B. Harris, second
vice president; Rev. C. B. Pries-
aswesa.s 'I ter, third vice president: Fannie
' Foster, fourth vice president; Jos-
hua Gentry, fifth vice president;
Madam Myrtle Crump, recording
secretary; Clara Williams, assist-
ant recording secretary; Marion
M. Pairs, financial secretary;
Sonocia Harris, assistant linen.
cial secretary; Julia Mae Smith,
stenographer; H. J. Carruthers,
treasurer; Vivian Basil, chaplain;
Anna Jones, Assistant Chaplain;
Sallie Martin Langham, organizer;
A. B. Windom, accompanist; Vio-
la N. Cassell, statistician; Dorothy
H. Boswell, historian and report-
' er; Rev. D. M. Burd, chairman
trustee; Mabel B Hamilton chair-
roan scholarship; Will,, Mae Ford
the youth department. Dr.




Monday, July 29, concluded the
fifth anniversary of Rev. Jackson,
pastor of First Baptist church,
Eld. J. E. Ward preached the of-
ficial sermon ending the anniver-
sary.
William Hammock visited h I s
sisters here, Mrs. Lillian Givens
and Mrs. Dorothy Carmichael.
Mr. Hammock is serving in the
U. S. Army in New York.
Sunday Aug. 4, the Church of
God in Christ, Eld. H. Thompson
pastor, climaxed its building fund
afternoon message. Local talent
participated on the program. The
rally. Rev. Larson delivered the
cess. Mrs. Lillian Givens w a
crowned queen for the day. Mrs.
Givens and Mrs. Clara Durham
were competing against each othe
to see who would raise most fi-
nance. Mrs. Givens turned in the
largest amount of money.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Givens,
Mrs. Margaret Johnson, Mrs Op•
helia Foch attended the funeral
of Mr. William Harvey in Fostor-
ia, Ohio, one time resident of Wil-
lard.
First Baptist church had a guest
speaker from New Orleans, La.,
for its morning service.




d as the higtt possible score. ,
se making icere of 3,000 or
more will be hpred at our An-
nual Mother. lighter, F a t her
banquet in Fei1958.
' Mrs. Eddye , Fennell is t h e
Home Econorn1 teacher a n d
John D. Hardy; the Agriculture
teacher at JeOson scnool. 1
Words of the Wise
One of the most tragic
things I know about human
nature is that all of ns tend
to put off living. We are all
dreaming of some magical rose
garden over the horizon—In-
stead of enjoying the roses
that are blooming outside our
windows today
—(Dale Carnegie)
her of out of town guests, with
Mrs. Sallie Martin Langharn, mis-
tress of ceremonies.
Tuesday night was a high point
when President Dorsey gave his
address in which he told the sing•
era not to let up for the goal
could be reached by hard work.
After the speech a scholarship
of $250 was given away in a piano
contest. The winner was Carl Wal-
ker of East St. Louis, Ill and
Constance Jean Breckenridge of
Louisville, Ky., won second place.
Wednesday night was youth pro-
gram directed by Miss Carol
Hayes, assistant supervisor of De.
troit, Mich.
This program was dedicated to
their National Supervisor, Mrs. Be.
atrice Brown, Indianapolis, Ind:,
who was ill and unable to attend
the convention.
Highlights were youth choirs from
all over the nation and the ad-
dress of the youth president, Miss
Mary Wilks, Detroit, Mich., h e r
topic, "Do You Know Where You
Are Going?"
Thursday night was "New Tal-












bet, director of tile food dis-
tribution division of AgrIcul.
ha-e Marketing Service. M t s.
Curtis received the award re-
cently for autstanding perform-
ance of her job in connection
with the National School lunch
program which helps to make
nourishing lunches available to
In million school children ev-





By L R, MEYERS
The fifth annual Women's Day
program that brought together a
throng of in and out-of-town visit-
ors, was held Sunday from the
New Bethel Baptist church, Rev.
H. L. Robinsin, pastor. Mrs. W.
B. Bradley, president of the wom-
en's unit of the New Era Progres-
sive Slate Convention was guest
speaker who captivated her lis-
teners by the deliverance of a pow-
erful address on the occasion. Mrs.
Anna Davis graced the audience
by singing an arousing solo and
Mrs. Eva Posey gave a brief sum-
mary of the program.
Miss Margret Jackson has re-
turned from Dayton where a h e
spent several weeks as guest of
Mrs. Lillie Mae Jones.
Mesdames Rosa L. Jackson and
Mary Durden held prayer meet.
ing and bible instructions Sunday
night at the home of Mrs. Jessie
Pickens and her sister, Mrs. Bes-
sie Posey. Mrs. Posey is recover-
ing from an illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Floyd arriv-
ed from Detroit Friday to visit her
parents and family.
Mrs. Eadie Green, 105. is much
improved from a recent illness.
Revival service is in progress at
the Mt. Joy church. Rev. B. F.
Townsley is the evangelist; Rev.
H. R. Pearson, pastor.
Misses Barbary and B on ni e,
children of Rev. and Mrs. W. B.
Bradley spent the weekend here




By G. W. IVEY
Tom Bestor, a recent patient at
the University hospital in Birming-
ham, is back home and his condi-
tion is fine.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Moore are
the happy parents of a baby boy,
Gary, born July 25 at the Besse-
mer General hospital. Mother and
baby doing fine.
Mrs. Winifred Alexander, daugh-
ter Roselind and son, Ronald
spent a brief vacation with her
aunt and uncle, Mr and Mrs. Ben
Buford of New Orleans, La.
Mrs. Rosie Jackson and h e r
grand daughter, Miss Rosie Mae
Jackson of Greenville, Miss., are
visiting her son and daughter-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs, John Henry
Jackson.
Mrs. Gert.ade Grear is back in
the city after spending a ve r y
pleasant vacation with her niece,
Mrs. Hattie Miller and other reit.
(lye' and friends of New York
City.
Miss Wyellean Fulker is at-
tending the Jefferson county dis-
trict Sunday school and Baptist
Training Union Congress held in
Selma, Ala., July 30 through Aug.
2.
Napoleon James, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan James a member of
the First Baptist church was found
dead on the LAN RR near their
home. Funeral to be announc-
ed later.
Funeral service of Mrs. Beatrice
Moores was held at the 21st St.
Baptist church, Sunday. Aug. 4.
Funeral oratiot by Rev. F. H.
Houston. She leaves to mourn her
passing a loving husband, Mr.
Arthur Moore, sons, grandchildren
and other relatives and friends.
Funeral rites of Mrs. Earceal W.
Tooson Tuscaloosa, Ala., were held
at the Baily's Tabernacle CME
church, Tuesday July 23. Eulogy
by Rev. James Poole jr. M r S.
Tooson is survived by two sons,
five daughters, two grandsons,
three brothers two sisters and a
host of other relatives and friends.
Miss Iris La Vaughn Bloom of
Cleveland spent her vacation with
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Monnetti




Ransom George's brother, Em-
anuel of Chicago is visiting him.
Mrs. Jeneane Harris of St. Lou-
is is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Broughton of East Street. .
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Poe have
her sister, Mrs. Rosie Lee Harris
of Detroit visiting with her.
Mac Cheatham is visiting his
brother Randolph in New York.
Mack Hall has his daughter vis-
iting. Also Napoleon Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. Mary Johnson are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Boost Al-
vin'. Also her daughter of Kentuc
ky.
Mrs. Ola Bell Betts is visiting
her sister and friends of Mobile
while vacationing.
Mrs. Cora Pension have Mr. and
Mrs. George Humphrey and chil-
dren of Akron visiting.
Mrs Ruth Johnson and husband
are guest of Mrs. Cora Pension.
• Mrs. Ruth Davis has her sister
visiting from Orlando, Fla.
Frank Hearth of Detroit w a a
called to the bedside of his moth.
er who is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Harvey
Juline Longmire. Henry Jefferson,





The Sunday school convention of
the Tuscaloosa and Greensboro
districts closed August 2 At New
Hope AME church, West Blocton,
Ala., with great success. Rev. J.
W. Henry, presiding elder in
charge. Rev. S. T. Davis, pastor.
Many delegates a n d ministers
were present. Finance raised
$972.03. Miss Sandra Davis w a s
delegate of New Hope Sund ay
school.
Sunday school of the A. IN. E.
church was called to order at 6:30
a.m.. August 4, with the Supt. Mr.
Percy Black, in charge. Subject
of lesson: Suth The Foreigner in
The Midst, Ruth 2:8-13, 4.13-17 vs.
Memory Selection: "The Strang-
er Who sojourns with you shall be
to you as the native among you,
and you shall love him as your
self," Levitices 19.34 vs. lesson
taught and review by the Supt.
Mr. Percy Black.
A platter party was in session
at the Masonic Hall, August 3.
Mrs. Ida B. Campbell, and Mrs.
Sarah Landrum were in charge.
Mrs. Donna Croffard. of Tusca-
loosa, Ala., was guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Duff.
Mrs. Sarah Holmes, was guest
of relatives and friends of Selma,
Ala
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Landrum,.
was guest of their m other of
Gainesville, Ala.
Thomas McGee returned with
Mr. and Mrs. Landrum to spend
his vacation.
The New Hope AME church ex-
tends a hearty welcome to the Li-
berty and Union Hope Hill Mount
Olive Baptist churches for its God-
ly help and corporation with them
in their Sunday school convention.
Michigan
SAGINAW
The Elks Good Will Circle of
Saginaw was host to the members
and friends from all over t h e
state of Michigan at a Bermu-
da dance, Saturday, Aug. 17, at the
city auditorium, 235 S. Washington.
Todd Rhodes band of New Yorki
furnished the music, Mrs. Silvel•
Ii V. Gill, chairman. 
Georgia
MCRAE
By MRS. VIOLA THOMAS
Sunday school at New Shiloh
A. B. church at 10:30 a.m., with
the superintendent Dea. J. H. Mc-
Millian present. We regret to an-
nounce that our pianist accidental-
ly broke her leg. We hope she has
a speedy recovery.
Sunday, Aug. 11. was home com-
ing day at Rock Well CME. Also




Leroy Grear who has been totally
blind half of his life considers it
to be no complete handicap.
The reason, he has learned to
cane chairs, make brooms, weave
green pine straw into work bas-
kets and make billfolds from scrap
leather.
When Leroy lost his eye sight
completely 15 years ago he enter.
ed the Academy for the Blind at
Macon, Ga., where he learned this
useful trade.
While studying there he m • t
Miss Willie Mae Belvine who also
was blind. Later they were mar-
ried and now are the parents of
three children.
Leroy is a gentle, alert man of
30. He doesn't like to be idle. He
says doing some type of work
gives him consolation."
He walks the streets alone, with
only the support of a walking
cane, and stops at any house he
wants to. When asked how he
knows, he says I don't know my
self. I guess I'm guided by the
spirit of God."
Leroy says someday he hopes
to open a workshop and teach boys





The 68th anniversary of Adam
Grove Baptist church was cele
brated Sunday p.m. The sermon
was delivered by the Rev. H. W
Phinizy, pastor of Mt. Zion Bap
tint church, Augusta. He was ac
companied by his congregation.





The Augusta District of the
Georgia Conference met recently
at Mt. Alridge CME church, with
the Rev. A. G. Beckham as host
pastor.
The Conference was opened with
the Communion Service at which
time the Rev. J. A. Counter, pas-
tor of the Sparta Circuit, deliver-
ing the message. Other messag
es of the conference were deliver
ed by the Rev. R. A. Lark pastor
of Williams Memorial C. M. E.
church, Augusta. Rev. J. H. Rob-
erts, pastor of Harlem Circuit and
Rev. D. W. McKeever. pastor of
the St. Paul Circuit.
Visitors of the Conference were:
The Rev. G. C. Jay presiding el-
der of the Elberton-Atlanta Dis-
trict, and the Rev. L. W. Woods
of the Wilkes Circuit.
A high point of the Conference
was the election of delegates to
the Annual Conference. Among
those were: P. A. Mance, J. A.
Gabriel, D. W. Jackson B. F.
Wimberly, M. A. Flournoy, M. M.
Scott, E. V. Wallace, Susie White,
Jessie Hanson. Robert Blount,
Ardella Evans and Sarah Tillman.
Florida
SNEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
Funeral service for Miss Maltta
Donald daughter of Rev, a n d
Mrs. T. J. Donald was held at
Sinai AME church Sunday, Aug. 4
with the Rev. L. J. Flowers offi-
ciating. Survivors are her parents:
one sister, Miss Ruth Donald and
one brother, James Donald, all of
Sneads. Also grand-parents, sever-
al aunts and uncles and a host of
other relatives and friends. Sims-
Jackson funeral home of Chatta-
hoochee was in charge of arrange-
ments. Interment in Sinai ceme-
tery.
Daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Donald, Cornelia and Theresa have
arrived home after an extended
visit with their sister and brother-
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Shin-
gles at St. Petersburg. Fla., which
was very enjoyable.
Miss Lovine Rains daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Raines was
married to Mr. Calvin P. White.
The wedding took place at Star
Bethel MB church. The pastor,
Rev. R. C. Barnes, conducted the
ceremony.
Mrs. Catherine Culpeper has re-
signed from her job at the FSH
to be home with her mother, Mrs.
Ella Anderson who is ill.
, 5 sure your kitchen range Mande
irreg. 04 does. rake. bolted In the
oven end pancakes










This is my initial appearance with
you in — quite a while, and, I
am glad to be back with you. I
have been trying (and still am) to
get "Redden's Record shop" off
to a good start. When in the Pikes
Peak Region, "Be our guests." In
the field of entertainment, the lo-
cal music lovers are still talking
about the recent "All-Star pack-
age' that thrilled a packed house
at the City Auditorium. The pack-
age included such stars as: The
Cellos, Lola Reed, The 4 Satins
and The Coasters. In the very near
future, Louis (Satchmo) A r m-
strong will head an all-star group
at the City Aud.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Webber,
now sporting a new car, have as
their present guests Mrs. Webbers
mother Mrs. Alice Napper of Hous-
ton, Texas, and Mrs. Webber"
son. Billy Jack Brooks also of
Houston.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith had
as recent guests Mrs. Smith's sis-
ter and family Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Parks and their friends Mr.
and Mrs. John Montgomery, en on
Chicago, Ill. The vacationing cou-
ples also visited friends in Los
Angeles. Calif., Las Vegas, Nev.,
Tucson, and Phoenix Ariz., Salt
Lake City Utah and Little Rock
Ark.
Recently, the Hi Y branch of the
YWCA elected James E. Dewber-
I ry vice president of the state Hi-
Y for 57 & 58. Dewberry, the past
Chaplain of the State. is present-
ly the treasurer of the local Ili-Y.
He and James Hill, jr., are mem-
bers ot the color guard of the Colo-
rado Springs Civil Air Patrol.
Among the many newcomers te
the Pikes Peak Region are Mr.
and Mrs. Loins Marks of Poplar
Bluffs, ale.
Fort Carson Role Call: Among
the many Carsonites and their fa-
milies living in the Pikes Peak
region are: Cpl. and Mrs. R o y
Jackson of Greenwood, Miss., and
daughter, Carethas Sp.3 and Mrs.
Peter S. Helm of Bargetown, Ky.,
and children. Pamela and Davis,
Sgt. & Mrs. James Rivere of St.
Louis, Mo., and daughter, Barbara
Ann, Cpl. and Mrs. Lloyd Craw-
ford of Port Arthur, Texas, and
children Myrna Loy and Otis. Sgt.
and Mrs. Farmer of Oklahoma
City, Okla., Pvt. and Mrs. Vernon
Smith of Ferriday, La. and chil-
dren, Erma Jean and William Jo-
seph, Sgt. and Mrs. Freeman Har-
ris of Orlando, Fla., and son, Free-
man, jr., Sgt. and Mrs. Carl R.
Jones of Carbondale, Ill.
Remember, if you are In tins
Pikes Peak Region, you can get
this paper at "Redden's B. cord
Shop" or call: Me-44913 where
you will find the lowest price
waterless cookware in town.
We are having lovely weather
here in the Pikes Peak Region.
The Region is simply infested
with tourists and vacationers,
might as well come on out and
really enjoy your vacation. A n d
remember, when in the Pikes Peak
Region, drop by "Redden's flee
ord Shop" and register with yours
truly because I would certainly
like to get acquainted with people
who are able to take a vacation,
and ah-maybe one of these days
I will be able to do likewise, min
acles happen you know. Among the
many visitors to the Pikes Peak
Aegion: Rev. Reynolds, formerly
the pastor of Peoples Methodist
here in the city now the pastor
of the 6th. United Presbyterian
church of Chicago was the recent
guest of Mr. Charles J. Barnett
of 309 E. Cimmarron. The Rev.
was accompanied by his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johrson of
319 E. Cimmaron have as their
present guest. Mrs. Johnson's sis-
ter-in-law, Mrs. Jasper Whitley of
Garden City, Kans., and daugh-
ter, Martha Ann.
Among the many Army a is d
Air Farce personnel in and around
Pikes Peak Region are: Misses,
Jeanette Tillman of Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Dorothy Alex of Beaumont,
Texas, and Fredericka Packer of
Mobile, Ala., T-Sgt. and Mrs. Wil-
liam F. Tompkins of Alexandria,
La., and children William jr., and
Debra, Pfc. and Mrs. Aaron Bil-
ton of Waco, Texas and son Aar-
on Jr.; Sgt. and Mrs. James Whit.
terson of Columbus, Ga., and son.
Jerry and Cpl. and Mrs. Wilber




The Young Matrons of the See-
and Baptist church honored their
pastor, Rev. J. H. Robinson last
Sunday with a surprise luncheon
in the church basement.
C. A. Yarborough of St. Louis,
Mo., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Fannie Moore.
Mrs. W. E. Dailey has gone In
Colorado Springs, Colo., to spend
some time with the Montgomery
fa mu iv.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day at the Ebenezer Baptist fog
Mr. T. L. Williams. Rev, T. L.
Johnson officiated.
The body of Mr. Howard Smith
was shipped from Chicago. Funer.
al held at the First John Baptist
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NORM °weed 14011.111 Opo.eted
"retaliation." 
people in Tuskegee are Negro.
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' TROPHIES FOR THE talent
and Beauty Pageant, colorful
and annual event of the An-
cient Egyptian Arabic Order,
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine.
are shown being presented
here to members of Pyramid
Temple, host group of t h e
, Shriners' convention to be held
Anglin 18-22 le Philadelphia.
Beautind girls from over the
nation will participate in the
beauty pageant. The trophies
are donated by The Coca-Cola
company, which has given the
awards for five years. From
left to right: Ralph M. Jones,
deputy convention chairman;
Christopher B. Conner, T h e
Philadelphia Coca-Cola bottl-
ing co.; Henry "Bus" John.
son, general chairman, con-
vention committee, Inc., a n d




New Life In Rare Surgery
• LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A 19-year-
old youth, who was given little
chance for life a few months ago,
today faces a bright and cheerful
future, thanks to the devotion of
his twin brother, the generosity of
several forces in the Mid-West,
and a decision by the Massachu-
setts Supreme Court,
Leon Masden of Shepherdsvllle,
Ky.. a patient at Boston's Peter
Bent Brigham hospital, is not yet
completely recovered from t h e
condition which attacked both of
his kidneys.
/ He still faces a long siege of
treatment and hospitalization. But
today, thanks to his identical twin
brother, Leonard, who donated one
of his well kidneys to save his
brother's life, Leon's chances for
recovery are excellent.
COLLECT OM
Cooperating to give Leon a
chance at life were the people of
Shepherdsville, who collected a
fund of $350 to help the youth, and
the Brown-Forman Distillers Corp.
of Louisville, who donated the use
of its company plane, a DC - 3
named "The King Forester," to
My the youth, his mother a n d
brother to Boston.
The story began last October,
when Leon developed a rare kid-
ney disease, called pyelonephritis,
I which attacked both his kidneys.
The only hope for a cure, doe-
! tors told his mother, Mrs. Flaggie
Masden. was a rare operation,
performed only three times before
in which the well kidney of anoth-
er person—usually the operation
works only with identical twins—
is removed and transplanted to re-
place one of the sick kidneys.
Mrs. Masden, a 5.5-yearold resi-
dent of the small Kentucky town,
who had reared eight children al-
most single - handedly, had no
money to pay for the expensive
surgery.
More than that, doctors told her
that the operation should be per-
formed in Boston's Peter Bent
Brigham hspital, where it had
been done before.
When the news of Leon's illness
spread in the small community,
Mrs. Idasden's neighbors contribu-
ted to set up a fund of $350 and
Leon, was moved to Louisville's
St. Joseph's Infirmary pending ar-
rangements for the operation.
Meanwhile. George Garvin
Brown, president, and Robinson S.
Brown, jr., vice president of the
Brown-Forman Distillers C o r p.,
hearing of the plight of the family
offered the use of the company's
plane and pilots to transport the
family to Boston.
On May 28, Leon, his mother
and his twin brother, who had of-
fered to give up one of his well
kidneys to save his brother's life,
were flown to Boston.
NEW HITCH
There, while the youths were un-
dergoing pre-operative prepara-
tions, a new hitch developed, and
the Massachusetts Supreme Court
was asked to solve this problem.
Because the twins were only 19
years old — below the legal age
of consent — doctors were afraid
to operate on the well brother,
Leonard, to remove his good kid-
ney, for fear they would open the
way for possible future suit for
"inVasion" of Leonard's person.
On June 12, Justice Edward A.
Counihan, jr., ruled that Mrs. Mas-
den had the right to consent to the
operation on behalf of her son,
Leonard, and eight days later, the
kidney transplant was performed.
A month later, Leonard was dis-
charged from the hospital, but his
twin brother still has a month
I, more of treatment and surgery.
However, doctors hold out great
hope for Leon's recovery, thanks
to his brother's well kidney, the
neighbors and the generosity of a
1 Louisville company.
No Vote, No Trade, Says
Tuskegee Boycott Leader
By JACK WALSH
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — (INS) —
Scores of white merchants were
blanketed by the 'Tuskegee boycott
last week, but according to Negro
leader C. G. Gomillion they have
"no reason to complain."
• "If they can get along without
our votes." the erudite Negro de-
clared, "they can get along with-
out our dollars."
Gomillion. dean of students at
the famed Tuskegee Institute and
heads the Tuskegee Civic Associa-
tion, which he said tells the Ne-
gro "what his rights are."
MASS BLOCK
The friendly educator professes
a sincere interest in the welfare
association has simply instructed
Negroes "they have a perfect
right to trade where they please"
He added:
Alabama has a law against boy-
cotts. The investigator maintains
the association has been "respon-
sible" for the illegal boycott.
"The white merchants have no Gomillion said "the charges
reason to complain. We've been don't make any sense."
thrown out of the city. Why not He explained with an innocent
spend our money with those in our expression:
own community?" "If we stay away from the vot.
THEY BOYCOTT US ing polls, then we're 'good citi-
"Besides." he asked, 
"haven't' tens.' If we stay away from the
stores we are only 'good chilli-whites always 'boycotted' Negro ,
merchants?"
Gomillion said he does not hold!
the merchants directly responsible
for the re-zoning measure which
ixissed the state legislature by an
81-0 ballot. He charged however,
they had never been -sympathet- I
of the mass Negro block currently ic to the Negro vol" g cue, • •boycotting nearly 70 white store- The 57-year old Negro champion
keepers in Tuskegee. scoffed at those who backed the
The movement began when over re-zoning because Negroes threat-
400 Negro voters were "re-zoned" coed to gain a municipal voting
out of the city limits and Goma. edge. 
•lion is alleged by the Alabama at-
torney oeneral to have incited the 
"So what?" Gomillion roared I
laughingly. ' the majority of t h e n Housing




The Rhode Island committee on
discrimination in housing took to
New NMH Office Will
Aid Displaced Persons
A relocation office has been
opened by the Memphis Housing
Authority to help residents of the
Railroad ave. section find a new
place to live when the urban re-
newal project in the area gets un-
derway.
The 41 78 acre tract houses 504
Negro families in some 292 build-
ings, 245 of which are rated sub-
standarn,by the MI1A. These tam.
flies are in the lowest income
group, earning from $1,000 to 53,-
000 annually. Most pay from $20 to
850 monthly rent
MHA executive director, Walter'
Simmons said last week the agen-
cy has taken options from owners
of about 11) of the 199 properties
In the tract and negotiations are
continuing on the others.
"Our next job is to get the resi-
dents of the area moved out," M.
II. A. planning director Sam Null
said.
READY FOR BIDS
The Housing Authority has an-
nounced that it is ready to hear
proposals from prospective p r
vate developers. The director in-
dicated that MHA will be willing
to come to terms on resale even
before the South Memphis area is
cleared and improved.
The MIIA envisions such light
Industry in the area as warehous-
ing, bus and motor freight termi-
nal, light manufacturing and pro-
cessing plant. The tract has ex-
cellent rail and highway connec-
tions.
A food store, variety store, drug
store, hardwore store, restaurant,
laundry, clothing store, and office
building are among the commer-
cial developments planned for the
area according to the MHA.
FIRST RENEWAL PROJECT
The Railroad ave. project is an
area bounded by E. H. Crump
blvd., Railroad ave., Mississippi
blvd., Lauderdale and Georgia
sts., and is the first to reach the
buying and selling stage.
The Federal government w ill
pay two-thirds of the cost of buy-
ing property, clearing it and im-
proving it for resale, under a slum
clearance program.
The city's one-third share of the
net cost is estimated at about
8625,02 and the total project is
set to run about $2.489,236.
A definite plan must be follow-
ed by redevelopers building on the
property after construction of new
Streets and utilities For light in-
dustrial use only is the nine-acre
tract bordering a new street and
running parallel to Railroad ave
Three and one-half acres fronting
on Georgia will be for commer-
cial use.
Private housing for about 25 Ne-
gro families will be built on 1.33
acres at Crump and McKinley
adjoining Cleaborn Homes.
A $1375.000 elementary school will
occupy 20 acres of the 41.76 acre
tract. l'orter elementary school
will become a junior high school
and Booker T. Washington is near-
by to serve the senior high stu-
dents.
Brochures will be mailed to pros-
pective developers and real estate-
men, pointing to the advantages
of the Railroad ave. sites.
Interested persons are to contact
the Memphis Housing Authority,
700 Adams. Property will be sold
by sealed bids or public auction.
ATTY. NATHANIEL ADAMS,
associate professor of law at
Florida A&M university at Tal-
lahassee, was a recent visitor
to Chicago while attending
Summer school classes at
Northwestern intiversity. Vis-
iting the Chicage Defender of-
fices, he is Shows, left, in the
editorial department with John
II. Sengstacke, publisher a nil
Ewe Waters (seated) execu-
tive editor of the Defender.
Adams, enroute to Washington,
D. C., was the guest of Mrs.
Ethel Parker while in Chicago
and will return to Florida A.
and M. on September 13 to re-
sume his teaching duties.
"OVER - THE - HORIZON"—
Construction of new "Over .
The-Horizon" communications
system, soon to link U. S. aud
according to the Long Lines
Department of American Tel'
• .11.!...11
ephone Co. Telephone conver-
sations and television will be
carried over the 185-mile, $3,-
000,000 system. The project is
a joint undertaking efLong
Lines and dittadio Corpora-
lion of CubdellIch is a sub- 4
sidiary of prnational Tele-
phone and legraph Corpora. I
tion.
Nashville All- Stars ThrteJackson
VVhipMemphisSemipros 
Tpirgoi;ssf iTounarni , •
The Nashville Semipro All-Stars
walloped the Memphis All-Stars,
15-9, last Sunday at Martin Stadi-
um.
The visitors jumped on starter
Jimmy Dailey for 10 runs on six
hits and six basees on balls, in-
cluding two home runs and a dou-
ble in the first five innings. They
continued their assault against
Nate Wooten with two homers in
the ninth inning.
Memphis out hit Nashville 11-10,
but left 11 runners stranded. Cen-
terfielder, Marry Lewis, led the





Mrs. Annie Kate Reid visited in
Ripley, Tenn. recently. She was
the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Mattie Flagg, Mrs. Ruby Mosby,
her cousin, and Mr. and M r s.
George Coe of Ripley.
The Laymen's Movement of
Morning Star Baptist church meets
every Wednesday night for o n e
hour. The president Bro. George
Coe asks each man to attend.
Each Tuesday night at 6 p.m.,
the youth of Morning Star meet
for one hour. All youths are urged
to attend.
August 11 at St. Mark Baptist
church, Henning, Tenn., Reverend
Brooldin delivered the morning
message, "Search for the Lost
Sheep".
There have been as many as
74 dense fogs a year in London.
Thomas A. Dorsey Honored
In National Music Conclave
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The 25th) their National Supervisor, Mrs. Be. ant recording secretary; Marion
Session of the National Convention
of Gospel Choirs and Choruses,
Inc., met at the Broadway Tem-
ple AME Zion church, 13th and
Broadway, Louisville, Ky., Aug.
4-9.
It is now history and will be
mgarded as greatest convention of
the quarter century.
The convention opened officially
on Monday, but the.; 25th Anniver-
sary Program was celebrated Sun-
day afternoon, with Madam Myr-
tle Crump. Mrs. Marion H. Piirs
and Mrs. Sallie Martin Langharn
in charge.
Dr. Thomas A. Dorsey was. hog ,
ored and received expressions of
tribute from singing organizations'
over the nation, along with a Dr.
Robe.
The convention opened with the i
consecration service when m ore
than 500 singers were consecrated
The Soloist Bureau met just aft-
.
atrice Brown. Indianapolis, Ind.,
who was ill and unable to attend
the convention.
Highlights were youth choirs from
all over the nation and the ad-
dress of the youth president, Miss
Mary Was, Detroit, Mich., her
topic, "Do You Know Where You
Are Going?"
Thursday night was "New Tal-
ent Night" directed by Rev. Willa
100 individuals took part.
Friday night was Artist Night.
The guest artist was Mrs. Dorothy
Pearson of Philadelphia, Pa.
The closing was a final tribute
and benediction to the deceased
Scholarship Treasurer, the la te
Lucille Jones Norwood of St. Lou-
is, Mo.
Her picture was unveiled and
will hang in the halls of the Na-
tional Singers Headquarters, 4048
So. Lake Park ave., Chicago, Ill.
The convention decided to holder the consecration ended led by
the 1958 session in Cleveland, OhioRev, Willa Mae Ford Smith from, . 
next August with the Executiveli a block Ile said the possibility . the newspapers here last week , St. Lotus, Mo., with niece than
11 as "definitely foreseeable" that 'in its fight for integration in pri-. 200 soloist attending f r o m 28 
Board meeting in Detroit, Mich.,
Negro might have taken city .vat 
April, 1958.
office if the re-zoning had not tak. 
states.1 e residential neighborhoods The following persons are offi-
The committee inserted a 'd 
. 
One of the convention highlights '
cers of the convention•en affect. ' ' n 11--- was the pre-convention musical
I 
JUST WAITING 
vertisement in the papers point- held at (he Central high school.
I ing up the house-hunting dilficul- sponsored by the Gospel C h or a I"Now,''.omilbon I don't
knew what will be done."
"A lot depends on this 'investi-
a lion by the attorney general."
State investigator MacDonald
Gallion has confiscated member.
'(up lists and lane recordings from
Gomillion's civic association head-
quarters in an effort to prove
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ties of two Negroes "because of
their race."
One is a high school teacher,
Mrs. Alan Wilson, who graduated
last year from Bryant college as
the outstanding woman student.
CanonThe other is LI.  Peay
jr. of Ridgewood, N. J., who was
assigned early this year as per-
sonnel psychologist at the local
arm) recruiting station.
Said Mrs. Siiirle) Lee, commit-
tee president, ''We decided to
run an ad when we learned of
the success of a group in Palo
Alto, Cal., in finding a home for
a Negro chemistry professor by
ruing such an ad."
Tibet's population is estimated
at about three million.
Union of Louisville, Mrs. Sonocia
llarris. president, with a massi
chorus of 200 voices and a num-
her of out of town guests, with I
Mrs. Sallie Martin Langharn, mis-
tress of ceremonies.
Tuesday night was a high point
when President Dorsey gave his
address in which he told the sing-
ers not to let up for the goal
call,' be reached by hard work.
After the speech a scholarship
of $250 was given away in a piano
contest. The Winner was Carl Wel.
ker of East St. Louis, ill.. And
Constance Jean Breckenridge of
Louisville. Ky., won second !dare
Wednesday night was youth pro
gram directed by Mine Carol
Hayes. assistant supervisor of 11e
troll. is-h.
This program was dedicated to
Thomas A. Dorsey, president; 1
Artelia W. Hutchins, first v ice'
president: J. B. Harris, second
vice president; Rev. C. B. Pries-
'
ter. third vice president: Fannie'
Foster, fourth vice president; Jos-
hua Gentry, fifth vice president; I
Madam Myrtle Crump, recording
secretary: Clara Williams. assist-
M. Pairs, financial secretary;
Sonocia Harris, assistant finan-
cial secretary; Julia Mae Smith,
stenographer; H. J. Carruthers,
treasurer; Vivian Buil. chaplain;
Anna Jones, Assistant Chaplain:
Sallie Martin Longhorn, organizer;
A. B. Windom, accompanist; Vio-
la N. Cassell, statistician; Dorothy
H. Boswell, historian and report-
er; Rev. D. M. Bun!, chairman
trustee; Mabel B. Hamilton, chair- ,
man scholarship; Willa Mae Ford'
Smith, supervisor soloist; Beat-
rice Brown, supervisor youth; Ca-
ol Hayes, assistant supervisor





persons from throughout the state
of Florida attended the school
lunch training workshop held at
Florida A and M university recent-
ly under the auspices of the divis-
ion of home economics of t h e
school of agriculture and home ec-
nomics.
The week-long program was di-
vided into three areas of activity
— foundations, quantity cookery
theory, and quality cookery lab-
oratory. Mrs. G. Wheeler Thomas,
director of the division of home





554 SCOTT PH. GL. 2-9463
in four times at bat.
In the preliminaries, Dixie
Homes beat Hamilton 2-1. Both
are members of the WDIA Park
Commission league.
Division One; Dodgers: won,
10; lost 4; pct., .715; Compress:
10, 4, .715; Beavers, 7, C., .538;
Magnolia, 7, 7, .500; West End, 8,
7 .500; West End, 6, 8, .429; Cor-
dova, 0, 14, .000.
Division Two: Hardwood, won
12, lost 3, pct., .800; Orange Mound
Tigers 10, 5, .667, K. Athletics
8, 6, .572; Rams, 7,7, .500; C.
11 .Sta GoldsmithStars .3, 4, .428, 0 14 .000
THIRD DIVISION
Division Three: Letter Carriers,
won 13, lost 2, pct., .867; Dermon
G., 8, 7, .533; S. Memphis Chicks
7, 7 .500; Ellendale 6 7 .462;
Hyde Park6, 9, .400; Mallon',3, 1 .2
Division Four: Red Sox, won
121, lost 3, pct., .813; Hunter Fan,
12, 1, .800; Black Caps, 8, 5 .t115;
Trojans 7,7 .500 Humko, 2, 13,
.133; Old Timers 2, 13, .133.
The Hardwood Stars won the Di-
vision Two Championship Friday
night at Lincoln Park by defeat-
ing Orange Mound's Tigers 7-6 in
11 innings. The Letter Carriers
won the Division 3 title. There is
a three-way tie in Division Four
and the Dodgers and Blues are
tied in Division one.
Grads To Hear
Calif. Cleric
MARSHALL, Texas — A Califor-
nia clergyman who has distin-
guished himself both in civic and
religious affairs will be the com-
mencement speaker at Bishop
college Friday, August 23.
The speaker will be the Rever-
end F. D. Haynes, pastor of Third
Baptist church in San Francisco.
Falls account for one-half all
persons killed annually in accid-
ents in the home.
BqueAR T. STEWART '
Closti the heels of the an.
nounc nt that Robert "Chick"
Thorntl former star tacIdel with
Jackso tate College Tigers, had
left Ja4on for Hamilton, Ontar-
io Can to join the Hamilton
Tiger , comes the news that
i
two oth Jacksonites are going
profess41.
Willie amon, former all Mid.
Western' ard at Jackson Stateeh
was on campus on his way
to join Frankie Albert's Sin
Franciscolrers and Her b eft
Smith, ouhnding forward wl t k
the JacksTate basketball leans
has signe one year contract
with Abe herstein's II at To in
Globetrottel
Beamon l never played foists
ball before ning to Jackson
lege. He w All-Conference 
ors at Jack; and last year pti •
ed with th46th Regiment and
was one of g players selected
to the All-St quad without a dr.
senting vote,
1
 Herbert S won All-Mici-Wekt
honors for t years in a row In







(INS) Anlley cat eluded
a Chicago poll dragnet yester-
day but was loured an hone
armed with a nket.
later by a lip of children
Police and udmal Welfare
League workerivere unable Ie
corner the cat,Sich had bitten
eight-year-old Ida Bradtke et
8041 S. Ada stlast Sunday.
Concerned alit the prosp
of painful anti-Oleg shots ;
e)
her daughter, M Bradtke so -
moned the nelborbood chil-
dren and offer a one-dollar
reward for the .
The cat was lied" at thi
welfare shelter rabies tests:
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A At John Gaston ospitalUST H10, 1157
A daughter, Regina Ann Lee, to
1.1r. and Mrs. Robert Lee, of 5478
Pienitelt rd.
A daughter, Marva Lena Thom-
as, to Mrand Mrs. Jessie J. Thom-
as; of 1372 Kennedy.
A son. Stoven Augustus Swift, to
'Mr. and Mrs. Will V. Swift, of
11417 Hyde Park.
' A son, Johnny Bridges, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Bridges, of 130
Malta.
A daughter, Manessa Ann Wit.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wil-
son, of 1824 State.
,gbilaughter, Sharon Lee Hobson,
4111111r, and Mrs. James C. Hob-
son, of 878 Looney.
A son Robert Earl McGowan to
Mr, and Mrs. Robert McGowan,
2258 Shasta.
A. son, Rickey Foster, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Cleave Foster, of 463
COncord.
UGUST 11, 1957
A son, Carlton Ervin Dean, to
r. and Mrs. Willie E. Dean, of
124 Texas.
A son, Clarence Edward Harmon
°Mr. and Mrs. Edward Harmon
.143 Boyd,
41; son, 1Cenneth LaSalle Taylor,
o Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Tay-
!, of 2001 Carver.
A. daughter, Glenda Kay Miller,
ei Mr. and Mrs. Everles Miller of
03 Simpson.
A daughter, Helen Marie Watts,
o Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Watts of
W. Bison.
on, Herbert Lee Jordan, to
nd Mrs. George Jordan, of
alker.
A son, Marvin Lewis Richmond, •
.,Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Richmond
30 Georgia.
daughter, Barbara Jean Pow. 
toMr. and Mrs. Sam Powell
709 Jeanette R.
son, Joseph Sylvester Brad-
Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
radford, of 373 Fourth.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
ie Campbell of 2115 Jefferson.
son, Cedric Edward Bennem,
r. and Mrs. John H. Bennem
Beaver.
aughter, Felecia Diane Hill,
r. and Mrs. James Hill. of
Keel.
son, Danny Joseph Flemming,
41r. and Mrs. William Flem-
g, Qf 123 Vaal.
son, Karvin Lopez Higgins, to
r. and Mrs. Fred Higgins, of
8 Mulberry.
in sons. Donald and Arnold
to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
of 2229 Hunter.
• daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
bert L. Such of 1660 Miller.
A daughter, Barbara Lynn Bolt-
to Mr. and Mrs. Mays Bolton
982 Lewis.
,.daughter, Pamela A nit a
, to Mr. and Mrs. Lorenza
he of 2178 Clayton.
son, Winfred Duckett. to Mr.
Mrs. Ocie Duckett, of 872 N.
levue.
son, Gentry Frank Tally, to
and Mrs. Douglas L. Tally, of
Morehead.
.daughter, Carol Jean Taylor,
IfF. and Mrs. Arthur Taylor, of
'Leath.
daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
rce 
Brown of 1931 Florida.




Ws a scientific fact—
jegar in your 
dOuche
't do the job the way
g...ysol" callt
aLysol" in your douche
pa odor at its source.
kills germs on contact
kills the very germs that
use odor.
rust "Lysol" to keep you
eet and nice inside. It's
'Id. Can't hurt you.









Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Joyce. of
3198 Grand rd.
A son, Stanley Griffin, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Griffin, of 5571 La.
mar.
A son, Benjamin Norris Cook,
to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Cook,
of 887 S. Wellington.
I A son, Frank Edward Nickerson,
Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Frank E.
Nickerson, of 1493 S. Willet
A son, Gene Larry Ward, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Ward, of 997
S. Driver.
A son, Johnny Lee Brown, to
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Brown, of 1310
Ethel
A son, Andrew Todd III, to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Todd, of 478 Dix-
ie rd.
A daughter, Hattie Jurice Rod-
erick, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Rod.
crick, of 825 Olympic.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Brown of 870 Lemoyne.
AUGUST 13 1957
A son, Herman Leon Byrd, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman L.
Byrd, of 86 Wisconsin.
A son, Willie James Jefferson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Jeffer-
son, of 1044 S. Lauderdale.
A son, Clarence McGee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert McGee, of 167 W.
Utah.
A daughter. Kathy Yvonne
Stewart, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles,
Stewart, of 2600 Clifton.
A son, Jarvis Rodney Nichols,
In Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Nichols
of 305 Baltic.
A daughter, Brenda Kay McNeal
to Mr. and Mrs. William McNeal,
of 1127 Texas.
A son, Andrew Miller, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Miller, of 330
Vance.
A daughter, Marva Elaine John-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E.
Johnson, of 2471 Zanone.
A daughter, Peggy Denise Mun-
gen, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Mungen, of 2565 Houck.
A daughter, Gracie Ann Mims,
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mims of
1348 Texas.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
A. Smith of 1171 .4 E. Farrow.
A daughter, Jennifer Lane Clark.
to Mr. and Mrs. Shelly Clark, of
1389 Fairview.
A son. James King, to Mr. and
Mrs. John L. King, of 292 !dun.
ford.
AUGUST 14, 1957
A son, James Owens, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. James Owens of 507 Lin.
den. ,
A daughter, Harriet Lynet et
Walker, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
H. Walker, of 287 St. Paul.
A daughter, Eunice Ann Jones.
to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jones, of
KA Riverside.
A son, Danny Nathaniel Hayes,
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Hayes
of 1524 Apple.
A son, Terry Westbrook, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Westbrook of
Li.
I A son to Mr. and Mrs. Charlea
I Taylor of 917 S Lauderdale
A son, Orzy Sylvester Thues, to
I Mr. and Mrs. Orzy 0. Thues, of
1 888 Walker.
A son, Andrew R. Filey, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Riley, of 223
S. Wellington.
, A son, Noland Andre Goins, to
I Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goins, of
I 1726 Hubert
A son, Leon Moody, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs, Leon Moody, of 2517 Van.
dale
A daughter, Mary Louise Adams
to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L.
Adams, of 2597 Donald rd.
A daughter, Sheena Marie Rob.
inson, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Rob-
' f .
A son, Ellis Stanton Tidwell.
to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin D Tid.




PHILADELPHIA — Lt. George
\
W. Lee of Memphis, will be here
to help open the 58th National
Grand Lodge Convention of IBPOE
of W.
Lee, who is grand commissioner
of education for the Elks, will be
in charge of the two opening pro-
grams — the baccalaureate serv-
ices on Sunday night, Aug. 25,
and the oratorical contest on Mon-
day night, Aug. 26.
The education department is one
of the strongest sections of the
Elks Grand Lodge and to date has
awarded more than 50 scholarships
to deserving high school seniors.
Many recipients of these awards
will be present for the bacca-
laureate services which will be
addressed by the Rev. W. H. T.
Brewster Jr. of this city, Plaques
will be awarded to Guy L. Smith,
editor of the Knoxville, Tenn. Jour-
nal and to Dr. Omah Carmichael,
superintendent of schools in Louis-
ville, Ky.
An address by Frederic Mor-
row, White House aide, will fea-
ture the oratorical contest. Seven
high school graduates, winners of
the seven regiontA oratorical con.
tests conducted by Lt. Lee, will vie
for top national honors.A daughter. Sheila Jean John-
*son, to Mr. and Mrs. M. C. John-
son, of 91 W. Olive. q
A son, Gerald Lynell Parrish, tol
Mr. and Mrs. Willie t.,. Parrish, of
614 Hanauer.
A daughter,' Paula It en e e
Payne, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy L.
Payne of 1970 Frisco.
A son, Hayward Eugene Her-
bert, jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Hayward
Herbert of 563 Arrington.
AUGUST 17, 1957
A daughter, Betty L oui se
Price, to Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Price, of 514 Payton.
A daughter, Sharon Denise Jef-
ferson, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Jefferson, of 1807 Castex.
A daughter, Cheryl Renee Lew.
us, to Mr. and Mrs. Hosie Lewis,
of 1888 Gloria Cir.
A daughter. Betty Jean Curtis,
to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Curtis,
of 1355 Michigan.
A son. John Wesley Thomas, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Thomas, of
3655 Weaver.
A daughter, Gloria Ann W a 1-
lace, to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Wallace, of 693 Galloway.
A son. Randolph Jackson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Jackson, of 1249
Louisville.
A son, Samuel Mabon, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs, Samuel Mabon of
1036 Delmar. •
A son, David Jackson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Jackson, of 212
Bakers Alley-
A son, Terrence Keith Cobb, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cobb, of 999
Peach.
A son, Dwight Earl Jones, to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones, of 380
N. Manassas.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Douglas, of 576 Boston,
Integration
A daughter, Geneva Fouse, to 
Opposition
757 Fleet.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Pause, of
1393 Cummings.
A son, Leodis Gary, to Mrs. Ar-
lee Gary, of 121 W. Person.
A daughter, Cassandra Denise
Britt, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Britt,
of'488 Pontotoc.
A daughter, Juanita Jones, to
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Jones,
of 974 Poplar.
A daughter, Sherry M a r ie
Moore, to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis L.
Moore, of 886 Mason.
A son, Terry Lee Brown, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Brown, of 414 Al-
abamal
A son, Charles Upshaw, to Mr.
and Mrs. Gayrell Upshaw, of 414
Vance.
A son, Lawrence Gardner. to
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Gardner,
of 2354 Holmes rd.
AUGUST 15. 1957
A son, Ronnie Edward Taylor,
to Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Taylor
of 868 Porter.
A daughter, LaDoris Moses, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Moses, of
017 Woodlawn.
A daughter, Melody R e nee
Sims, to Mr. and Mrs. Quiney
A. Sims, of 1919 S. Barksdale,
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Prescott of 220 Vaal.
A son, Robert Earl Long, to Mr.















PRINCETON, N. J. — (ANP)—
The American Institute of Public
Opinion, through its director,
George Gallup, announced this
week that results of its recent poll
discloses increased opposition to
integration of schools.
The survey, more commonly
known as the "Gallup Poll," said
a majority of Americans question-
ed approved of the Supreme Court
decision. However, the vote in fa-
vor of integration, reported as hav-
ing shown a steady increase over
the last three years, is much
smaller in all sections of the coun-
try than it was seven months ago
when favorable sentiment reached
an all-time high.
Last January, 63 percent of the
adults approved the court's ruling.
The recent survey shows only 58
percent.
Through the decrease in appro.
vat is proportionately greatest in
the south, the survey found that
there has been a drop in the num-
ber supporting the court's stand in
all other sections of the country
as well.
The question which the survey
has asked at periodic intervals
since the May, 1954 decision was:
"The Supreme Court has ruled
that racial segregation in public
schools is illegal. This means that
all children, no matter what their
race, must be allowed to go to the
same schools, Do you approve or
disapprove of this decision?
Miss Alicia E. Hastings, junior
Howard university medical s t U.
dent, has been awarded a March
of Dimes fellowship of $600 for spe-
cial study in Rehabilitation.
She is doing her work in the
physical therapy department of the
Tuskegee Institute John A. Andrew
Memorial hospital.
Miss Hastings is a resident of
Tuskegee, and the daughter of Mr




MONROVIA — (ANP) — Mrs.
Jesse D. Locker, wife of the for-
mer American Ambassador to Li-
beria, the late Jesse D. Locker,
was the principal speaker here
August 11, at the dedication of the
new orphanage built in Virginia
County by the Antoinette Tubman
Children's Welfare Foundation.
Mrs, Lo,..ker who was one of the
founders of die founclatin which
is named after the wife of the
president of Liberia.
The new building was built by
the Isralei Co., Bishop Bravid Har-
ris of the Episcopal church per-
formed the dedicatory services, sea miles respectively.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MICH-
ELLE! — These seem to be
the sentiments of the smiling
youngsters here who gathered
to help Michelle LaFunn Clay,
daughter of Mr. and M r s.
Eugene Clay, celebrate her
fourth birthday last week. The
Washington — Every large Eu-
ropean country, including Spain
and Turkey, had populations larg-
er than the United States in the
early 1800's.
Honolulu — Portland, Orgeon
and Tahiti are almost equidistant
from this city — 2,332 and 2,381
Lie Detector Just Too
Small To Handle This
TOLEDO, Ohio — (ANP) —
This time a lie detector test was
of no avail — either to the ac-
cuser of the accused.
A witness testified that
am Jennings had taken an aft
lawn mower and put it in his
Cadillac.
Convicted by Municipal Judge
Homer A. Barney, Jennings de-
nied the charge and pleaded:
"Let me take a lie detector
test,"
Judge R ames accommodated
him, but the gesture was fruit-
less.
A 330.pounder, Jennings w a s
just too big for the polygraph
machine. Among other things,
he stretched the chest strap out
of shape.
The idea of a lie detector test
was given up. However, giving
:timings the benefit of t h e
doubt, Judge Ramey granted a
new trial.
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MRS. GOLDIE F. NICHOLAS
received a doctor of education
degree from the University of
Virginia at its recent com-
mencement held on August 17.
Mrs. Nicholas, a member of
the faculty of Virginia State
college, is a member of Kap-







760 Union - A. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
°see 04 545 Prop Perkiee
ta, and Alpha Kappa Alpha.
She is the wife of Dr. James
F. Nicholas, professor of edu-
cation at Virginia State col-
lege.
party was held at the home
of her grandparents, the
liam ft. Bradfords of 1661 La•
them st. Guests are, seated
left to right, first row: Henry
Bridgeforth, ,Claude McF'ar•
land, jr., Deborah McFarland:
second row, same order; Eth-
el Marie Jones, Nebbie Brad.
ford, Michelle Turner, Gary
and Shefferson Wilbun a n d
Brenda Boble; third r o
same order: Alvin McFar-
land, Ricky Bradford, Herman
Eleanor Bridgeforth, An-
drea Bradford, Michelle Clay,
The chairman of the Womans Mae McClingon, treasurer; Rev. J
Day celebration is happy to report
the succesS of the program linen-
daily and spiritually, Dr. Ida A.
Drew, president of the Missionary
Baptist State Convention of Arkan-
sas Consolidated, gave a very in-
spiring message as guest speaker
which was enjoyed by all. She
was introduced by Mrs. Pearl An-
thony, director of the Young Peo-
ples Department of the State of
Arkansas. Mrs. Anna Taylor, who
Is a member of the New St. Paul
MB church, served very efficient-
ly as mistress of ceremonies.
The ladies who contributed to
the financial success of the pro-
gram and their amounts are:
Mrs. Pamrna Lacy. $23; Mrs.
James Carr, $25.10; Mrs. Donnie
Harrison. $29.05; Mrs. Inola Raz-
ley, $25.45; Mrs. Hazel Watkins,
$50.87; Mrs. Louis Knight, 550;
Mrs. Cleora Sanders, $64,73; SI r s.
Clara McGrew, $75; Mrs. Lucile
Jones, $100; Mrs. Ora Mae Wash-
ington, $350.55.
The total amount raised during
the Womans Day celebration was
5826.35. The ladies of New St. Paul
MB church wish to thank all mem.
hers and friends for their very fine
spirit of cooperation.
Especially do we wish to thank
Mrs. Ora Mac Washington, (see
picture), who is a very loyal and
faithful member of the New St.
Paul MB church for her very fine
spirit and cooperation in raising
$350.
The following out-of-town visitors
were present: Mrs. Mahalia John-
son, St. Paul MB church, Jones.
boro, Ark.; Mrs. Lizzie Lewis, St.
John Baptist church, Jonesboro,
Ark.; Rev. W. M. Lewis, St. John
Baptist church, Jonesboro, Ark.;
Mrs, Henrietta W, Lake, St. Paul
NB church, Jonesboro, Ark.; Mrs.
Maggie West Second Bap tist
church, Blytheville, Ark. Visitors
are cordially welcome to worship
with the New St. Paul B a p ti at
church at any time. Mrs. Ger-
trude Walker, chairman; Mrs. RO-
sie L. Ridgley, co-chairman; Mrs.
Ruth Jewell, secretary; Mrs. Ella
,NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Ti19. P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
W. Fairman, pastor.
The funeral of the late Eugene
McClure was held Sunday, Aug. 11,
at the Lake Grove MB church,
Proctor, Ark. with Rev. Miller of-
ficiating. Mr. McClure leaves a fa-
ther and stepmother, Mr. and Mrs.
MRS, ORA WASHINGTON
Ike McClure and other relatives
and friends. Burial was in Lake
Grove cemetery.. West Mem-
phis Funeral Home was in charge.
The Wonder High school band is
looking forward to a better year inl
music and performance, for the
coming year. Edgar Cole, direc-
tor.
Mrs. Lucy Childress of 305 S.
305th st., is spending her vacation
in St. Louis. She will be the guest
of her son and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Murphy, also
her brother and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Abe Cobb. Mrs. Childress is
a member of the New Mt. Zion
MB church.
The Wonder High Lions football
team is in the swing of things,
practicing hard so they can be in
good condition for the coming sea-
son. Hank Delaney and N. Morris f
IRE-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sat., Aug. 24, 1957
hostess and honoree. Lealloyne.
Bradler. Linda McFarland,
Robert Jones, Stanley Maar-
land, Betty Joyner, Marsha I
Turner and Michael Turner.
Not shown is Renee LaMom I
due and Johnny Doyle. WI.
thers Photo.
are coaches.
Mrs, Cora Lofton of 57 Jack-
son left Saturday, Aug. 0, for
Omaha, Neb. She will be t h e
house guest of Mrs. Hattie Jean
White.
Mrs. Truley Strauther of 200 S.
13th st. has as her guest, h ar
daughter. Mrs. Mary L. Oliver, a
children from Denbigh, Va., Mrs.
Oliver says she will be here two
months.
Miss Bernice Smith. formerly of
Wonder High school, is now mak-
ing her home in Tulsa, Okla. Miss
Smith is visiting relatives a n d
friends in West Memphis.
Miss Delma Holland of N. 12th
at.. is on her vacation in Chicago
visiting relatives and friends. Miss
Holland is a student at Wonder
High school.
Mr. and Mrs. Toenmy Parker,
sr., of 206 N. 4th st., are looking
forward to the visit of Mr. Par-
kers sisters, Miss Sallie B. Par-
kerOf St. Louis, Mo. and Mrs.
Joe Emma Suggs of Calhoun
City, Miss.
TOLEDO, Ohio — (ANP) — A
41.year-old mental patient, home on
30-day trial leave, stabbed his wife
to death after she had awoke early
one day last week and got up to
get him a drink of water.
Mrs. Geneva Fisher, 39, wag
knifed 11 times by her husband,
Preston, 41 while two of their
three children attempted to stop
him. The husband then put Mrs.
Fisher in their car and drove her
to a hospital where she was pro-
nounced dead. He then surrender-
ed to sheriff's deputies.
Fisher had been home from a
mental hospital in Battle Creek,
Mich., and was scheduled to re-
turn in a few days.
Words of Ow Wee
One of the most trade
things I know about humus
nature Is that ail of las tend
to put OCT living. We are ai
dreaming of some magical roes
garden over the horlson—ln--
stead of enddring the mos





YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new oiliest at the Mississippi
Atate Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last skis lo
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are Yon
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are year
probleMs, come let MADAM BELL advise you at onee.
will read life to you just as she would read as epee book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. It yes have
tailed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway SI South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Ito intro
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all dines. She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
eft at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELLI
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I cm. .1 p.m.
Reading. Daily, Open on Bandar,
II don't make any home calls or answer any lettere. 111 • sore
to look for the right sign and the right name.
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER






















been extended to members. "va
l. ant Secretary; William F. Nabors,
! Memphis Coca-Cola Bottling com•
ified representatives of local sales I




The day, last Thursday, Aug. 15;
casion, the 10th annual Playground
stern. And young people from those
who had to be carried or cared for
by their mothers up to those in
the late teens capitalized on every
minute of the festive event.
The day, last Thursday. Aug. 15;
the place. Lincoln park; the oc-
casion, the 30th annual Playground
Festival presented by the Recre-
ation Department of the Memphis
Park Commission.
' From all directions, youngsters
milled about, obviously enjoying
the excitement of participation and
observation In the athletic events,
hand crafts events, varied side-
line entertainments, the cotton
candy, and the culminating page-
ant. "The Sleeping Beauty."
' Youngsters from the utys 4
playgrounds came in buses, cars,
and trucks carrying various as•
sortments of packed lunches, with
one apparent aim — a filing cli-
max to the summers playground
activities.
LINCOLN WINS TRACK
First place in the track and field
meet was won by Lincoln, scoring
a total of 32 points.
Orange Mound, originally declar•
ed winner of field meet, ran a
close second with 29 points. Le-
Moyne trailed with 6 points to
capture the third place spot.
In addition to Lincoln's track
placement, four athletic games ti-
tles — junior boys softball, jun- 1
ior boys horseshoes, intermedi-
diate girls boundball were won by
the host playground.
LeMoyne had three firsts, Wash-
ington, two and Castalia, Dunn,
Gooach, and Booth one victory
each.
CONTEST %INNERS NAMED
' The Sand Modeling contest was
won by 10-year-old James Moore
and 11-year-old William Mitchell of
Lincoln. Second and third places
%Vent to Riverview and Klondyke
respectively.
Gooch (Hyde Pk.) walked away
with first place in the Olympic
Parade, with Howze and Douglas
In the second and third spots.
' Safety Oratorical and Song con.
test under the direction of Park
General Supervisor. W. T. McDan- I
teL was won by Melrose and Le-
Moyne. Prizes of $25 each went
to Dorothy Bernet!, winning ora- 1
tor of Melrose. and Patricia Dan-
dridge, winning soloist of Le-
Moyne.
And if the athletic games and
contests were thrilling, the page- •
ant, "Sleeping Beauty" provided
the predicted highlight.
' Well-made and well-planned cos.:
tomes were feateres. As young-
sters from tots to teens danced to
such numbers as "Calypso Land."
"Banana Boat Song." "Mr. Sand-
man." "Harlem Nocturne." "Sum-
mertime." 'Temptation." "Ain't
She Sweet." ''Kiss of Fire." "Love
and Marriage," and others for the
entertainment of the king a n d
Queen in the story.
The director, Miss Annie Marie
Allen, narrated the entire pageant I
and fooled many a spectator with
her accurate presentations. Willi-
amYancey of Robert Hoteze play-
ed the king; Eliza Young of
Gooch. the queen, and R obb i-e
Banks of Lincoln the princess.
Their supporting cast was formed
from representatives of all play-
grounds.
ANNUAL BABY CONTEST
CLOSES — The William Foote
and Cleaborn Homes Tenant
association closed its Annual
Baby Contest recently a a d
first prize winner was (left
photo) Denise Elaine Robin-
son of Foote Homes. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
It. L. Robinson and was
sponsored by Mrs. Elizabeth
McCoy. Third place win-
ner (second photo) was Lil-
lian Audrey Williams of 596
Mississippi blvd., the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Geraldine Williams.
All of the entrants and their
mothers are shown in photo
DYER, TENNESSEE
Vacation season is in full sway. cently when all the children of
Those persons visiting in town Mrs. Bell Welch assembled. Mr.
this week have been Mrs. Annie Deason Welch and son, of Gary, I
Ruth Arbuckle and daughter, of Ind., Mr. and Mrs. LeGeandl
Webster Groves, Mo., her mother, Welch and family of Newbern,
Mrs. Connie Richie, her step-broth. along with Mr. and Mrs. Chester
er.in-law, and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Billie Richie, also of Webster Ellington, Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel
Groves. These persons were guests and son, Sp-3 Herbert O'Daniel,
of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wynn and daughter, Mrs. Alice Hooker, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris, Bobbie Harris and Mrs. Lucy Ov-
The daughters of Mr. Gentry Da• erall enjoyed the culinary delica-
vis visited Mr. and Mrs. Davis this cths of the "bring-a-dish" dinner.
week. These young ladies live in Several friends dropped by during
Indianapolis an Detroit.the afternoon.
BACK TO CLEVELAND Mr. and Mrs. John Williams
Mrs. Bernell Ewell Harding, were dinner hosts to the Rev, Wm,
who has been a summer guest of Fowlkes,
her mother, Sirs. Lydia Ewel, has Sp-3 Herbert O'Daniel has re-
returned to Cleveland with h e r turned to Ft. Holabird. Md.
children. Mrs. Carrie Harris and i a s
Mrs. Shirley Ray of Trenton has Hollis Skinner were co-hostesses to
spent several days with her grand. the Falderal club last week. A red
mother, Mrs. Lydia Ewell and un- i and brown color scheme was used
de Mr. Norman Ewell. on the tables and throughout the
Miss Eva Barbee, who seems to dining and living rooms. Prizes
be having a series of vacations, were won by Mesdames Holland,
has just returned from Hickman. Ball and Williams.
Ky., where she spent several
days with Mr. and Mrs. Hughes.
She was accompanied home by
Herbert Shoffner and Mr. a n d
Mrs. Hughes,
Miss Margaret Nell Harper of
Humboldt and Chicago, spent a re- MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (ANP) —
cent week end with Miss Martha A 28-year-old Memphis man,
Jane West, who is spending a 'James Tucker, shot his former
month with her mother, Mrs. Cla- sweetheart in the hip with a 25-
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
SY cOvezAft4 1. CLARK
The Star Light club of Salem traveled to Flint, Mich., a
nd Can.
Baptist church held its Annual ada.
Calendar Tea on the church lawn Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Crumbly
recently. j and their baby giti, Rosalind, l
eft
The table was overlaid with a the city 
recently for their home
lace tablecloth centered with in Chicago. 
They visited Si r s.
Crumbly's aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Moore, and Mr. Crum.
Smith and Miss Betty 
bly's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Gipson. I Crumbly, in Widener.
Mrs. W. A. Owens, president; Rev. I Visiting 
the J. W. Wests recent.
W. A. Owens, pastor. ly were 
Mrs. Juanita Whitfield
sweet peas. Presiding at the table
was Mrs. Ora Lee Curtis. Guests
were greeted by Mrs.'''. ou se
The Eldridge Butler elementary
school provided the setting for an
''Open House" Tea recently. II
Wig a ely affair and largely
and greenery; carrying out t h e
color s.sheme of pink and green.
Guests were served frappe, nuts
and candy. , short visit with my sister a n d
Each classroom was attractive. I brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
ly decorated and represented with I Blanchard of Cleveland, Ohic last
its individual souvenirs of teapots.' week. They were enroute home aft.
teacups, spoons, open books, pink' er visiting the family in Little
rosebuds, etc.
I from this effort. Mrs. C. E. Allen 
Rock and 'Arkadelphia.
By EDGAR T. STEWART his species He Filmy, s their habits 1 ApprXimately 1300 was. realized!
acquiring more property to house country might be said to have be- FBI MAGAZINE
Real crime detection in this 1 and habitats.
I ie principal. 
the hospital at this writing. Her
Mrs. Emma Whitaker is still in
the publishing board were among gun with Allan Pinkerton, founder Present day detecting is not a , UPCHURCHES RETURN 
sister, MN. Charlie Mac Whitak.
the needs cited by the fact-finding
a machine-like process. T h e y , their son, James Charles, Si r a 
Lucite Hodges is also in the ho
er of Los Angeles is with her. Mrs
of the Pinkerton National Detec- one 
smart man affair, but rather! Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Upchurch,
tivpeinAkgeerntocny.
was at one time a gather clues from distant and var-' Missouri Hogans Mrs Upchurch's 
pital. Our sincere prayers are of-
Greater emphasis on expanding
and improving its publications and
committee of the Baptist General
Sunday School Publishing board.
In a report released by the com-
mittee, the 16-member group ex-
deputy sheriff in Illinois and Chi-
capo's first police detective. He
pressed the feeling that ' in the organized his famous agency in
light of very keen competition...
the board "should improve and 
1850, it years before the Civil
expand all phases of its publica- 
War, and about three years be.
laying special emphasis on 
fore the birth of Alphonse Beall-
children's literature." 
lion of Paris. The great French
Chairmaned by Rev. A. L. Mc- 
detective founded the Bertillion
Cargo, of Memphis, the commit- 
system of identification. That was
tee further stated that in "rec- 
the most popular system before
th advent of the fingerprint sys-
ognizing the need for more hous-
ing and equipment for expansion
purposes. . .we deem it necessary
that the Sunday School Publish-
ing board" secure additional prop-
erties, together with a plot of land
to be used for housing t h e
Ambushes Woman board's mechanical plaint.
Who Jilted Him
Moody, M. M Flynn
caliber automatic pistol as she 
inson R. A.
ra West.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Powell walked down the street with an- 
and H C. Nabrit.
Mrs. P. Williams and baby,
Patrician. The first prize
was $50; third, $10. Mr. George
W. Anderson is president of
the association.
' Facts Worth Knowing
About Crime Detection
and daughter, Terry Gail, of St.
Louis, Mo., were recent guests of
Mrs. Clara West.
Miss Dorothy Deen Wynn of I
Gary. Ind., is home with h e r
grandparents, Mr. and M r a.
Samuel Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Johnson
were hosts to a family dinner re-
other man last week.
Victim of the angry blast by
Tucker was Miss Willie May Ray-
born, 28,f who was taken to John
Gaston Hospital where her con-
dition was reported to be good.
Police said Tucker admitted
shooting Miss Rayborn while hid-
ing behind a bush.
Blue Notes Carni gal
Will Aid Orphanage
A project to raise funds for the
proposed orphanage has been
I launched by the Blue Notes Social
club.
' On Oct. IL in a carnival at Lin-
coln Drive-Inn, the club will give
away a full-powered. air condition-
ed Gold Cadillac.
The announcement was made by
Milton H. Cleaborn, director of the
project.
Market Group Meets
In Detroit Sept. 12
Another benefit affair Is being
sponsored on Sept. 22 by the club
which will also be for the orpha-
nage.
Donation tickets for the carnival
may he secured at the following ,
places:
Bradfield Barber shop on Wal-
ker; Williams' barber shop on But-
ler and fourth; Moss Beauty Sa• •
Ion; Mat-Katz Beauty salon on,
Mississippi. Herman 66 Service
station on Parkway.
Restaurants and groceries where
donation tickets may be obtained
are: Hitching Post Country Club.
Campbell's Grocery on Mitchell
and Weaver. Lannon and Hudson
Sundry on Silverage.
43 ApplyForDETROIT — Invitations II a v e 1 tative, Schenley Distillers, Assist-
ed observer," of the Board of Di- 
Jesse Lewis Associates, Birming- , 
Admission To
••
pany, treasurer; Jesse J. Lewis,
associations or •seriously interest-
1 eater, , National Assountgin of:  
ham, Assistant Treasurer. and H. 
' White Schools
Market Developers. to a three-day  
Naylor Fitzhugh, Howard univer• I
meeting at the Gotham hotel here . sitY 
professor, executive director. I1 YANCEYVILLE. N.C.
Sept. 2-4. 
I Board members are Wendell Al- II — (ANP) — The Caswell County
I ston, Esso Standard Oil; Norman
1 E. Jones, Norman E. Jones 
Agen. school hoard received 43 NegroA professional organization of ,
specialists in the Negro market, 1 g.es Ramon S. Scruggs, Michigan applications here
 last week for
the Market Developers will open Bell Telphone Co., Samuel W. ' admission to previously all-white
the meeting with a "Dutch Treat Whiteman, R. Mars Contract Co schools in the county beginning
Dinner" at 8-30 p.m., Sept. 2 in; Dr. William L. Crump and Wil• with the school term this fall.
the Holiday Room. I Ithm V Harper. sr., of Tennessee School will open Sept. 4 in the
The agenda also calls for forma- I State university, are consultants to county.
lion of plans for the fifth annual the Board. ' Submitted to the school board
Marketing Clinic at Tennessee A. ' State Directors are L. P a ii I , by John L. Jeffers of Blanch. N
& 1. State university in the spring Banks, Jesse Lewis Associates, C., father of one of the pupils.
Of 1958. ' Alabama; Donald Derricks, Cali- applications gave reasons for
THE OFFICERS ; fornia; Tom Hawkins, Kendrix or- transfer, such as: "clos
et school."
NAMD officers are Joseph Al. I ganization. District of Columbia; "scho
ol  t home," "nearest
bright, Albright Associates, Nash. !Norman E. Jones, Florida; Jack non-segregated school.
" "nearest
ville, president; Moss H. Kendrix, . Moore, Georgia: Mary F u I I e r fully 
equipped school." and
Smith, Fuller Products, Illinois; , "nearest school on non-segregated
Daniel G. Kean, Gulf Oil Corpor. system."
ation. Kentucky; William G. Por- , Many of the applicants are
ter, Anheuser-Busch, Missouri; A. among a group which has a
S. Venable, Anheuser-Busch, New . suit pending in federal court ask
West Advertising Manager, Jobe- Jersey; Dr. Paul Webber S. C.1 ing that integrat
ion be started in
son Publications, second vice pres. State college South Carolina; I the count
y. The board is expected
ident; Louneer Pembertoo, Day William V Harper sr.. Tennes. , to make 
a decision on those ap-
ton Urban League. secretary; • see; Bernard Walker, 
Carnation ' plications at its regular meeting
Frank A. Dee, national represen• Company, Texas. 
• later this month
at right (left to right); Mrs.
R. Smith and baby , Leola;
Mrs. C. Todd and baby, Ann-
dra; Mrs. H. L. Robinson and
baby, Denise; Mrs. G, Nilli•




D. C. Public Relations firm head,
Chairman of Board; Wylie Whis•
mint Jr., Louisiana Life Insur-
ance Co., New Orleans, first vice





When Abraham Lincoln was on
his way to Washington for his first
inauguration, there was a plot to
assassinate him when he passed
through Baltimore. Allan Pinker
ton discovered the plot and thwart-
Other members of the commit- FIRST 
ed it.
tee are: Fountain W. Penick, sec- 
POLICE FORCE
retary; S. L. Spear, E. B. Phil- 
At the beginning of the Civil
War, Lincoln had Pinkerton organ.
HP. 'BuCknera,m1'. W. 
A. J, Payne,
W... 
ire a secret service in connection
Williams J. T. Weeden. J. R. 
with the Army. This was the first
Hicks, B. W. Coates, W. L. Rob- 
U. S. police force. Pinkerton ren-
dered great service during the war
and during the outlaw years fol-
lowing the war. It was the Pink- I
ertons who chased the Reno broth-
ers, the Jesse lames gang, t h e
Youngers, Haltom, etc. He had
two sons, Billy and Bob, who car-
ried on his work. It is said that
Pinkerton got the idea of a pri•
vate agency because he wanted one
free of all political control.
Since the early days of the Pin-
led sources and correlate them.
The FBI has a school, and a mag.,
acme called The Investigator.
If you are interested in more
information on the FBI, you :nay
get It by reading the following
books:
-The FBI Story" by Don While-
bead, Inside the FBI by John
Floherty, and "Persons in Hiding'
by J. Edgar Hoover.
persons were killed, one injured,
and four firemen were overcome
ST. LOUIS — (INS) — Three kertons, man
y private and public





by smoke in a four-alarm blaze ed a man around the world and
which swept through a three,: arrested him when he returned to '
story store-and-residence building , the scene of the crime. 
.
in North St. Louis Saturday night.' 
. Today there. are city detec-
The dead, all Negroes, include: 
tives. 1;:f.orsvt. icoeffiscteateinisnpevecsttiorsa,tothrse I
Miss Lilly Smith, 73; Miss J0- 1 and a number' of others. Most fa: 1
sephine Cooper, 50, and Cliffordl mous at this time is the Federal
Hudspeth, 56. Each occupied' Bureau of Investigation, common- !
apartments on the second and ly called the FBI. This organize- I
third floors. lion was built from a small un- I
Miss Lena Skates. 73, received known organization to the giant
injuries as she attempted to es- it is today by the man who now I
cape the burning building by heads it, J. Edgar Hoover. It is
said that Hoover knows the types
of criminals like a zoologist knows
dropping eight feet frcm the fire
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her children, Detrainn and Teryler
her sister, Miss Durey Davis and%
Connell Jones, all of Houston, Tex.
as. The group was enrciete to Lew.
friends, who enjoyed inspecting 
ishurg, Tenn.
WELCOME HOMEattended by parents, patrons and
the beautiful new, ! 
Visiting the J. W. \Vests resent.
building, as well 
as the delightful fellowship. 
1 quaintances here last week were
PINK.GREEN SCHEME 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Duncan
and daughter, Marjorie. Their sons
The table was overlaid with an, 
ecru lace cloth with pink under- 
Albert and Harold, spent the %seek
with Dr. and Mrs .1 E. Burke.
lay, and centered with pink roses 
. . 
Mr. Duncan was employed hero
mother, and little Dorothy and Au-
brey Tompkins motored to New
Jersey, recently, where they spent
three weeks with Mrs. Upcburch's
sister and brother-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Will Tompkins. From there
they went to Detroit to spend a
week with another sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jew-
el Robinson and daughter, Susan.
Before turning homeward, they
for several years as a Scout execto
live before moving to Texas
We also had the pleasure of a
erect r noun ot them.
A & T Opening
GREENSBORO. N. C. — e
A & T college will begin its sixty.
sixth school year on Monday, Sept.
9. On that date, an expected
bumper crop of entering freshmen
will start a weeklong program of
orientation leading towards regis-
tration.
"I judge a cigarette on taste...
and LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER!"
Mr. De win takes time out for a Lus-ky in
front of Williamsburg's elaborate Gower.
nor's Palace. Today, the restored city
looks exactly as it did in Colonial times—
exuept for modern Administrative offices
like Mr. De Witt's (right).
HAROLD DE WITT is Assistant Director of
Employment at Colonial Williamsburg—has
to find the right people for 450 different kinds
of jobs. Mr. De Witt knows what to look for
in a cigarette, too. "I judge a cigarette on
taste." he says. "Luckies taste better than
any brand I've tried. A Lucky is all cigarette,




"I est s fresh, clean smok• from every
Lucky I light," sAys Mr. DeWitt, A Lacy
ipe LIGHT smoke! It's made of fine,
good-tasting tobacco that's 'Foamed to
taste eve ti better. You'll say it's the lost.
tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
er
LIGHT UP A ht SMOKE
LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
• a. t c. Product of se Merano" u our ntaddis u.. 4)
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